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PREFACE
I wrote this paper immediately after I returned
from Indonesia where I had spent one and a half years as a
pre-service training consultant at two teacher training
colleges. My job specifically was to help the out-of-
school education departments at the colleges design and
implement a one year program for the training of nonformal
education fieldworkers
.
After returning to the United States, I looked into
other programs where adult education or community service
workers had received their training at institutions of
higher education. I looked into the labour education move-
ment and the agricultural extension service, and out of this
came the idea of considering the strengths and weaknesses of
integrating out-of-school and nonformal education and
formal education at the level of higher education for the
training of fieldworkers
.
Contact with a Purpose
From traveling widely and from working in a number
of communities in the United States, I am well aware that
the highly educated may have a skewed vision of education
in their respective countries. Often when I m^eet a college-
educated individual, I am never quite sure whether they are
ignorant of what is happening in their country educationally.
VI
are
or whether they are camouflaging what they think
embarrassing facts. I know, as an American listening to my
own countrymen and women explain the U.S. educational
system to foreigners that their view is most often based on
their personal experiences or on American ideology (that
anyone can make it in the educational system if they really
try)
.
This is what others might call the middle-class
diagnosis: blaming the victim. Most have a limited concep-
tion of education in urban or rural poor communities.
I have worked as a teacher in a rural community in
Ethiopia, as a volunteer teacher on an American Indian
reservation, as a community education worker and high school
teacher in black, Italian, middle-class and working-class
communities
,
in a Latin American barrio in Los Angeles as
well as in a Native American school in an urban area. What
these experiences demonstrated to me is that the U.S. educa-
tion system, among other things, is as much political in
intent as any other education system and that the structure
of this system is more often the function of 'stacking the
deck' than an honest deal.
During the Vietnam War, it was hard to explain
otherwise. At that time I worked in an inner city school
where on the wall as one entered the school were pictures
of young men who had been killed in action in Vietnam or
drafted. One counselor's main goal was to recruit as many
young men as possible into the military , and he got a
Vlll
special compensation if one of these boys was selected into
the Marines. One day I visited two suburban high schools.
There were no pictures on the walls, no mention of volun~
going to Vietnam and an acknowledged underground
service for those who wanted to resist the draft.
My experiences caused me to reflect on other aspects
of class and ethnicity, but, most important, I
,
as a child
of the middle-classes had the privilege of getting to know
my own country . Some may gain this knowledge from books
though they may never gain the experience and the struggle
of learning to get along. While, others, it is true, may
never gain wisdom or knowledge from human contact, some-
times only a reinforcement of their former prejudices or a
batch of new ones.
In other words, contact in and of itself is not
necessarily a means to learn about people, one's country,
the world. Certainly the contact experienced between eth-
nic groups in urban areas in America has not necessarily led
to productive relations. More often it has led to inter-
class war in the name of racial or ethnic conflict.
But, contact if mediated with purpose, critical
consciousness, reflection and support can benefit the
fieldworkers
,
the community and ultimately the direction
of a countries' educational policies.
I've often heard people say that they never under-
stood overpopulation until they were standing in the middle
IX
of a marketplace in Bangladesh or on a dike in Holland.
I'm not advocating that everyone go to such places just for
the experience—expensive, but cheap thrills. Educators
need to build programs that encourage understanding and
mutual or shared work and learning amongst different groups
within their own countries. The elites and their children
have the obligation to know their own country, to feel com-
passion and, above all else, to be competent citizens.
Sustaining Social Change
The thesis of the following study is to support
centrally planned though locally implemented education
programs. Many adult educators assume that people at the
local level can control and equally participate in the crea-
tion of beneficial education programs. While these educa-
tors are choosing a more moral course, this course is more
often the function of a highly literate society. Even so
the American local-level tax-supported school system which
assumes local-level control has resulted in suburban educa-
tion at its' best and urban education at its' worst. Often
educators opt for local-level planning because of the over-
all nastiness of most national governments, A large-scale
education program motivated by pernicious political purposes
seems more dangerous and detrimental than a small-scale
locally controlled program that may be short-lived, effective
for a small number of people. Are these the only choices?
X
Do we assume that either we stay in the classroom and work
with our thirty students or join the administration and try
to effect changes within the system and thereby join the
perpetual wrongs of a system?
A choice is to develop educational programs that
will lead to and sustain social change. This paper suggests
that one means to do this is for institutions of higher
education to leave their lofty position and join in partner-
ship with national governments in order to effect educational
policies. However/ as long as higher education is tied to
the Western model that pretends autonomy of thought and
autonomy of administration, educators within institutions
of higher education may balk at this suggestion. Turning
their backs on their own country, educators in developing
countries will look towards international standards and
recognition for guidance.
In conclusion, this study examines the development
of centrally planned education programs at institutions of
higher education for the training of nonformal education
or adult education fieldworkers . For the developing world,
nonformal education efforts are efforts to prolong time
rather than to take-up time (as is more often the case of
nonformal education leisure-time activities in the West)
.
For the developing world, there is not enough time, another
reason for centrally planned programs. Perhaps, this is why
the World Bank decided to fund nonformal education. Time
XI
is running out for tho dovelopod world and the elites
.
There are too many illiterates, too many rural people and,
arnongst thern^ too many dissatisfied people.
In response to this, most recent educational poli-
cies are directed at primary or basic education for the
masses. It seems the most just solution. But, is it also
a means of creating more efficient, low-cost, cheap labour
and a further effort to encourage people to leave the land,
1st the agricultural areas rot
,
or lay waste to them by
planting capital-intensive systems of production, such as
rubber or palm oil plantations? It is another way of gener-
ating more consumer demands and more markets for the
developed world.
What does this have to do with sending a young
person out into a rural community to work? Many people
would say that it is only the individual who benefits. If
that is so, good enough. If the individual comes back to
higher education and demands more relevancy from his/her
courses, even better. If the individual fieldworker
decides to stay and share in the work and life of the
community, if he/she stays to help, better still.
As people get to know their own country better,
they get to know themselves better. The more people under-
stand, the more they have the potential for deciding and
controlling their own future. And, while people take
action, they begin to see how much, whether rich or poor,
Xll
their lives are bound together. In this way, the field-
worker can contribute to social change and educational
reform as much as the community experience contributes to
his/her own personal growth.
Kathleen Cash
January, 1982
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ABSTRACT
Integrating Higher Education and Nonformal Education for
the Training of Nonformal Education Fieldworkers
(Februairy 1982)
Kathleen Ann Cash, B.S,, University of Wisconsin
M.A. and Ed.D. University of Massachusetts
Directed by: David Evans
This paper examines the integration of nonformal
and formal education at the level of higher education,
specifically for the training of nonformal education field-
workers. Several patterns of possible linkages between
these two educational spheres are defined and described.
These patterns explain strategies ranging from programs
centrally planned to rural level university programs. From
this overview of linkages
,
seven conditions favorable for
the development of integrative linkages are identified.
An in depth study of a formal-nonformal integrated
program in Indonesia is presented. Underlying this program
are linkages between teacher training institutes and a
government community education organization for the train-
ing of nonformal education fieldworkers. Central to the
program is a one-year diploma course in nonformal education.
This paper examines the balance and merger of practice and
theory in the curriculum, describes the field practicum,
and evaluates staff development workshops and administrative
XIV
relationships between these two educational organizations.
The outcome of the study is an analytical framework
that intersects the conditions favorable for integrative
linkages with input and design factors. The framework pro-
vides a check list of program areas where integrative
development might occur. Educational program planners can
use the analytical framework as a tool to help design,
examine, evaluate and transform programs that involve link-
ages between formal and nonformal education.
In conclusion, nonformal education, while more
reflective of community participation and needs, has neither
gained the institutional stability nor credibility of
formal education. Moreover, nonformal education field-
workers have usually been poorly qualified and/or transient.
More expensive and in greater social demand, formal educa-
tion takes up the major portion of most developing
countries' budgets. This study advocates that educational
planners look towards the integration of nonformal and
formal education at the level of higher education in the
hopes of minimizing the weaknesses inherent in their
separateness and capitalizing on the potential strengths
of integration.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Episode 1 . In 1980 I was working in a literacy project in
North Sumatra, Indonesia. A total of 5000 plantation
workers attended literacy classes for three months. The
project was supposed to be for plantation workers between
the ages of 20 and 50.
On one of the visits to monitor the activities of
the tutors and to assess the progress of the students
,
I
noticed that many of the students were young people in their
early or middle teens. Since each class could only hold
10 students (each tutor had a total of 40 students, four
classes), many young people sat outside the classroom, wait-
ing and hoping to be admitted to the literacy class. At
least by standing outside the window, they could learn by
listening
.
Many of these youths had dropped out of school for
economic reasons. They viewed these literacy classes as a
means to gain or regain their literacy skills, to get a
better job or to be readmitted into the formal education
system at some later date. These literacy classes were con-
ducted at times in the day that allowed for participants to
do their work in the fields as well.
When I asked an older person in her early fifties
1
2how she felt about participating in the literacy classes,
she replied, "I'd rather be in jail." But, when I asked
some of the young people why they participated in the
literacy classes, one enthusiastically said, "Because I
want to learn. " Another described his experiences in the
formal school as compared with the nonformal literacy educa-
tion classes, "I can come to literacy classes and help my
parents, work at the same time. When I went to school
before, I couldn't do both." Formal education has not been
able to meet the educational means of the rural poor or
P^^icularly the educational needs of rural communities in
the developing world.
Formal education . Formal education institutions that
between ten and forty years ago were being hailed as newly
independent nations' hope for self-determination and
modernization are now being blamed for the 'world educa-
tion crisis', dooming these same countries to educational
stagnation and deterioration. The postcolonial period was
characterized by the training of teachers, doctors, lawyers
and administrators to manage and perhaps give these new
governments a much needed respite of stability. While in
hindsight it is easy to accuse these new governments of
lack of imagination and innovation (since most of their
policies were modeled after the 'mother countries'), one
must take into account the virtual absence of institutional
infrastructures that would develop not to mention maintain
3these new nations.
Recently World Bank authors state that formal educa-
tion has been irrelevant to the needs of developing
countries for the past two decades, (Simmons, 1980; 8)
Education has become embedded in the needs of a postcolonial
society, so that now most of its inappropriate curriculum is
a testament to a bygone period of training for ^elites' and
bureaucrats. Formal education institutions are designed to
benefit individuals, be selective, status-oriented, and
antithetical to community values and solidarity. Formal
education has never been in the business of creating
permanent employment except for teachers and government
civil servants and has consistently remained outside the
work world. The 'world education crisis'' aptly described
by Philip Coombs illustrates the growing number of pre-
literates, out-of-school youth and school drop-outs;
(Coombs, 1968) a world in which 40% of the population is
living in absolute poverty. (Simmons, 1989; 9)
At best formal education has been preparatory for
an academic, urban, bureaucratic and professional life and
at worst terminal for unskilled manual labour, unemployment,
urban migration and malaise. Typically, a rural primary
school student terminates his/her education after a few
years of schooling due to economic hardship. Because the
curriculum is preparatory for junior secondary, secondary
school, or college, termination leaves a student marginally
4literate and unemployable in the modern sector. The chances
are that the student after termination will lose his/her
literacy skills after a few years. For the secondary school
drop out, the growing dissatisfaction with rural life
coupled with the absence of employable skills will leave
this student an urban job-seeker. The longer he/she stays
in school, the less likelihood that that student will remain
in the rural areas. There are few formal education terminal
degrees that prepare a student for a 'better' life in either
the rural areas or in the cities. Formal schools for the
majority are preparatory for illiteracy and for unemployment
(though these are not part of their stated goals)
. The
school is estranged from the community it should serve,
being only preparatory for service among the elites. C.E.
Beeby in his Assessment of Indonesian Education documents
the overall state of Indonesian education and the inequities
created by a system that is outside the work world of agri-
culture and industry. (Beeby, 1979)
Episode 2 . In 1979 I was looking for a house to rent in
Jakarta, Indonesia and was told to visit a doctor who lived
near the teacher training college (where I was trying to
find a place to live) . I walked into the 'doctor's* office
to find an obese man surrounded by patients and a wall
behind him covered with diplomas. On closer examination
of the diplomas, I read that he had an M.D. from Midwest
5Medical College and another from Gulliver's. College in
Texas, as well as other degrees from nonexistent schools.
The doctor spoke no English and was well-versed in the real
estate of the area. I doubt whether this man had completed
primary school, but he had certain acquired the respect,
admiration and financial rewards of his community. Though
not an accomplished academic student, the doctor had clearly
studied the means to get ahead and had decorated his office
accordingly. Nonformal educators take note.
What such an experience demonstrated to me was not
the ability of a shrewd man to put one over on people
(though it was impressive)
,
but the importance of symbols
of status. I am not suggesting the all out manufacture of
diplomas
,
but the recognition among nonformal educators
that the social demand for education is tied to people's
aspirations. Hope in the public sector is more often
attached to rewards identified with 'modernization' such as
diplomas and credentials than with traditional rewards. In
other words, no farmer is so foolish as to not understand
where the bread and butter (or the rice and dal) are coming
from in his/her society. Because of this basic understand-
ing, nonformal education programs have suffered. Nonformal
education has not been able to replicate the appeal of
formal education.
Nonfonnal education. Nonformal education projects in
6developing countries are often small 'pilot' projects
funded by external agencies. "The whole field of nonformal
education is impaired by wasteful fragmentation resulting
from the great diversity of sponsorship and pursuing of
independent courses," (Coombs, Prosser, Ahmed, 1973; 72)
These projects, while experimental and temporarily bene-
ficial, are not often expanded or integrated into national
education policies. In fact, most older educational
programs were not developed as pilot projects at all but as
systems. Small-scale projects do not necessarily
instill any long lasting educational changes and often leave
ps.rticipants with false hopes plus increased dependency on
foreign assistance:
A community-based health or family planning program,
for example that is not adequately tied in with and
supported by higher levels of the system could be
worse than no locally-based program at all. It would
be a deceptive sham, perhaps good for national or
international public relations, but quite unfair to
the rural people. (Coombs, 1980: 29)
Nonformal education programs often have difficulty
sustaining motivation once people understand the inability
of these programs to provide access to social and economic
equality. This equality is interpreted in light of an
individual's potential for mobility within the modern sec-
tor:
The harijan schools of India, with all of Ghandi's
prestige behind them, failed because they were, in
effect, terminal schools and offered the village
child no sure foothold on the national ladder.
(Beeby
,
1979; 141
)
7On the other hand, educators have begun to look
towards nonformal education as a way out of perplexing
problems. Philip Coombs in his book New Paths to Learning
describes the necessity of both the mobilization of resources
"...increased production and income, include the equitable
distribution of income, increased employment, land reform,
better health, nutrition and housing,,," along with the
rapid expansion of nonformal education. (Coombs, 1973)
Philip Coombs defines nonformal educat ion
;
as any organized educational activity outside the0stablished formal system—whether operating sepa-
rately or as an important feature of some broader
activity that is intended to serve identifiable
learning clienteles and learning objectives. (Coombs,
1973 : 11 )
These activities have had a myriad of synonyms such as out-
of-school education, adult education, community education
and numerous places of residence, YMCA's, girl and boy
scouts, religious groups, factories. One would be hard-
pressed to come up with a single institutional model or
curriculum that aptly describes nonformal education.
However, it is this self-same institutional mayhem
that has maintained nonformal education's ideological dis-
tinctiveness from formal education, Roland Paulston gives
an insightful description of the major ideological differ-
ences between nonforroal and formal education. To summarize,
nonformal education is situational and created out of the
needs of the learners so that it has been termed learner-
centered (as opposed to the teacher-centered approach
8ascribed to formal education)
. Decisions are made at the
program or community level. it is neither academic nor
structured, credential-bound or status-conscious. Nonformal
education programs maintain flexibility and sensitivity
to the rmmediate needs of the learners since ideally they
subscribe to participatory and problem-solving teaching
methodologies. Formal education being institution-based
operates very differently. Formal education's policies are
usually designed at the national level and implemented at
the regional or district level. Credential-bound, highly
structured, teacher-centered and most notably expensive
(higher education costs 20 to lOOX more than primary)
,
formal education is at times in direct contrast to non-
formal education, (Brembeck, 1973; 65-87)
The problem. Two contradictions are evident in this brief
overview of these two educational forms: first, that while
nonformal education is far more methodologically sound in
relation to the education needs of the developing world than
formal education, it has had little impact on development.
"In most countries the pursestrings are tightly drawn and
adult education got the crumbs from the school education's
wsll—laden table." (UNESCO, 1972: 261 And, second, while
the impact and social demand for formal education remains
high, it continues to promote social and economic inequities.
One of the great strengths of the school and the
university is the institutional infrastructure:
9Primary-level services, curricula adapted to use
farmer-oriented radioprograms, and shorl: course paramedical trainina.
ese innovations have not spread, partly because*they were not supported by the massive commitmentto experimentation and organization that promotedthe)new wheat and rice varieties. (Simmons, 1980:
Social change occurs not only when an idea has mass support,
but also when the idea has the institutional basis for
delivery. Formal education has a strong institutional base.
As Philip Coombs recommends, nonformal education needs
strong infrastructures above the village level to provide
training, supervision, referral services and logistical
support, in other words, an institutional infrastructure,
(Coombs, 1980)
Unfortunately, the present relationship between
formal and nonformal education does not allow for integra-
cooperation. This relationship is often based on
competing, dualistic or parallel programs. Because of the
nature of the training these programs provide and because of
the social strata for which they are intended, formal and
nonformal education seem to be rival undertakings. Such a
rivalry is deeply prejudicial. (UNESCO, 1972) A duel system
ultimately leads to a meritocracy where nonformal education
provides manual laborers and formal education the managers
and elites. Nonformal education, in my opinion, should not
be organized as a complementary system that either makes up
for the shortcomings of the formal system or is used to take
the pressure off of the demand for formal education. By
10
doing this, nonformal education will only perpetuate the
status quo.
^tegrating nonformal and nonformal education
. New struc
tures and programs need to be devised to do away with the
frontiers separating formal and nonformal education,
V^atare the possibilities for developing new
formal and nonformal education thatcould do a larger more effective job than thesum of two operating separately as they dotoday? (Coombs, 1980: 37)
An important first step for the development of these
'new hybrids’ has been proposed by Frederick H, Harbison.
He states that a strategy for integration should include
the identification of principal target groups, the speci-
fication of roles of formal and nonformal education, and
the evaluation of alternatives and selection of "leverage
points" that would have the highest payoffs. (Harbison,
1971: 15) As "capstones of the educational pyramid",
higher education can serve as one of these "leverage points"
in the integration of formal and nonformal education.
Hiehoff and Case state that higher education needs
to be full partners in the development and implementation
of new educational policy. (Case and Niehoff, 1976) What
this "full partnership" means and how it can be brought
about are complex issues. Generally higher education has
contributed to and can continue to contribute to four areas
of human resource development: as producers of high level
manpower, as centers for research, as programs for
11
preservice and inservice training for youth, as molders and
articulators of national culture and value. (Harbison,
1971: 24)
In view of these potentialities for human resource
growth and development and for linkages between formal and
nonformal education, one of the major areas of consideration
should be the development of youth. One could argue that
for better integration of formal and nonformal education is
the training of more effective cadres of rural service
workers." (Harbison, 1971; 15)
On the other hand, while nonformal education programs
have excelled in preservice and inservice training, higher
education has relied on organized libraries, specialized
subject matter and faculty members who through research are
continually adding to and refining knowledge. (Griffin,
1977: 36) From these vantage points, the linkages between
formal and nonformal education (for the training of field-
workers) could become important in revitalizing educational
innovations. Nevertheless, higher education has neglected
this function.
Higher education in developing countries has not
usually evaluated its own needs or created its own institu-
tional forms. More likely higher education has looked to
the developed world for leadership in development and has
failed to develop roots in the indigenous culture. (Altbach,
1974: 7) The ill-fated legacy of higher education has been
12
to produce a regular body of administrative elites. "Part
of the colonial legacy in educational administration was the
monopoly of knowledge and information by a small body of
administrative elites." (Court and King, 1978; 73 ) m
turn higher education becomes a critical point for educa-
tional reform, because it is at the apex of the academic
incentive structure and tends to dominate the lower levels.
At the apex of the educational incentive structure,
higher education has tended to develop and legitimize a
separate opportunity structure between the national and the
rural-level laborers. This structure and its reward system
is characterized by wage employment and national certifica-
tion, while the local or rural-level is directed by self-
employment and informal types of certification or legitimacy.
A national plan for educational development (in particular,
the integration of nonformal and formal education within
the domain of higher education) must consider "the extent
to which people can be encouraged to aspire to village
level opportunities in the face of a national reward struc-
ture which encourages people to think beyond the village."
(Court and King, 1978: 69) In other words, the recogni-
tion of this national reward structure as well as the
recognition of the educational needs of the rural community
should be considered in an integrated approach.
Patterns of integration . In the literature three patterns
emerge in attempts to integrate formal (at the level of
13
higher education) and nonformal education:
1. Cross-Covers in manpower and/or methodology
2. Absorption of nonformal education into the
formal system or vice versa
3. Integrative linkages between nonformal and
formal education
When considering the existing relationships between formal
and nonformal education within the sphere of higher educa-
tion, it is important to visualize the extent to which this
relationship will maintain or develop separate, comple-
mentary systems. Next, one must consider to what extent
this program has the ability to generate educational innova
tions within the institution of higher education; and,
finally
,
the extent to which the goals of nonformal educa-
tion can be maintained and propagated in this integration
with formal education.
1*he first pattern, manpower and ideological cross-
overs, includes programs that incorporate participatory
and problem-solving methodologies in a formal setting.
While nonformal education may not be able to lay claim as
the originator of these methodologies
,
these methodologies
are not often utilized in higher education in the develop-
ing world and are most often associated with out-of-school
education programs. When these methodologies are incorpor-
ated into higher education, they are intended for teacher
training programs for people who will serve in the formal
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school system. Similarly, out-of-school youth and adult
education programs have incorporated grades, credentials
and status differentials, symbols of credibility from the
formal system.
Manpower cross-overs between formal and nonformal
education have been significant in the area of staffing,
particularly higher and middle-level management personnel,
A number of nonformal education programs utilize management
and research personnel from higher education or that hold
degrees from institutions of higher education. The BRAC
program in Bangladesh and other nonformal education case
studies in rural development demonstrate the use of the
expertise of progressionals for research work. (Ahmed and
Coombs, 1975 and Coombs, 1980) In addition, many colleges
hire vocational education educators and skill-development
teachers from nonformal education programs. The major
characteristic of this pattern is that there usually are no
direct institutional links between these programs, but only
sporadic individual and methodological cross-overs.
The second pattern, absorption of one educational
system or program into another, is most commonly repre-
sented by correspondence courses or second chance programs,
typical examples being where the student studies outside
the formal system in order to take an examination at speci-
fied times so that he/she may (re) enter the formal system.
Whatever the design of the nonformal programs, the major
goal for the participant is either entrance into the formal
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system or recognition by the formal system in the form of
credits, diplomas, or symbolic status differentials. The
Lesotho Long-Distance Training Center offers short courses
for teachers in rural areas so that they can gain access
to higher credentials within the formal system, A number
of radio correspondence courses and schools provide oppor-
tunities for people who aspire to credits and diplomas from
the formal system. Though not an intended absorption, the
REC programs (rural education centers) of Upper Volta
suffered a similar fate with other basic education programs.
Minimal expansion of the formal system is likely to both
circumvent and dissolve nonformal education programs if
these programs are competing for funds or have failed to
gain support from local people. In the case of Upper Volta
integration coalesced with collapse. (Colclough and
Hallack
,
19 75) Though this program did not directly involve
education, it demonstrates the potential for absorp-
tion of a nonformal education program when it does not have
the community support nor the institutional strengths of the
formal system.
The Cultural Revolution in China in 1966 is an
example of an absorptive relationship where formal educa-
tion is incorporated into a nonformal ideology. This
massive transformation of China's educational system was a
response to an over-taxed, complex formal education system
that had run parallel to but had hardly integrated with
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nonformal education programs, e.g. spare-time and half-time
education programs. The formal education system was
closed, particularly higher education; and for two years
young people, soldiers and teachers went through a re-
education process. when the educational system reopened,
there were open admissions policies in higher education,
people-managed schools, integrated work-study programs with-
in the previous formal system that were adapted to the needs
of rural people who had formerly been denied access to
educational opportunities. A balanced evaluation of the
Cultural Revolution is not available and China has now re-
instituted educational policies more typical of the pre-
Cultural Revolution period. Nevertheless, some of the
recorded difficulties with an educational transformation
of this nature lie with the absence of leadership, middle-
level management and effective training for those who will
oversee educational changes. (Barendsen, 1972) Whether
a stated goal or not, relationships that generally fall
under this pattern are absorptive. This is not a "true"
integration where one system or program is horizontally
expanded often at the demise of the other. Integration
implies bringing parts of the whole together or making into
a whole by bringing all parts together neither at the
expense nor at the elimination of any of the parts.
The hope for "new hybrids" is most clearly
exemplified in the third pattern of integrative linkages
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between nonformal and formal education. Though the scale
of these programs may vary from pilot to mass education
ventures, one of the primary goals or many programs is to
train youth or college-age students for participation in
national development. (Gillette, 1971) Countries such as
Cuba, China and Tanzania have attempted more full-scale
integrated programs. As a whole these countries have the
political or national backing for comprehensive adult educa-
tion or a community education system. Other countries,
though not as massive, are experimenting with integrative
linkages between nonformal and formal education at the
higher education level. National Service Programs, VISTA,
rural universities, the Frontier College of Canada, Labour
Education, the Cooperative Extension Movement, etc. are a
few of these attempts. The major objectives of these
programs are to supply manpower to rural areas in the form
of middle-level community education fieldworkers
; to trans-
form some of the characteristics of formal education by
integrating it with nonformal education or vice versa, e.g,
curricula, methodologies, etc.; and, to create administra-
tive linkages between higher education and national,
regional, local-level administration and leadership.
Implications of integrative linkages
. A further considera-
tion is whether integrative linkages between formal and
nonformal education will contribute to constructive social
change. Integrative linkages have the potential for the
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following
:
1. The creation of a more competent, ethical elite
motivated to truly develop their society
2. The transformation of attitudes of students,
teachers, family and the larger community
3. The creation of lower-level or other employment
opportunities based on individual, community and national
needs
4. The potential for community and popular partici-
pation in decision-making
5. The transmission of a national and community
culture
6. Institutional development for the day-to-day
support and sustenance of educational reform
1 • The creation of a more competent, ethical elite
motivated to truly develop their society
The hybrid between formal and nonformal education
suggested in this paper supports the development of nonformal
education fieldworkers at the level of higher education.
Participants in higher education are predominantly children
of the well-to-do or the elites. For most nations, the
future of the country depends on the force of these people's
ideas, their personal and group commitment to social change.
A community experience provides the student of higher educa-
tion with a first-hand knowledge of his/her country, with
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developmental problems and with the gap between rich and
poor. In a broader sense this fieldworker becomes an agent
of change—change having as much to do with the fieldworker 's
impact on the community as the community's impact on the
individual fieldworker.
^ transformation of attitudes of students
,
teachers
, family and the larger coinmunitv
While a change in practice may precede a change in
values or attitudes, without practice it is unlikely that
any "real" change will occur. "Real" change implies a
change in attitudes, what some educators subscribe to the
affective domain, the individual's feelings or attitudes
as opposed to his/her thoughts, the cognitive domain. Even
recognition of the need to change depends on the extent to
which a group or the individual "feels" as well as wants it.
^ fieldworker education program puts much emphasis on prac-
tice as a means towards attitude change.
^ * The creation of a lower— level and other employ-
ment opportunities based on individual, commun-
ity and national needs
The paradox of education is that it has not led to
expected equities
;
India is a classic example illustrating the fact
that education alone cannot bring the desired
development for the majority of the people in an
economy that is outward looking—not, self-centered.
For, on the one hand, India has mass illiteracy.
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and, on the other hand, and paradoxically, it facesthe problem of a surplus of very educated peoplewho cannot be absorbed into its own economy.
Integrative linkages between formal and nonformal
education presuppose education and training programs based
on manpower needs. To stem the flow of social demand for
education into more productive channels, as Simmons writes
lower-level employment opportunities must be increased,
(Simmons, 1980) Essentially, then, this has been one of
the attractions of nonformal education goals in the 70s
and 80s their ability to generate more employment oppor-
tunities
.
^ • The potential for community and popular
participation in decision-making
The integration of formal and nonformal education
assumes, perhaps more than other goals, the goal of dis-
tributing information, knowledge and understanding to rural
areas and rural communities within urban as well. Non-
formal education programs whould be especially sensitive
to the way in which goals and processes determine how needs
are defined. If needs are not defined with the authentic
P^^icipation of a community, nonformal education programs
has small chance of reaching their goals. If people do not
understand something, they surely cannot control it. If
people do understand something, they may be able to control
it. (Goulet, 1971) This is only to say that information
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or knowlGdg© givGs
thGir rGlationship
people the greater chance of changing
to themselves and to the powerful.
transmission of a national and community
culturG
‘.p truly a functional organnation, doponds far morG on tho atmosphor©
cultur© in which it is iimncrLdthan It doGs on tho pGdagogical atmosphor© arti-
within it. A condition of
equilibrium bGtwGGn this inward and outwardprGssurG IS GssGntial to produce a good school,(Ortega Y. Gasset, 1944: 129)
Integrating formal and nonformal education specifi
cally at the level of higher education speaks to this
dilemma. The creation of a nonformal education program
within an institution of higher education assumes a compre
hensive field practicum. Over time, the outcome of a
student contact with the community is a curriculum more
sensitive to community needs; and, an institution that is
more a reflection of national and community cultural goals
and purposes.
^ • Institutional development for the day-to-day
support and sustenance of educational reform
Nonformal educators have consistently made the mis-
take of not sufficiently evaluating the infrastructural
support for an educational innovation. Certainly, formal
education has the institutional base for the delivery of
an innovation; it also has the funding support and the
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public recognition that formal education is "education".
But, for formal educators this is a paradox. is it better
to gain credibility and support from an association with
power, or better to reach a small number of people with
more hopes for authentic participation? Up to date many
nonformal education efforts have conformed to the latter
and justified pilot or small scale projects as humanitarian
efforts sometimes with people who have indifferent or
economically poor governments whose meager education budgets
go to satisfying the children of the elite. Maybe, it is
not an either/or question anymore than formal and nonformal
education are mutually exclusive forms of education.
In conclusion, educational reform must be increas-
ingly directed, in my opinion, towards creating hybrids or
educational programs that capitalize on the strengths of
both formal and nonformal education. Educational programs
should be created that meet community needs without consid-
eration of whether they meet theoretical requirement or are
truly nonformal or formal educational endeavors
.
Presently
,
a program that is creating integrative
linkages between nonformal and formal education is the
Indonesian PENMAS/IKIP NonformalEducation Project. A
major focus of this paper will be to describe and to ana-
lyse this program. The Indonesian example demonstrates
an integrated program where a formal teaching training
college (IKIP) and a nonformal education government agency
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(PENMAS) developed a nonformal education program for the
training of community education (NFE) workers. The author
participated in the design and implementation of this
program, specifically the D1 curriculum. This paper will
describe the development of integrative linkages between
NFE and formal education and analyze the potential of this
program for effective integration. Finally, the Indonesian
case study together with other examples will be reviewed
in light of their significance for educational innovation
or the broader implications of integration and socioeconomic
development.
Purpose of the Study
This study will describe and analyze what needs to
be considered when integrating formal and nonformal educa-
tion. Educational planners need to rethink educational
objectives., methodologies and curricula when devising
integrated programs as well as the broader implications of
integrated program development.
The primary focus of this paper will be on address-
ing the following question:
from selected efforts to establish integrative
linkages between higher education and nonformal
education in the training of community service
workers, what program areas should be considered
in planning and what factors aid or hinder
effective integration of these two spheres?
Because of the foregoing, this paper will also address the
following questions:
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1. What are the strategies and characteristics of
programs that link higher education and nonformal education?
2. What are the major conditions necessary for
the development of integrative linkages?
3. What is the nature of the Indonesian IKIP/penmas
program and what problems are suggested?
4. What are the program areas where integrative
linkages may or may not take place in the IKIP/penmas pro-
gram and what factors appear to aid or hinder?
5. Wliat is a provisional framework for description
and analysis of program areas for the effective integration
of higher education and nonformal education in the training
of community service workers?
Primary consideration is given to the Indonesian
case study and the specific characteristics of program
development that illustrate management, organization and
the staffing of programs. Philip Coombs in his book
Attacking Rural Poverty emphasizes the need to recruit,
retain and utilize good staff as of critical importance and
a most formidable problem" in the infrastructural develop—
men of nonformal education. (Coombs, 1974) In addition to
the recruitment, retention, and efficient use of staff, the
development of instructional methods, joint use of resources,
planning, evaluation and overall curriculum development
be studied. Moreover, program integration necessitates
the development of vertical and horizontal relationships
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that will develop both across institutions and within one
institutional setting. This study will further exaniine
how input and design factors develop, influence and main-
tain these relationships. l<hat these relationships mean
in regard to the survival of nonformal education is a further
consideration. In other words, the author will speculate
on the multiple effects of integrated programs, for example
whether they encourage flexibility within the formal system
or the increased intrenchment of nonformal education into
institutional inflexibility.
Significant to this study is whether the integrative
strategies, specifically the Indonesian case study, illus-
trate that the integration of formal and nonformal education
is a viable, productive educational alternative—alternative
to a formal education system which is distinct and separate
from nonformal education small-scale projects or dual or
complementary nonformal education programs. The strategies
described including the Indonesian case study illustrate
alternatives in program structure and the consequences of
implementing any one strategy or a combination of strategies
for overall formal and nonformal education program develop-
ment.
Approach to the Study
This paper will primarily rely on a descriptive
method of research based on the author's participation and
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observations during the planning and implementation of the
IKIP component of the PENMAS Nonformal Education project.
The author will utilize data, reports, documents from or
related to the project, conversations and interviews with
participants, questionnaires, and material collected during
the initial stages of project development.
In addition to the Indonesian Case Study this paper
will survey the existing literature on integrative programs,
particularly those that have involved reformist measures
rather than a restructuring of the educational system. From
the review of the literature a set of conditions will be
developed. These conditions will generally describe what
areas can serve as "leverage points" or program areas when
attempting to create integrative linkages. These conditions
will also serve as broad areas that can be delineated into
program areas.
The analysis of the Indonesian Case Study will
utilize these conditions juxtaposed with input and design
factors in order to select program areas most specifically
related to integrative linkages. The input and design
factors are described:
Input Factors
a* Financial support and resource potential ; for
example, where does support originate; what assurances are
there for continuance and continuity in support; what
"hidden agendas" may be tied to this support; how direct
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IS access to this support and how close is program implemen-
tation to source of funding; what encouragement is there for
resource development and how are resources allocated, etc,
Educational Inheritance: for example, what have
been past relationships between integrating institutions as
regards personnel, funding, administrative relationships,
etc.; what has been the reputation of programs participating
in this project; have previous programs achieved credibility,
recognition, etc.
Networking Potential ; for example, what are
the possibilities for linkages across institutions or with-
in departments in one institutional setting; will building
networks help reach program goals; what existing channels
are there for manuverability within these relationships;
how are program goals related to the development of both
horizontal and vertical networking, etc.
National Commitment ; for example, what is
the political motivation for integrative linkages; is
there evidence of "felt" need for such a program is there
much evidence of mass support or what is the motivation
for such a program; how does this program intersect with
the national opportunity structure, etc.
Design Factors
e . Program Development
i. Planning-how is the program planned to main-
tain or capitalize on the strengths of formal and
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nonformal education; how were program and partici-
pant needs determined; what is the nature of the
planning procedure, participatory, authoritative,
etc.
11. Curricula-what are the goals of the curri-
cula for training fieldworkers
; does the program
blend or integrate both practice and theory; how
are community needs integrated into the curricula,
etc
.
iii. Methodology
-how are methods integrated into
program goals; what methods will participants be
trained; how will participants practice nonformal
education methods, etc,
iv. Evaluat ion-what will be methods for evalua-
tion and how will they be implemented; how will
evaluation be utilized to improve the
program; who participates in the evaluation process,
etc
.
f. Staff Development ; for example, what will be the
goals of in-service staff development programs; how is this
training integrated with long range or broader program goals;
how will staff be motivated to participate in this program,
etc
.
g. Research: for example, how will the research
capabilities of higher education be integrated into program
goals; how will staff and students participate in planning
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research design; how will the community participate in the
research; are research goals consistent with goals of
nonformal education, etc.
Mministrative Development; for example, how
is the administration within the formal education involved
in the development of the program; what style of management
IS encouraged by the program; how can administrative
flexibility as well as accountability be developed, etc.
In other words, where input and design factors link
up with conditions for integration, program areas will be
described. Furthermore, factors that aid and hinder program
development in the Indonesian Case Study will be identified.
The major intent of this study is to describe a
provisional analytical framework for educational planners
or educators. This framework will provide a neat foundation
or analytical base for assessing integrative linkages
between nonformal and formal or higher education. A frame-
of this nature can serve as a check list for education
planners who want to consider all necessary or possible
program areas where integrative linkages may or could occur.
There are some limitations to this study as well.
Although a significant aspect of any educational policy or
plan, economic factors will not be considered in depth except
in reference to budgetary plans or funding allocations.
Also, this study will attempt to create a model or
analytical framework or set of criteria that can be applied
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in its totality to the integration of formal and nonformal
education programs. Educational systems and programs are
complex and particular to the history and development of a
group, province, country. Such criteria or an analytical
framework can only provide suggestions for consideration
when planners are designing intersecting systems. m addi-
tion, the case studies are described from one "cultural"
perspective and on varying levels of complexity. Such an
analysis cannot provide information or do justice to the
intricate and complicated procedures that went into the
development of these programs, nor into the unknown political
and social motivations behind their instigation.
While not a major intent of this study, the descrip-
tion and analysis of integrative linkages between formal
and nonformal education will give cause for further reflec-
tion on what constitutes success or failure. In other words,
this analysis will speculate on contradictions and themes
that may or may not give rise to the sustenance of educa-
tional reform and probable social change.
In conclusion, this study will examine a number of
cases of integrative linkages between formal and nonformal
education. Four strategies of integrative linkages will be
identified and described from an examination of these cases.
From this description, conditions necessary for integrative
linkages will be listed. These conditions are general and
will be further related to the four strategies.
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Next, this paper will describe the Indonesian case
study in detail, the background of the collaboration
between a formal and a nonformal institution, how the
education program was designed, strengths and weaknesses
of the program and some major issues that would concern
education planners about integrative linkages of this nature
CHAPTER II
INTEGRATIVE LINKAGES BETWEEN NONFORMAL
and higher education
Approximately 18 years ago a friend asked me if i
wanted to work for the Wisconsin Social Services Department
as a reading and recreation volunteer teacher on the Black
River Falls Winnebago Indian Mission, The Winnebago Mission
with the aid of the Social Services Department was
beginning a summer school for Indian children. These
children had recently been integrated into the public
school system. Prior to this integration they had attended
a segregated school on the Mission land. Another college
student had broken her leg, and the summer school needed a
replacement. Being an undergraduate in anthropology I
jumped at the opportunity not only to be of some service,
but also to be able to participate in Indian life as I
envisioned it from college courses in Indian history and
culture
.
The summer proved to be a mixture of shock, bewild-
erment, pity, indignation and also joy, I had never wit-
nessed poverty except through books that capitalized the
"culture of poverty". (Three years before I had told my
parents that as far as I knew there was no "real" poverty
in Wisconsin.) My upbringing had been in working class and
suburban neighborhoods. Both neighborhoods were
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characterized by family home ownership and a deep concern
for lawn maintenance, private property,
the Protestant work ethic.
self-determination
,
Many of the Indians lived in wooded shacks or tar
paper huts with no central heating except for a pot-bellied
This area of Wisconsin was known to reach 40 to 50
degrees below zero in the winter. As many as ten to fifteen
people, parents, children and grandparents, lived in a shack
no bigger than 20 x 20 feet. Most of the families sub-
sisted on flour and peanut butter from welfare doles or a
seasonal income from pine tree cutting, cranberry and cherry
picking.
The summer school began in order to upgrade the
children's reading, writing and social skills. A diagnos-
tician from the University of Wisconsin gave the children a
battery of tests (I.Q, and social skills tests) which showed
pictures of lawn mowers and electrical appliances and asked
them personal questions which were culturally ill-suited to
life on the Mission. She concluded that the Indian
children's skills were both low and inappropriate for
learning in a public school environment.
Living with an Indian family for the summer, I had
the chance to participate in the more joyful aspects of
peoples' lives—pow wows, peyote rituals, weddings, birth-
days and daily classes with the children which were fun,
spirited and far from sad and grueling. Nevertheless, that
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su™„er left a lasting impression on me far more profoundly
than others since that time.
Since then, I have lived in other cultures for long
periods and have traveled widely, but nothing has effected
me as strongly as that summer. Maybe, because it was a
first experience, but more so I think because of the myth-
Shattering nature of the experience.
I was exposed to poverty within my own country;
poverty in the way people lived beyond anything I had been
taught existed in the United States, and poverty in the
relationship between myself and "the others". The gap
seemed unbridgeable—the intellectual, academic life at the
university and the daily life at the mission
—between the
theory of Indians and the reality of Indian life. Talking
to the psychometrist about the tests, she said, "But, these
are the only tests we have." Talking to the American
Indian History professor at the university about my experi-
ences at the Mission said, "Very interesting. I know some
one who is writing a book about the recent history of
American Indians." I felt betrayed.-
In that brief summer, "I" became "we" as I learned
about class, the class I represented in attitudes and in
economics and "the others".
^ l^urned about how the Christian concept of salva-
tion and education worked hand in hand to save the souls of
the poor; those who had not yet arrived. (Mazrui, 1978)
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The poor need only work hard in the educational system and
they, too, can reap its benefits. But, there is a deep
contradiction in the relationship between those who have
and those who have much less that inhibits this form of
redemption, when "we" are faced with the reality of "others
lives, our own truth is revealed, the contradiction is
apparent: the educational system both preaches and prevents
arrival.
We (as I was) are betrayed by our own history-
history concocted within the gap, to fill the gap. There
IS a gap in what "we" have learned as to what was and what
is; and, a gap in what "we" have become in relation to
what "others" have become: the poor, the rural farmers and
the urban poor, those who cannot read and write who toil
with their hands to feed us.
The goal of the campaign was always greater thanto teach poor people how to read. The dream wasto enable those two portions of the population thathad been instrumental in the process of revolutionfrom the first, to find a common bond, a common
spirit, and a common goal. The peasants discovered
the word. The students discovered the poor.
Together, they discovered their own patria.
(Kozol, 1978)
This chapter will look at strategies for educational
reform that provide students and rural adults with means for
discovering their own "patria". These strategies will
describe programs that integrate nonformal and formal educa-
tion at the level of higher education for the purpose of
training nonfoirmal education fieldworkers
. Before
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describing these strategies, this study will clarify the
need for fieldworkers and define the meaning of higher
education institutions, generally their present role and
capabilities in the developing world.
gie Need for Nonformal Education Fieldworke rs
Throughout the literature on nonformal education in
the non-western world there has been a notable lack and a
high turnover of nonformal education fieldworkers. An
overwhelming constraint in the process of rural development
has not been as much in the area of finances, but is most
often related to people and the absence of middle-level
manpower. (Cunningham, 1969) As a UNESCO report suggests:
Perhaps the greatest single need is for integrated
action in the training and distribution of personnel,in order that an adequate number of workers
,
with
requisite outlook and technical ability, should be
available for co-ordinated activity at the project(field) level. (UNESCO, 1969)
Without government support or even sometimes with
government support, there are very limited personal or
social inventives to work in rural areas
:
Education in Africa is not just something your
parents want you to have and which you go on
getting until you can decently give it up. . . .
Rather is is a means to an easy, careful life, away
from the toil and soiled hands and monotony of life
in the village. It makes a person modern up-to-date,
enables a man to wear gloves, carry a briefcase and
look like the young men in the advertisements.
. . .(Coleman, 1965: 72)
In the case of BRAC, a rural-based nonformal educa-
tion program in Bangladesh, the middle-level field staff are
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often the college educated who cannot find employment in
the urban sector. Once the opportunity arises for employ-
ment within the government civil service, they may leave.
The government civil service provides not only urban work,
increased status and possibilities for mobility, but also
job security.
Where there has been government civil service
support and the availability of field staff, there has been
a noticeable absence of motivated or adequately trained
personnel. m China and Iran, the army, representing a
large supply of field staff, has been involved in adult
education particularly in the area of literacy education.
Unfortunately, the army is often just beyond a preliteracy
level, so that this large staff of potential fieldworker-
educators is handicapped by the poor quality of their own
education and training. (Brammer, 1966)
A field staff's inability to write reports, collect
data and conduct programs at the village level has a direct
effect on the unity of community education organization.
In Kenya the poor quality of training of community develop-
ment assistants lead to both organizational disunity and
the withdrawal of technical assistance. (Wallis, 1976)
In Indonesia, where the community education depart-
ment (PENMAS) has been government supported since indepen-
dence, fieldworkers are often just waiting out their term
as government civil service employees. Some have worked in
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the service for up to 15 years. Sometimes the
education fieldworker is a former public school
community
headmaste r
who was transferred from one education department to
another. For them the fieldworker position is a low-level
bureaucratic position, or desk-job. m addition, lack of
ideas and of commitment has much to do with the limited
opportunities for inservice training or incentives to re-
vitalizG community programs.
The presence of the fieldworker is particularly
vital to rural areas in the developing world for the intro-
duction of new ideas, information and the transfer of
knowledge. The preponderance of preliterates in developing
rural societies presumes communities based on cooperation,
conversation or direct human interaction for exchange of
information. More so than in an urban society where media
has transformed the flow of information and knowledge, a
traditional rural society depends on face-to-face contact.
The visual image of the written word is as unfamiliar as is
the activity of reading. The "word" is the spoken word as
much as the human gesture, or what has been more recently
described as nonverbal communication.
That the most successful community education projects
have had the highest percentage of person-to-person contact
is no surprise. The beginnings of the United States Agri-
cultural Extension Program, probably one of the largest
out-of-school education programs, identified the county
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agent s role as central to extension development. Until
the Introduction of mass media and agri-business organisa-
tions, the county agent's work was a mixture of house-to-
house visits, family or small group discussions, neighbor-
hood demonstrations, and conversations:
He was a mature man about 4 0 vearq niH TrVnr.lived on his own farm, and who devoted
' about
^
the work. hS offiL washis own home. He had no stenographer no tvne-
HrtrLeled"S^%^h“®''® reports in long hlld.
hnr-^fK i
^ ^ county by horse and buggy, ono seback, or even on foot. He left his homi oAonday morning and returned again Saturday night
talSL followed the road, visiting aAdstaying overnight where nightvertook him. Often he managed his trip so as tostay with his "key men", or those whose support te
S he!id°tr"; ^^tmer's "rpluL
n u
^?™er to do the evening chores
,
andhours he talked with the farmer, long after the
bv^fhi^f while the farm wife dozedy the fire Often there would be company and a homemeeting would be held.
The agent carried improved seed and demonstration
equipment with him. He was truly an itinerantteacher.
. .
. (Baker, 1939; 31)
Arthur Mosher, an experienced agriculturist and
educator, concurs;
Neither extention education nor community development
ever succeeds except as it is mediated through adminis-trators and fieldworkers who have a deep concern for
rural people as people. (Mosher, 1976; 214)
The Meaning of Higher Education
A need for nonformal education fieldworkers has
been established; a further consideration in this study is
whether institutions of higher education can and should
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supply and sustain nonformal education fieldworkers
,
Higher education can play a variety of roles.
Higher education could run intermediate level institutions,
e.g. advanced teacher training colleges, or draw up
curricula for other institutions or training centers as well
as training and upgrading staff of existing institutions.
Research and extension work could be integrated. (Yesufu,
1973) Higher education could provide courses and training
for cadres of middle-level fieldworkers rather than contin-
uing the present situation of supplying high level manpower
to meet intermediate manpower needs.
But, as many educators have noted, it is still the
university experience more than any other which separates
the greatest human resource from the very area where it is
most crucially needed. (Di Bona, 1976: 155) What is the
nature of higher education which tends to produce a dis-
juncture between higher education's output and overall
development needs? Ali Mazrui feels that rather than the
worker forming an international class as socialist ideology
would have us believe, the graduates of institutions of
higher education form the "true" international class.
(Mazrui, 1978) With this assiimption, the author will refer
to some generalizations about the nature of higher education
that has almost severed it from the needs of its predomi-
nantly rural society in the developing world; and, has at
the same time created an international class that more
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thoroughly speaks to itself than
respective countrymen and women.
Its members speak to their
In the last decade three themes have challenged
educators and policymakers in higher education: (l) the
relevance of the curricula, (2) the attitude of the learners,
and (3) the relationship between higher education and
national development. The "crisis" of relevance is deeply
embedded in the historical experience of formal education
in the developing world, particularly in the realm of
higher education. The Western educational process in the
developing world, according to Ali Mazrui, was essentially
a process of deruralization. (Mazrui, 1978) Macaulay's
famous dictum is not without meaning for countries other
than India that underwent the colonial experience:
We must at present do our best to form a class
who may be interpreters between us and the
millions whom we govern— a class of persons
Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastesin opinions, in words, and in intellect.
As David Court writes
,
the drive for independence
and the replacement of expatriates by national educators
in institutions of higher education, essentially preserved
inherited academic standards. (Court, 1975) If an
individual is being prepared to take a job he/she has
coveted, the chances are that individual will not work for
reforms. The concept of professionalism for most high-
level jobs is a static one. The governments and inter-
national agencies reached consensus on the role of higher
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education after independence and it was
(Court, 1975)
one of preservation.
In Ali Mazrui's analysis of higher education in
Africa he feels that modernization is ultimately defined
in terras of Western culture. The European metropole model
of modernization, with higher education at its pinnacle,
provides a structure for the development of economic and
cultural dependence. He asserts that the multinational
commercial enterprise is at the pinnacle of economic
dependency and the institutions of higher education at the
pinnacle of cultural dependency. (Maxrui, 1978) A taste
for the toothpaste of Europe must be cultivated. In other
words, the creation of a culturally relevant market con-
solidates economic dependence. The problem becomes "how to
decolonize the process of modernization without ending it".
(Mazrui, 1978: 285)
Furthermore, the standards required of institutions
of higher education that want to be highly regarded by the
international "intellectual" and scientific community, may
further influence and inhibit higher education's indigeni-
zation. Higher education needs to scrutinize its uncritical
adherence to international standards and involve both the
students and the populace in its development. (Yesufu, 1973)
A second theme that runs throughout the literature
on higher education and its relationship to development con-
cerns the attitudes of staff and students. A number of
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great educators concerned with the integration of formal
and nonformal education have grappled with this problem.
In Mao Tse Tung's view, paramount to the Cultural Revolu-
tion was the need to change the attitudes of the elites
(particularly teachers and students) towards manual labour,
the farmers, the needs of the countryside. A major objec-
tive of both the revolutions of China and Cuba was to de-
throne the elite and to replace them with popular culture.
(Kaul, 1975) In fact, this meant the dethronement of the
values and status of higher education;
Because the old universities instilled the bour-geoise ideas of getting learned in orde'r to bean official and gaining fame and prestige, the
graduates were unable to carry anythingwith their shoulders or hands. Some students ofpoor and lower-middle peasant stock forgot theirorigin after spending a few years in school and thelonger they studied, the farther they were detachedfrom us poor and lower-middle peasants. They were
to the countryside, (Shirk,ly 7 8 : 12
)
The attitude against manual labor that formal educa-
tion fosters was foisted on the African by the European
missionary and the Christian concept of salvation. The
unpleasant, dull, rather painful educational period is
tolerated so that one can enjoy the soft, leisure life of
an urban bureaucrat (when one has arrived or been saved)
,
(Mazrui, 1978) Living in Ethiopia, the author observed that
a rural family would sacrifice one child to the formal
education system in hopes of economic rev/ards "when he
arrived". This child was not required to participate in
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manual labour for the household to the extent of his less
formally-educated siblings. The higher this child clint^ed
within the formal education system, the more familial dis-
pensations given (which meant less participation in rural
life). Once in the formal system the child had entered "the
kingdom of god" or the model of the European metropole.
Practical experiences became more remote. The student
excelled by distancing himself/herself from the rural cul-
ture's realm of functionality.
In the socialist-marxist educational model evident
in China, the integration of productive labour and learning
has been one of the "calling cards" for educational
restructuring and attitudinal change;
The part-time, part-study educational systems had
enabled education to be closely integrated withproductive labour, making full use of the two kinds
of classroom (that in the school and that at theplace for work) and two kinds of teachers (the
school-teacher and the work tutor) thus facilitatingthe all around moral, intellectual and physicaldevelopment of the students. (Peking Review, 1965:
5 )
A third theme describes higher education's relation-
ship to national goals or the national government.
Certainly, higher education cannot afford to plan its work
without some degree of integration into the national plan.
(Resnick, 1968) To what extent or what should be the
nature of that integration is the question.
Educators are concerned with the autonomy of higher
education. At issue is whether the autonomy of higher
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education conflicts with political realities in developing
countries. Some educators distinguish between autonomy of
thought and autonomy of administration in higher education,
asserting that the former is a necessary condition, while
latter has rarely been achieved. (Mazrui, 1978) The
question of academic freedom and the interplay between higher
education and national aspirations may be a question that is
a part of the tradition of Western higher education:
One must admit that much of the oratory about uni-
Inrthat^“*'°?°'"^
has been part of an official ritual
diotiorwi?^ flagrant contra-
have a?wai^h»^ solemn proclamations. Universitiesn l ays been more or less, under the yoke ofpowerful social groups
. ,
. (Dion, 1972: 67)
A more reasonable condition for the developing world is for
national government to accept higher education as a partner
in reaching developmental goals.
Yesufu claims that governments have not articulated
national development with the university. The lack of
effective guidance and cooperation from the governments has
resulted in inadequate resources, lack of personnel to plan
and administer extension programs, lack of enthusiasm and
a general unstructured piecemeal approach to community
involvement from higher education. (Yesufu, 1973) The
general feeling amongst many educators in the developing
world is that "policies on higher education are likely to
be most effective where there is a clear definition of
national goals and objectives ..." (Yesufu, 1973: 16)
Ed Blakely and Charles Hess further state that one
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Should not blan.e higher education for the present condition,
but the weaknesses or the inabilities of the political
system to support and to guide higher education. They go on
to claim that the massive failures in educational strategies
for reform have been in the "failure to start at the right
place". (Blakely and Hess, 1974: I9i) Reformist efforts
Should start at higher education rather than at the primary
or secondary education level. Because higher education con-
trols: (1) national value set, (2) resource allocation, and,
(3) intellectual resources the public function of education
must be developed at the national level. (Blakely and Hess,
1974: 25)
If one looks at the prospects for change within
higher education, for example the potential for linkages
with nonformal education, one must look at its resources,
personnel and organization. The organization of formal
education in most countries is a trapezoidal structure with
various changes in input and output, and varying intermed-
iate dimensions or levels. Change within this structure
usually involves reforms and minor fluctuations resulting
from supply and demand, but rarely involves a restructuring
of the entire system. Restructuring of the formal education
system has primarily been the outcome of a cataclysmic
experience such as a war or a revolution. Even then, the
extent to which formal education has ever been truly restruc-
tured or the restructuring has been sustained is questionable.
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(Bereday, 1969, This paper will
gies in the integrative linkage of nonformal and higher
education that imply reformist measures. m addition,
necessary conditions for the fruitful integration of these
spheres of education will be identified.
Strate gies of Integrative Linkages
Two suggestions are derived from the previous sec-
tions : ( 1 ) that nonformal education programs have the need
but not the capabilities to train and to sustain a cadre
of committed nonformal education fieldworkers
; and (2) that
higher education institutions have looked towards the
international community for direction in curriculum and
methodology or overall program development than to the
developmental needs of their respective countries. A
further consideration and the overall intent of this paper
IS to what extent nonformal education and higher education
can integrate effectively in order to train nonformal educa-
tion fieldworkers
.
This section will identify four different program
strategies that could link higher education and nonformal
education specifically for the training of nonformal educa-
tion fieldworkers
:
1. Unidirectional linkages
2. Participative linkages
3. Complementary linkages
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4. Systemic linkages
This typology of strategies is a descriptive means for
categorizing programs that attempt to link formal and non-
forml education. Categorizing programs under one of these
strategies serves to clarify the nature and intent of inte-
gration. From an analysis of these program strategies,
general set of conditions will be described. A description
of conditions necessary for effective integration, then,
will summarize this analysis of program strategies.
The programs will be described, including their
general characteristics, and their strengths and weak-
nesses in relation to some general considerations about
effective integration.
General Considerations
a. The influence of integration on administrative
and educational policies of higher education, e.g. admissions,
examinations, certification, etc.
b. The ability of integration to merge and influ-
ence the national opportunity structure in order to meet
national manpower needs, to gain public credibility and
national support.
c. The influence of integration on reforming
educational methodologies to make them more responsive to
learner and community needs.
d. The influence of integration on the research
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capabilities of higher education; the extension of
knowledge and information to the community.
The ability of this integration to gain
sustain administrative and public s
regional, provincial levels as well
of higher education.
upport from the local
,
as from the institution
f. The ability of this integration to effectively
use the strengths of both spheres of education without one
absorbing or distorting the other.
Unidirectional linkages
. A unidirectional linkage between
higher education and nonformal education implies a top-down
approach. Immediately prior to, during or after their
academic studies, individuals are sent out to the rural
areas to do some type of fieldwork or participate in a work
capacity in rural life. The administrative development
between formal and nonformal education occurs primarily at
the national level and the primary beneficiaries of this
type of linkage are the individual students or fieldworkers
.
Two types of programs fall under this category or
strategy: national service programs and ideological or
leadership training institutes. The former describes
programs where students are sent out with little preparation
for fieldwork; and the latter describes a similar top-down
approach, but with more attention given to leadership
training.
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tional service
. A number of countries have
developed national service programs, e.g. Ethiopia, Nepal,
India and Tanzania. The usual pattern of a national service
program is for a student to break off his/her studies in
higher education for three months to two years in order to
work in a rural area, at the end of the national service
experience, the student usually resumes the degree course
in higher education. Some countries have instituted this
type of program between the third and fourth year of study,
some after graduation, some prior to entrance. Regardless
of the placement of the national service program, the
general rationale for this type of program is similar:
a. Ethical - that the student has been a
consumer and owes a debt to the nation,
especially to the rural sector,
b. Attitudinal - that the student's attitudes
which reflect that student's educational status
may not be contributive or constructive in
light of development goals; therefore, the
student needs to get to know the countryside
and do practical or manual work.
c. Skilled manpower - that the nation needs a
cheap, skilled, continuing supply of middle-
level manpower to rural areas, and students
prior to their entrance into the job market
could meet this need.
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Ethiopia used student manpower via a national
service program to employ students as formal 3th and 9th
grade teachers in rural areas. students left higher educa-
tion between their third and fourth year of study. This
was justified as a repayment to the nation for the free
education which they had received up to that date.
A study by Korten and Korten concluded that the
students in Ethiopia gained confidence in their ability to
contribute and that the experience effected their outlook
towards the countryside. But, the experience did not
effect their attitudes towards the farmers. (Korten and
Korten, 1966) Because the students were placed in the
formal education, the integrative capabilities of this
program are weak. The effect on the individual student
and on higher education are marginal and more an accidental
outcome than a program goal. The student's understanding
of the rural community was more the result of observation
than participation. According to Korten and Korten, if
the students had been initially involved in the planning
effort, problems would not have arisen, e.g. initially
the students refused to participate. (Korten and Korten,
1969) This involvement would have also bound the program
to a more participative model, more conducive to linkages
between formal and nonformal education.
Tanzania's National Service Program has gone through
sveral transformations since its inception in 1966,
Initially, the program was to last for two years or 24
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months (with three months training, two months nation-
building, 18 months work and one month passing-out). The
service was predominantly for Form. IV Leavers (secondary
school graduates) ages 13 through 35. Training courses
included political education, arts and bookkeeping. Major
program goals are to train students in leadership and
responsibility and to change their negative attitudes.
(Government Paper, 1966)
While the program's intention was to instill an
egalitarian spirit, some educators felt that it became more
a confirmation of the students' special status since it
happened too late in their educational career, (Resnick,
1968) Therefore, in 1974 Tanzania instituted a revised
National Service scheme under the "Musoma Resolution" which
abolished direct entrance into higher education and essen-
tially stated that the university is an extension of adult
education. (Hinzer, 1979) After Form IV students are to
spend two years at offices, factories, villages prior to
entrance into higher education. in fact, the National
Service is for prospective students and their admittance
to higher education depends on work reports and recommenda-
tions from the village, program or employer where they have
done practical training. Hopefully, by placing the
National Service Program prior to admittance, the students
will develop a bond with their employer for future employ-
ment after graduation; their training courses after
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graduation will be lessened; the practical skills they
have learned will be related to course work in higher educa
tion. (Hinzer, 1979 )
The national service program conforms to the public
servxce function of a university. However, the primary
beneficiary of this service is the student. The program
has little effect on the internal workings of higher educa-
tion, especially if this program is instituted at the end
of the student's educational career or immediately after
graduation. The student is sent out to become a carrier of
knowledge, but commitment to fieldwork is absent. Once the
student has been sufficiently trained to become knowledge-
able about rural problems, the student leaves to enter or
reenter higher education. If the service happens at the
end of an academic career, most likely the student will
leave the fieldwork post for a soft job away from rural
hardships
.
On the other hand, by instituting the national
service program prior to admission to higher education,
the student could become a catalyst for reform within for--
mal education. There is more potential for training stu-
dents as adult educators as well, given the incentives for
employment after graduation. Clearly, the individual
student becomes the focus and means for linkages between
formal and nonformal education and this may be untenable
given what we know about the history of educational reforms.
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Ideological institutes of leadership train<n„
EHOgrajns. A second type of program that conforms to the
strategy of unidirectional linkages between formal and
nonformal education concerns the training of fieldworkers
at ideological Institutes or national level leadership
training colleges. m 1961 TANU (Tanzania African National
Union) established Kikuvoni College as a training ground
for adult educators and leaders. In the beginning this
was more a nationalistic college than an ideological one
that chose and trained local leadership to understand the
blueprints of the new educational structure:
establ^^Qh Kiyukoni education would be to
_
a national understanding of the basic
Declaration continue^withtraining enabling teachers to interpret this basicaterial according to the prevailing local circum-stances. (Resnick, 1968: 161)
The college has offered short courses to adult educators
(in joint cooperation with the Adult Education Institute)
who work with formal education officers at the district
level. Since Kivukoni's inception it has trained approxi-
mately 4,000 workers and since 1974 has established four
zonal colleges which, today, are more ideological in orien-
tation. (Hinzen, 1979)
Two problems have arisen in the college's history
that in a sense reflect the nature of unidirectional
linkages: first, the selection criteria for students; and
second, the student's lack of criticalness or creativity
in their approach to local or community-based problems. The
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student is
..pulled out., of the co^unity and then
..put bach.,
-to the co.„.unity after the necessary training. According
to Resnrck, this college was particularly effective in
implementing the
.'right.' policies from above. (Resnick,
1968) Local level involvement in program development is
minimal. The local community may become subjected to
national political purposes. While this subjection may not
necessarily be a detriment to rural development, the absence
of local involvement may.
In China a number of institutions of higher education
were transformed into ideological institutes and students
were sent to their home areas to carry out extension work.
(Hsiang Po-Lee, 1972) Mao's famous saying, "The basic
problems of educational reforms are the problems of teachers
adheres to the major goal of the Cultural Revolution to
change teacher's attitudes. (Hsiang-Po-Lee
,
1972: HO)
A balanced view of these reforms is not yet available.
The Frontier College of Canada is an example of a
leadership training institute where the colleges' purpose is
to extend community education resources to outlying areas,
areas where resources are inaccessible to the local commun-
ity. (Kidd and Selman, 1978; 261-270) The role of the
fieldworker or laborer-teacher from Frontier College has
changed over the years from a worker who taught by example
to an adult educator who facilitates community development
and decision-making. The fieldworkers are, for the most
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part, graduates of institutions of higher education and
a good part of their time is spent gaining acceptance with-
in the community. The college essentially acts as a
resource and distribution center for fieldworkers not unlike
the concept of VISTA in the United States.
The original idea of the Frontier College being
"a workingman's extension university" was squelched by the
formal education authorities who would not grant the college
the power to grant degrees. (Kidd and Selraan, 1978: 263)
With this separation of education into two spheres, adult
basic education and higher education, came a break with the
college's potential to more effectively link formal and
non formal education. The power to grant degrees would have
created a different student body more representative of the
local community than an institution that distributes
graduates of higher education for temporary participation
in community service projects, in other words, a leader-
ship or facilitator training college must offer incentives
to rural adults in order that the college be more representa
tive of community members.
In conclusion, unidirectional linkages between non-
formal and higher education for the training of nonformal
education fieldworkers are characterized by the output of a
large number of middle-level fieldworkers. The fieldworkers
are often "sent-down" or "out" to the countryside for a
limited amount of duty or time. If the students are sent
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from a college specifically designed for leadership or
facilitator training, the curricula and methodologies with-
rn the institution may be adapted to the objectives of non-
formal education. However, if the institution of higher
ducation is part of the formal hierarchical education
system, there will be virtually no incorporation of non-
formal education content or methods. In other words, this
is a top-down approach where fieldworkers are supplied in
relatively large numbers for a limited period of time for
communities that have had virtually no involvement in the
program's development. The program's objectives in this
strategy are realized in the individual's personal per-
formance, contribution and growth while in the field rather
than on the development or participation of the community
as a whole.
The unidirectional strategy is particularly effec-
tive in bringing students of higher education or the elites
in contact with the developmental needs and problems of
rural areas and of their country as a whole. The student
experiences his/her participation as a fieldworker as a
crucial aspect of education, of the student's development
into a competent citizen.
Participative linkages
. The second strategy, a participa-
tive linkage between higher education and nonformal educa-
tion, implies a more localized program, a program conceived,
planned and implemented at the local or community level.
Fieldworkers are members of the conMunity who are selected
for their leadership qualities or are self-selected to
participate in a training program. The institution of
higher education serves as the institutional support for
the development of the program and often the inspiration
for the program comes from one or more college teachers
committed to the ideas of community participation and educ.
tion. In a sense the institution of higher education is
transformed into a community organization (sometimes termec
the rural university)
.
The Antigonish Movement inspired by the faculty of
St. Francis Xavier University became one of the outstanding
adult education extension programs in Canada, The leader-
ship training course beginning in 1933 became one of the
most successful aspects of this program. Adults from the
community were trained in social theory and the methodology
of cooperative adult extension education, college generated
study clubs, credit unions, buying clubs and cooperatives.
As M.M. Coady writes in Masters of Their Own Destiny
, the
college believed in sponsoring adult education programs.
These programs were usually the inspiration of a reverend
or committed individual who went out into the community and
generated the support and confidence of the people so that
they would participate. Eventually, national support for
this adult education movement which began in Nova Scotia
was offered to help sustain and spread its economic and
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social model of success in community education. (Coady,
1939)
On May 1975, twenty six men and women ages 16-23
entered the new rural university in Colombia under the
sponsorship of FUNDAEC. The university was started with
the help of professors from a local college. The main
intention was to search for strategies for rural development
by involving the community in both the planning and the
implementation of these strategies.
Out of this "search for strategies" came the con-
cept of the "promoter". The promoter is given a one year
diploma course in one field of social action such as health,
education, home economics. The engineers of rural well
being (higher level community development staff) go through
the first year with the promoters and then continue on for
three more years of training. The promoters course is
equivalent to a second year high school course so that the
students have the possibility of continuing their education
at a later date (within the formal system or the rural
university ) . Students are taught using a competency-based
approach to technology and community service with emphasis
on the integration of theory and practice.
The curricula has two major objectives; to instill
a sense of social purpose and to provide continuous prac-
tice. Important to this strategy is that the promoters are
selected from the community in order that they go back into
6Q
the co^unity and work in local agencies or as small
farmers or county agents. They are a part of the larger
strategy of this rural university to combine technological
research and propagation. (Correz and Arbab, 198Q)
Programs that create participative linkages are
ally small or localized within one community, have a
high level of community participation, and the advantage
Of enough administrative flexibility to allow for the train-
ing of local leadership.
.Much of the initial inspiration
for such a program may come from a few committed, indealis-
tic individuals. Ideally, there is the opportunity for
continuous flow between research and extension as well as
the opportunity to apply action-oriented research and
problem-solving methods or a practical approach to learning
and teaching. The institution of higher education essen-
tially belongs to the region or locale.
The limitations of these programs are inversely re-
lated to their strengths: they are often too localized to
link up with the national opportunity structure. The promo-
ters in the Colombia program often could not find viable al-
ternatives for work or employment after leaving. The concept
of becoming a resource person for the community may be a
direct response to expressed community manpower needs, but
may not be related to the employment reality. They are 'taught
to belong to the community itself", but can they find work?
Sometimes these programs are given funds or support from the
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national government when the program becomes operative and
has proven successful.
The participative linkage is perhaps the most effec
means for integrating formal and nonformal education
at the community level. This strategy has the highest
degree of community participation; and, although it may
have the highest potential for failure due to the absence
Of national support, the participative linkage also has the
potential for training effective nonformal education field-
workers who truly understand and can communicate with and
be accepted by local communities.
Complementary linkages
. The third strategy, the comple-
mentary linkage of higher education and nonformal educa-
tion, implies collaboration between a non-educational or
nonformal educational agency and the institution of higher
education. Fieldworkers are trained using one institution's
capabilities and work in the other institution. In a sense,
one institution represents the community, but, in this
strategy
,
a closed-community.
One of the most significant examples of this type
of linkage has occurred between higher education and labour
or trade unions. Their collaboration developed labour
education leadership within the unions as well as labour
education departments within institutions of higher educa-
tion.
The United States' labour education movement began
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when the unions sought out the universities in order to
-at the demand for service within their organisations
partrcularly for the training of union educators. The
development of labour education in the U.S. was a long
process of cooperative conferences, institutes, workshops.
The union leadership saw evidence of educational stagnation
due to bureaucratic development and wanted to revitalise
some of the major labour issues such as collective bargain-
ing, trade unionism and the general quality of leadership.
(Kerrison and Levine, i960) In 1957 the Ford Foundation
gave a grant to higher education in conjunction with NILE
(National Institute of Labour Education) for the develop-
ment of labour education programs. This grant motivated
the development of diploma courses for laborers, training
them for educational leadership positions within their
respective unions.
Essential to programs that reflect a complementary
linkage is the relationship of two or more agencies or
institutions (higher education being one of them), A major
concern, then, of the labour education movement was how to
merge theory and practice or training and academia. The
unions' concerns revolved around "bread and butter" issues
while the university staff cared more about the philosophi-
cal, historical and sociological issues related to labour
education. Alice Shoemaker writes of the initial tension
between liberal educators from higher education and the
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practical thinking labcurers. the tenaion snbsidei as the
Cnt,.„t„ stag, „„icl„t.C i„ i...„lg.
fessional engineers°teach time
having pro-
their techniLl ta^ldge it LTTfL. i
:nheXsrLTh\s\"nii!° TCTotih
ruL'Srto'l^rolf uplb^sUdr"
-
-rrs??i°:i\^?sr!t“?ght
is ^horrent. To'^tS worklL ' '"educato/who
SiSr Ss‘S‘Si* i££,:'
manara^an. (School for Workers, 1960: 46)
Besides the relationship between personnel and
program content, one has to consider the relationship
between two well-developed institutions and their adminis-
trations. The question becomes what responsibility does
each agency or institution have towards the other. Louis
Mire lists nine essential conditions for fruitful coopera-
tion :
1. Sincere acceptance of unions and the collective
bargaining process
2. Recognition of university need for objective
intellectual integration and teaching standards
3. A fundamental approach meeting "felt" needs of
workers and unions
4. No hard and fast rules at this time about
subject matter content
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5. Labour education service with an identity of its
own within the university
6. Programs which are joint administrative under-
takings between established labour advisory committee and
the university
7. Established standards for teachers, methods and
materials
8. Cost of service not considered a decisive fac-
tor as to worth of the program
9. Mutual respect and confidence between the union
.and the university. (Mire, 1956; 175-180)
Numerous programs resulted from the union and higher
education collaboration. One of these was the county
agent program for labour education. The county agent was
a university trained person who became a field representa-
tive for labour education programs. A short training
program was followed by the agent working in a small town
or rural community in order to develop conferences and
programs related to labour. This program was motivated by
a desire to reach workers in outlying areas. (Barbash,
1955)
Another fieldworker training program partially
sponsored by higher education was the executive secretary
program. The executive secretary acted as a resource
person or a general promoter for labour education within
the union. This fieldworker became the adult education
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facilitator for the union and for higher education. A
central issue of this program, was whether the executive
secretary should be recruited from the labour movement,
from higher education or from neutral ground.
A third program for training labour educators was
the union Leadership Academy. A part of this academy was
the instructors Candidate School (1958-69) that trained
facilitators for union labour education programs. The
program accepted participants from the ranks of organised
labour, especially those who were already engaged in some
form Of teaching labour education. Role plays were used as
a teaching methodology to teach the grievance procedure;
the buzz group technique was used to teach labour history.
This particular nonformal education labour program was a
certificate course for training labour education field-
workers sponsored and run by both the unions and higher
education. (Kerrison and Levine, 1960; 101)
In 1973 the ILO (International Labour Organization)
sponsored a Symposium on the Role of Universities in
Workers' Education. Experiences of other countries were
summarized in a list of guidelines for organization, struct
ture, and patterns of partnership in the collaboration of
unions and universities. The list specified "specific
organizational forms" reflecting the characteristics of
universities and unions—characteristics necessary for
cooperation between the two. Also, the emphasis was on
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gearing p.^gra^
.ore towards trade unionists, needs-
encouraging university flexibility to accept workers 'asinstructors and resource ner^nncP so s; adapting educational
methods to union participants (practical ev r experience, oral
expression, collective discussion, and at the sa.e time
establrshrng university documentation centers for staff
trarnrng and research development. (Whitehouse, 1976-
59
,
60 )
This strategy is instructive, but perhaps limited
Closed, self-contained system, community, factory,
union, agency or institute. On the other hand, there is in
the complementary linkage between two institutions an
effective integrative approach to formal and nonformal
education. The integration of labour education into insti-
tutions of higher education (particularly for the inservice
training of fieldworkers, demanded institutional flexibility,
retraining of university staff, the usage of adult educa-
tion methodologies and complementary community or local
level involvement (union involvement). m addition, the
learners or fieldworkers were given leave time from their
Dobs so that after graduation from the program, they re-
gained their former jobs and gained access to better job
opportunities within the union.
Nevertheless, the merger of two strong administra-
tive structures is not necessarily applicable to the condi-
tions of most rural development programs. Interestingly,
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the county agent program was one of the weakest of thelahout education pnogna„s; in pant, because it did not
ave the unton infrastructure to support and sustain labour
sducQtion in a,n "on<=n
"
eta pe community.
The success of a complementary strategy may lie
wxth the ability of these programs to form joint and
equivalent administrative bodies or at ileast equal adminis-
trative strength with which to start. Most important is tohave personnel that have functionally complementary roles
within these respective
"co^unities.. or institutions, and,
therefore have the ability to foT-m a • •y r administrative links
between institutions.
_ystemic linkaoe,. The fourth strategy, systemic linkages
between higher education and nonformal education implies
the intersection or networking of national, regional,
district and local-level administrations. This networking
or cooperation between different administrative levels
becomes the most instrumental aspect of this strategy,
most instrumental in supporting and sustaining the work
of the nonformal education fieldworker.
A systemic linkage is particularly evident in the
Agricultural Cooperative Extension Service in the United
States with the county agent system as its focal point.
out-of-school system of educa-
It is a
and young people learn by doing.
grant the government, the land-9 olleges, and the people, which provides
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tural e T"
passing of the SmU-h r^n b it -Lever Act of 1914 m.-
of
^
^ part
grant in-aid program from the natio
, ^ ^
^ n nal governmenthad the following major objectives:
State! u!“!r!nd^p“Itic!l^!!f®
That cooperative a!rL!^!uS?
consist of the givinq of ®^tension work shalldemonstrations in ag?icultu!!''!!d''h" Practicalpersons not attending or relidenf fconomics toan the several communitier !nrLn" collegespersons information on imparting to such
demonstrations, publioatims fieldthis work shall be carried o' otherwise; andbe mutually agreed uoon hv th ^2 manner as mayture and the !g!icSt!r!i®!one^^^ Agric!!-reoervmg the benefits of the"L!?'1H,!Iy?°l^1|!^
The Smith-Lever Act granted $10,000 per state land-grant
college for the development of agricultural extension
services. Additional funds annually added were to be
appropriated according to the distribution of the farm
population in each state. Each state legislature was to
match the funds prior to appropriation. This act essen-
tially legitimized lines of cooperation and authority
between the colleges and the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. (Sanders, 1966)
Both preceding and following the Smith-Lever Act
various acts led up to and maintained the county extension
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“• »• »=t u,.=
,
~ .u„. „„„„„„
ever Act, the Copper-Ketchum Act ( 1928 )
_ ^.
.192 ) gave 80% of itsfunding support to salaries
.
resources for county agents-the Bankhead-Jones Ar^-F
y^ c ,
the FI research;lannagan Act
, 1 , 45
, e.phasi.ea ana ,ave support to
county extension services in ^
...
^ improvements,
rition, canning. (Sanders, 1966)
Not only did the county agent’s work have national
support, hut also it had the support of local-level
fanners’ organisations. Prior to the enactment of the
ith Lever Act various colleges with the support of
businesses and railroads attempted to start agricultural
extension programs:
norstarttinr^^Lm^ ’ the results were
ent. mey ?lit That f “°te or less indiffer-
them
—some thought of the
*^^”9 was being done for
or no part. Their eLerf “ ^hey had little
businessmen usually had slSe^sIf f i
tailroads and
own in fosterina «?nr^h I sh object of their
gine sucrorJanizat?Lr''K"’®(“^®- couldn’t ima-
ing the farmir"; and unselfishly ”help-
didn’t need this kind help!
'
Some county agent work began with the support of local
funds and local teacher training colleges, but it was not
until the creation of farm bureaus and local farmers’
organizations that the county agent was accepted and
inaugerated into the rural areas of the North and West.
(Kelsey, 1949) In the South, though, the work of
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P. seaman Knapp ana
.is extension won.ets
,ei„ea putiio
support through their demonstration methods of teaching
agriculture and home economics. Thus nn<-/ ot really until
extension agents had the support of local or community
eadership and organisations did they gain a foothold in
rural communities.
The county agent with the agreement of the state
and the county has a great deal of autonomy at the county
level. The county age.nt is a teacher, leader, organiser.
Usually, the county agent is hired by the state Director of
Extension who works for the college by approval of the USDA.
The county agent usually has an undergraduate degree, has
taken special courses in extension work, comes from a
farm background and has had some teaching experience.
The methodoiogies of extension work have changed
over the years. m the early years of extension work, the
county agent was a farmer from the area and the personal
farm or home visit was the most effective method for pass-
ing on information and knowledge. (Kreitlow. 1954 : 220)
Prior to World War II. the farmers were not always responsive
to the agent’s visits or presence. A major change was stimu-
lated by the federally supported programs on fertilisers,
lime, relief credits and the Bang's disease eradication
program. At this time a major portion of the agent’s work
was promotional in nature providing benefits in federal aid
to farmers. Much of the agent’s job was explaining and
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interpreting Washington rules. (Baker, 1931,
Today, the county agent is placed in many farmcomities as the ma,or adult education coordinator for
out-of-school education activities. m sot,e districts
there are as many as three county agents with as many as 30people on their staff. state fairs, moveahle schools,
conferences, farmers, institutes, duhs for youth are
some of the programs they have faciliated and organised
relyrng on a wide range of nonformal education methodologies.
The relationship between higher education and
various governmental administrative levels (national,
state, county, illustrates the cooperative linkages that
went into building a back-up system for the extension or
county agent position. state Extension Services are organ-
ized to help the County Extension Services. In turn the
USDA Extension Services provide support and expertise that
the state cannot give. These three major administrative
bodies or units each have line officers with administrative
and supervisory responsibilities.
The county agent is the
.'key" to the entire opera-
tion and is given the most support and at the same time
the most autonomy to carry out his/her work.
The institution of higher education has varying
relationships with the extension services depending on the
goals and nature of the state legislature. Usually the
college provides research capabilities and specialists to
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support the county agent's programs t. in many states the
responsible to the president of 4-v,the university. Most con-
tractual relationships are set up between the institution
education and a government division (national,
state, county). The allocation of budgets is cu a cooperatively
planned. Usually the federal government provides half the
funding and the state and the county legislatures allocate
the rest. Moreover, there are cross-overs of personnel
for evaluation and supervision.
From the standpoint of the institution of higher
education, the goals of extension are directed towards
research and its propagation. Both the content and
methodology of courses leading to extension work were
oriented more to subject-matter (agricultural) than to
adult education. The fieldworkers most likely learned their
methodological approach to extension work while on the job
with the aid of support services. In addition, there were
enough resources around during the "boom" years of agri-
cultural development to offer potential county agents ad-
mission to an institution of higher education and the
pportunity to work in his/her home community after
graduation.
Today, county extension services are evaluating
their training programs for fieldworkers, particularly the
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basic field of study of extension work The d e
of train,- 'determination
institution's resources and a comprehensive system of eval-uation are some of the Drec;f:^n^-
, . . .
concerns of the extensionivision of higher education. (Sanders, 1966)
Many countries in the last-st two decades have
attempted to follow the n q
Two D hi
’
' extension education,
ems have surfaced in these attempts. First, assome hatin American educators have noted, the needs of
stages of extension education in the U s th h^n u. . an what exists
now. yet, many planners do not take the evolution of an
extension movement into account when they are designing
programs.
A second problem is one involving attitude. The
tight fit evident in the relationship between higher educa-
tion and the county agent's work is underlined by a prag-
matic attitude that is still not workable in some institu-
of higher education in the developing world. In the
development of higher education both in the United states
and in the Soviet Union, a blend of educational policy and
attitudinal changes transformed higher education:
Svisied education are
trInsfol»5 ! upper , class associations and
and rSarch^ra^c?^"'^''^'' institutions of teaching
practice? variety of basic and
Ld thrclfss s5si- jeiutionship between them
as agenti
wo-rvTr.rT
selection of the few middle orking class people destined for upper elite
for a growing r^grof“occup2' mobilityincidentally the social
other callings
.
. Edn^i?^ between elite and
rapid expansion of higher theby this flexibility
Syste^c linkages reflect more a sociopolitical
-tem.s ability to link higher eaucation with the fieia-
orcer s role rn the community, while higher education
Plays a significant role in this strategy it inI IS an aspect
^
^ contributor of informa-
on, research and institutional support as a feature of
cooperatrve administrative developments at the national,
state, district and county levels.
A more important feature of this linkage has been
a process where each representative group negotiates from
Clearly identified positions of authority and spheres of
In other words, not only national government
support, but also state, district, local support is defined
y interest groups that have the power to refuse, adapt
or write legislation of their own. Certainly, different
socio-political systems could develop effective systemic
linkages between formal and nonformal education. Perhaps,
it is not just cooperative administrative development, but
the fact that the extension education movement has won the
support and faith of the farmers or out-of-school adults.
In conclusion, one can infer that effective centralised
planning {though decentrally implemented) has much to do
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with the success of this strategy.
Links...
link h- h"
strategies torg er education and nonformal education for the
trarnrng of nonfor^ai education fieidworkers was identified,
process of integrating or developing linkages betweenthese two spheres requires certain j-
_ ,
t
conditions. These condi-tions, in general terms, describe areas where overlap orintegration should be necessary:
Reciprocity Between Pera^nnm
This condition implies that staff, community
leaders, local people, local officials or representatives
ups involved cooperate in the programs’ planning and
implementation. For example, a program may call for
exchanges of people between two agencies or between the
community and the institution ot w,f higher education for work-
shops, conferences, demonstrations, etc.
Complement ary Use of Resrouces
This condition implies that both the community or
the agency and the institution of higher education share
similar resources. Material and human resources are
strengthened. For example, a community center could be
used to train fieldworkers and for community education
programs
.
.o.
and Methodolr'^y i£nte^
This condition implies that tnF the expertise and
esearch potential of higher education
m . are integrated withe
.ethodologioal strengths of nonformal education. Bothcontent and methodology are adapted to pre-service and
an-service training of community education needs.
^^^^^^2°ndin2_ani^^^
Qpportunihy ^ '
This condition implies +-h;h-(- -f •^ fieldworkers, staff ofigher education and students have access to rht e national
opportunity structure, e.g.- credentials, salary increments,
e ucation and training opportunities, and mobility. The
tntegrative linkage should allow for students, staff and
the community to have access fo ^to formal education oppor-
tunities
.
^^^^^^Sal^i^P£ort^nd^itme to the
This condition implies that there is public and
national support for integrated program development
commitment should be shown in terms of policies, funding,
administrative linkages between formal and nonformal educa-
tion at the national level. A partnership between higher
education and national government issues should be demon-
^?^nal Respect, Confidence and RecncnitHo„
This condition Implies recognition of the boundari
strated.
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interest groups and respective strengths of e h
and institution. Those invol d
"
acknowledgement,
accountability in order
'
operate smoothly.
Program
p
Administrate..:,
Implementat^,..
This condition implies that administrative levels
wathin the institution of higher education as well as
governmental administrative levels, local level leadership
.ay not mean that they are all egually involved, butthat there rs cooperation and participation of "authentic
cells of democracy" within all levels.
These conditions are deri -570^9 -p
comparing strate—
gies, their strengths and weaknesses. Por example, the
national support in unidirectional linkage compared with
the absence of national support in the participatory link-
age gives contrasting evidence of programs beginning at
very different political levels. The strength of institu-
collaboration between trade unions and universities
demonstrates administrative effectiveness of integrative
linkages between two or more similar bureaucratic struc-
tures. At the same time, reciprocity of staff was hampered
by the different status and academic backgrounds of
personnel within the collaborating institutions. The
systemic linkage when compared with participatory and
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ccp.e.enta^
.e„ons
.rates
.o„ a<^i„,3trative
operation „a. „ot neeessarU,
,aaa to ^et^o^o.^.o:hanges within higher education a svst
,
* y emic linkage
:r::
““
-o.
.
neither effect tho ,• i.
^ ur
,
.
. ^
nternal program development withinhigher education to the exte^m-
ment i
^ Participatory and comple-ary linkages.
In conclusion, the relation between conditions andprogram strategies is not a direct one A disc
stre„„.-K
*
‘Irsproportionate
ngth m one area may lead to weakness ineK another. We
... only
.on h.. l,a to th..n p,o„„
.trnotor,,
.tr,t.,l„.
Conditions for interr-r ;=)+- t i- iteg ative linkages are not
necessarily pertinent to each strategy though for optimum
program development one can assume that all conditions
Should apply. The unidirectional^ has as its
strength the production of a large nunlier of cotmiunity
education fieldworkers in a short period of time. This
strategy has national support, but almost to the extent
1";:::;""::;" «
-
aiedb. Because it ^
U .
top-down approach more atarn-chUd o. hhe naUona.
_mmenh hhan even hhe ns.
:::::: ::
-—n;
i 3
'
--trtutron and at the local or community levelIS very limited.
Eartici£at02^3t^
en the other hand, has
^ ot community involvement and a low decree oitnvolvement in the national opportunity structure.
.hestrategy rs limited by whether it can prove successful
enough to draw national level opportunities to its domain
or Whether the national government will provideWJ.XX means of
support.
“I^Elementaa,^^
,33
Prehensiveness and the absence of adaptability to the
..ppen
communrty situation. Neither does this strategy rely on
national support so that fieldworhers or participants haveirnuted access to opportunities outside of the agency or
rnstrtution developing an integrative relation to higher
education.
The s^stemic^tra^ has had a high degree of ad-
ministrative development and cooperation and less ability
to transform the traditional curricula and methodology of
higher education. The complementary use of resources and
personnel is a particular strength of this strategy.
Certainly the goals of a strategy determine the
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extent to which a particnl^r- •
as th.
condition win be met as well
overall structure of that strategy,
«>e goals of programs that could be Included under unl-
-ectronal strategies expressed the need for shilled man-power. ethical and attitudinal changes amongst students.
Hefer to page 50 ) Pbese program goals encourage the top-
on national support and
national opportunities for program participants (field-
worhers,. By clearly understanding the goals and the
program design, one can assess the extent to which the
above conditions will be developed.
To summarize, the training of nonformal education
tude Of goals and forms. m the next section we will look
more closely at a case of integration between these two
spheres. m this case study, the conditions necessary for
integrative linkages form a foundation for analyzing
strengths and weaknesses of the program. A further result
of the analysis of this case study is to illustrate how
conditions compared with program factors effect overall
program development.
chapter iij
CASE STUDY OF THP ri^T-nIKIP COMPONENT OF THE INDONESIA
penmas nonformal education project
Indonesia consis't-c; r\-f
(1300 f
approximately 3000 islands
o which are inhabited) with
140 1 1
population of aboutllion Who speab about 250 languages The o 1
<lenslty ranges from Irian J .
" Population
,
.
“ two per square mile toJava with 565 per square mile. Accordina t
..
g o recent World
luures approximately 40 » of Indonesia's population
Fouls blr'
""
“
’
ween 7 and 13 are not attending school. Of urbanpopulations 79% are i-
"'^^teas only 55 % are literate
e rural populations. Altogether 40% of Indonesia is
Iterate. Of these 49% are female. Approximately 80%
of Indonesia's population is located in rural areas or
defined as rural people. Recent figures estimate that theper capita income is about 56.70 US dollars per month.
About 20 « of the work force is unemployed and 30% under-
there is no clear evidence that employment in
urban areas is more accessible than in rural areas. Set
against these bleak and static figures is the rapid economic
and educational development Indonesia has experienced in the
three decades following independence.
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inherif^n^^
82
important to an understanding of the • e
"
7
°"“ •“ “*•'
..
understanding of thf= ^
^ is an
T a
development of Indonesian educationIndonesian education is
“e .
ntimately connected with the e
.....
..
»
rrv*™‘°'”“
" •“ *"
- -.1Of Its educational policies.
The development of a government sponsored, publicfo^al educational system began in Indonesia during the
foVinl"'
"
I donesians were developed
^ ,
i at the same time as theUtah were encouraging great<=-r o® economic penetration and the
Th...
.......
.y
^
administrative elite to control the indigenous popula-
tion, in order that they could serve as intermediaries
between the butch and the rural people. This type of educa-lon
..became the single most formative factor in determin-ing the character of the elites... (Wertheim, 1956
= 117
,
But, as Peacock suggests, important consequences of
these policies were in part unintended; they fostered the
growth of an indigenous intelligentsia, who were later to
spearhead the movement towards Indonesia independence
Both Clifford oeertz and Van
.eil write of the growing dis-
tinctions between the development of the indigenous elites
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and the intellectual or educated elites Both
formed were trans-a consequence of Dutch Education. Van Neil ,that the hinh • • • claims
cation d
''
an rngratiated themselves with the Dutch- an inddent Indonesia was usual i,
a epen-
interests. Wiilee lower prijaji-who could not lay claim t hC o hereditary
^ole_d Who also received a Dutch eduoation-they hecame
mp oyed class of emotionally displaced persons" andeventually hecame the needed leadership necessary for
Indonesia's independence. (Van Neii, 197O: 103,
Education Changed the traditional structure as well
as the character of Indonesian society. The educated
centered their activities in the towns, and the authority
Of traditional leadership gave way to the authority of
those Who had schooling. formal education was perceived
g attached to material advantage rather than to
acquiring the cultural habits of the Dutch. Highest esteem
ached to the material gain which resulted from
employment in the government service. To rise in the
sociai scale was evident in the struggle to obtain an
Official appointment by means of diplomas. (Wertheim,
1956. 145-153) Education and the diploma, according to
wertheim had a strong individualising effect undermining
traditional authority.
"Education also acted like dynamite
the colonial caste system." (Wertheim, 1956: 147 )
To become a part of the civil service was to be
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a part of the
"backbone" of i
well as to h
=°lontal administration asbe rn training for service in tH
government of Indonesia.
...be mai
^
to get a certif attendancexfrcate which would open the doors to ' kan the administration.
" (Soemardjan, 1962: 355 ) So tr/
“
--pendent republic of Indonesia t t1940 'q Qlo rr ^ la O
100. Of th^
-nisters and
a crvxl servants had received a Western education.
Une could safelv +-^-, 4.
probl . perplexingms that exist today can be traced to the initial
colonial as well 4. -1 •the tradrtxonal structure that bredthem. The "we" "thev" a+-+-i 4- jattitude of the urban educated tothe rural poor, the lack of correlation h *between hard work
and wealth, the distain for manual labour, the "pamong-
system (which looks on the people as though they are not
capable)
, an abstract formal education system-these fac-
tors have encouraged a gap between the educated and
.'those
that have not yet arrived",
.s the exiled Sgahiri claimed,
1 have been too abstract for my people.
.00 far removed
from the framework of their concepts, too Western. They
have been for me, too inert. (Van Neil, 1970: 10 )
What are the consequences of this educational
inheritance for those seeking to integrate higher education
and nonformal education?
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is ae. — ^)
-ed te^s Of the modern sector and material
,ainas symbolized by the
^
certiffoates. —
-
b. Higher education has been disinterested in and
^-“^he_es,f.o. the rurai poor ortho.Who do manual labour.
c. Government service -ioHo ^
.
.
,
jobs are perceived as pro-
viding high status and job securitv whi
i
y le practical skills
and entrepreneurship are less valued and not encouraged.
While the educated elites
"spearheaded educa-
tional change", they have also maintained control of the
economy and have inhibited rural peoples- access to educa-
tion and educational adaptation to the needs of the rural
poor
.
These themes present the most obvious contradictions when
matched against manpower needs and the social demand for
education that exists today.
Today, in the wake of oil revenues and international
aid (recent figures name Indonesia as one of the highest
recipients of foreign aid from the West)
,
Indonesia's
education policies reached considerable momentum in the
second Five Year Plan (1974-79). Higher consumer expecta-
tions and demands as well as increased manpower needs are
evident in the education budget increase from Rp. 36.6 to
RP. 436 billion in the early 70 's. These boom years in
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educational development are manifested in tH
Instruction: Primary Sch i
Presidential
Between 1313 and ISl., 33^! oT""
built particularly to catir to^h^^ the needs of the rnT-t^iBy 1980 it ^^ural poor,
a.es 1 13
-
—sia.s population
,
.
'Educational Issues inIndonesia, 1977 ) Enrollments may in fact t a
.
^ have doubled
uring the Second Five Year pi= ^
,
.
^"'3 there may be fourtimes as many graduates within tho .
"e^t 20 year period.Sixty-siK thousand new teachers were needed to be
by the end of 1976 Als tt
recruited
o, there is growing emphasis onpre service and in-service teacher training as well as onhe consolidation of educational resources or thj.t:i,ource e merging
of resources for SDer-if-ir^ r,,pacif c manpower needs in the Third FiveYear Plan (1980-85)
.
set against these goals and statistics are the highdrop-out rate and the lack of support for terminal as
opposed to preparatory education. Though figures may vary
depending on the location and wealth of the province,
educators estimate that about one million children drop out
of school each year. (Heneveld, 1976: 7) According to
eby, 50 to 60, of the primary students drop out before
Grade 6. (Beeby, 1978) In West Java 2% (an increase of
68% between 1970-77) of the students went on to secondary
and lo to higher education. One must also take into
account the apparently unchanging repeater rates, up to 15%
and 20% for Grade 1 in
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many provinces.
The combination of economic costs anrt
pressure add un ^
Parental
p to a consistent rising pattern of ruralschool drop-outs. Regardless nf
K . government decree
“• L.
S uniforms and school maintenance fees that add up toeconomic or^cic;,, v-r. r, •
and thei ...
burdens on the studentsr ami lies. Many parents in rural
that a 3rd or 4th a
Perceive
, ,, ,
"""""
-
-°ugh. Children areu-d
. e.
best preparatory for literacy which may in fact
dissipate Without the necessary back-up resources.
The educational manpower needs of Indonesia as
expressed bv D A tv • t-^ * * ^iena AmidjaTa, reflor>+- =J ju tiect a growing concern
w-b both the high rural drop-out rate in rural areas and
t e increasing social demand for education coming from the
predominantly urban sector. D.A. Tisna Amidgaia states thatthe role of the teacher should be to participate in both
the school and the community. The rm educational manpower
- aimed at administrators, counselors, planners and possibly
ormal educators in addition to formal education teachers,
djaja, 1978: 6) This statement implies a closer link
between the supply and the demand for educational manpower.
According to Amidjaja's proposal, the training of educational
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manpower will be consolidated into a sin i •gle, integrated
systen, within the teacher trainiing institutes CIKIPs)
.
(Amidiaja, 1978)
The institutes for Teachers and the Study of Education(IKIPS), under the Directorate of Higher Bducation, adivision Of the Ministry of Education and Culture, are
teacher training oolleges which began in 1964 as separate
institutions distinct from university higher education.
From 1954 to 1964, teacher training for secondary education
located within universities under the Faculty of Educa-
tion ,P1P). Between 1954-58 five faculties were established
and by 1964 there were ten separate teacher training
colleges with 12 attached to universities. (Aanenson,
1979)
Within the IKIPs there are two major faculties;
the Teacher Training Faculty and the Faculty of Education.
Generally a three year course provides the student with a
BS or BA degree (sarjana muda) and a five year course with
an MA (sarjana). A degree from the Faculty of Teacher
Training is more discipline-oriented with 8 semester credits
of teacher training. Students from this faculty often
pursue careers outside of teaching. (Aanenson, 1979 ; 37)
Nevertheless, the major goal of an IKIP as an
institution is the training of secondary education
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teachers. Because of the IKIPs
, there is
•
' a notable
-crease i„ the nearer of teachers with a bachelor's
.The IKIPs
.
n s degree,
t • . .
achieved the recognition that specificraining is necessary for senr>condary teaching.
"This was anecessary prelude to experiIn^^n^- •
K
c^perrmentrng wrth methods of teaching "(Beeby, 1979: 126)
n .
school h"'
^ ^
W o until recently had to tahe an external e.amina-t iOn 3.t tll.0 r\ -F *senror secondary school in order to
.raduate. since 19n each school has had the duty of con-
uctrng therr own examinations. Nevertheless, the institu-
tons of hrgher education, including' the IKIPs, offer their
own entrance exams. This undercuts or na narrows student andteacher interests to studies that lead to success in
entrance tests. Entrance examinations mahe it less lively
that practical skills and work in th„e community will get a
real foothold in the formal schools. (Seeby, 1979 : 13,
On the other hand, where the demand for places exceeds the
number available at the IKIPs, some formal procedure is
necessary particularly to prevent the effect of personal
influence
.
Following graduation from the IKIP, if the student
goes into the teaching profession, he/she will be faced
with an insufficient salary and poor incentives. Salaries
are determined by the government civil service grading
dependent on level of education, training and years of
90
^
,,.
'
"
‘^-n
.ade that two-
-r s of the secondary teachers have not received their
expected promotion. Only the principal of a school
special salary; there are no department heads
- salaries do not increase with the site of a school.(Beeby, 1979)
internally, the IKIPs also present a somewhat bleak
Picture in their ability to fulfill the need for qualified
education personnel. in the 1970 = i1970s only 40% of the faculty
re permanent at the IKIPs. The majority of the faculty
moonlight" or hold one or two jobs outside of the IKIP
so that in IKIP Jakarta with 200Q students, 60% of the
faculty spend two or four hours per week at the IKIP.
{Beeby, 1979: 134) Being both overworked and underpaid
the faculty often delegate their teaching responsibilities
to their assistants.
In addition, the high student drop-out rate aggra-
vates the IKIP's low institutional productivity. The IKIP
enrollment is 28% of all those who enter the domain of
higher education, but of these only a quarter ever attain
their degree. (Aanenson, 1979: 35) From 1967 to 1971 one
third of the entrants to the IKIPs left before their second
year. (Beeby, 1978) The IKIP's enrollment went from
25,000 in 1971 to 41,000 in 1977, but even with this growing
demand for higher education the rate of return is slow. In
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the 70 's it was estimated that then average ba degree
actually took five rather than three years to
the m seven to nine t°™Plete and
1976 ) Y
rather than five, CHeneveld,
) et, even if the iktp<=
on time th ,
graduated all their students
many of ^th
shortages because
e students go into other professions besides
teaching. CBeeby, 1978)
The IKIPS have consistently maintained a posture
according to Beebv th^^ii-
'
,,
.
"°"-tds the academic andtheoretical. The tytpo are credential^-bound
,
status^
conscious and adhere to a disciolino-
_
^ oriented rather than a
° curricula. The IKIP faculty looks towards
^.her education and the academic than to educational needs
practical. This has been attributed partially
to the IKXPs. beginnings when until 1964 they were housed
within universities. (Beeby, 1979)
TWO attempts have been made to lessen this emphasis
Pxrst, the establishment of a separate faculty for teacher
educatxon gave room for the view that '•training is necessary
for secondary teaching" or that methods are an important
facet of education. Second, the effort to corvine the
faculty of education and the teacher training faculty or to
create an integrated system for training may make the former
e responsive to educational manpower needs,
One of the major efforts of the Second Five Year
Plan was to encourage the IKIPs to orient themselves toward
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ri ‘"" " •*““
"
gree programs and diploma courses. (Educational
innovations, igv 6
, oiploma courses in science teaming
ave
.een created to encourage graduates irom other depart-
ments to enter the teaching profession. ..
fH-irhi
’
• . . this program
onal investment m its way of increasing manpower,
with regard to education facilities and k-teaching staff "
(Some information about Education in Indonesia, 1977=
’
9 )
The most critical job in any nationwide educational
reform lies in preparing the teachers or teachers for
change." (Beeby, 1979: 128) Of crucial concern then is
reduced or undermined by their being directed to teacher
training. Certainly a major priority of Indonesia's
present education reforms is to reform the attitudes and
methods Of IKIP staff by developing Intensive inservice
training programs.
Community Education Department
Penmas, formerly the Mass Education Department, is
presently the Directorate of Community Education, a division
of the Directorate General of Out-of-School Education, Youth
and Sports under the Ministry of Education and Culture.
With a staff of 3000, approximately 2000 of whom are
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fieldworkers, Penmas has beann
that ,
nonformal education project^ spans suk provinces inhabited h, about 70 * oi the
^
lation. The Penmas Nonformal Education Project is
-e WorXd Banh Si.th Bducation hoan to Xnd
' ^
14 1977 ,
I onesia (September
'
’
“ilUon OS dollars. This isaPPto.imatel. SO. oi the project iunds.- the remainder is
IS project are to build the institutional capabilities
P^rirn3,s in i~h(^ ^
trainin
-nagement, materials development.
<3 , program development and evaluation.
Penmas officially began to enact policies i„ 1950At that time under the Ministry of Education, Penmas was
termed the Mass Education Department. The Mass Education
Department's tasks were momentous. Eighty percent of
Indonesia was illiterate. The Dutch had done little to
develop an educational infrastructure so that in the 1940 's,
only 88,223 Indonesians had attended school and 250 had
graduated from high school.
A critical factor for the new Mass Education Depart-
ment was the task of supplying and training fieldworkers
:
"There is a shortage of well-trained men who not only
possess volition and readiness but also proficiency. (Mass
1955
. 59) The primary objectives of the Mass Educa-
tion Department at that time were to increase productivity,
to develop new employment opportunities and to create
equitable distribution of resources.
a more
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Today, the objectives of Penmas h
radicallv f changedj- uicaiiy from those nfo the former Mass Education ^has the need for well •
^^ days nor
WP « “-^dworkers. According to
to make a living; and, to inculcate t
""
attitudes of •
' °™ <3evelop mental
...
--
-p-tpuiu,
descrxbed by Anwas iskandar. Director of Penmas as h10 characteristics: i r
,
®3raots, 2. Learning Resources,
-3- Learning Facilitators 4
M ^ .
' * Learning Groups, 5. Learning
^ Learning Place 7 r
Fund Q .
Learning Yeast, 8. Learning
a , 9. Learning Program and in r, , lo. Learning Benefits.
(See Appendix i., prime target population is youths andyoung adults, aged 10-2., „ho have had little or no formal
education.
Penmas is structured from the top level in dakarta
the front-lxne staff or peniliks at the sub-
district level. Penmas is directly under the Director-
General Of Nonformal Education, Youths and Sports which is
under the Ministry of Education and Culture. The central
office Of Penmas is located in Jakarta; entitled Pusat. At
the province level, Penmas has provincial levels heads and
staff. Thxs offxce is entitled the BPM. The next in
line are the district-level offices of Penmas and finally
dxstrxct level (Kecamatan) nonformal education super-
visors (peniliks).
jjejar proarpim
, A ma-ior- -f— focus of the Penmas project is th.ke^jar program or the learm’
to oo approachc ^nunrty education. The purpose of learninu
.
.
-i-earning groups
provide participants with practical skills and
ZIT: “
*
^ng and basic education in literacy and numeracy
The learning group approach to literacy education
may develop in the following manner:
grl^fof ?ive to1e"n";eSoL"!'and%h"°™ "
nuS?Ly“°"?he‘'uteratrp?'''’'^®“ ^i°®tacy and®''^''®
guide. The classes take^ol^a^^
fcts as tutor and
students, in the evf^m’r. the homes of the
hours around fpet^Lhf =°° 21:00^^
working schedule is finished ^This^' theirwell with the custom of the viJl^
Procedure goes
gather in the evenina usually
(Napitupulu, 1979: 10)
^ ^ ^ith their neighbors.
A major weakness of the program is the lack of
trained tutors and monitors or organisers. The tutors are
primarily primary school graduates or school drop-outs.
Their participation as learning group tutors is voluntary,
on the other hand, the monitors, organisers, and evaluators
are primary school teachers, secondary school graduates or
peniliks, the district level workers of Penmas.
The Penmas Nonformal Education Project depends
heavily on the competencies of the penilik. The penilik is
the critical link between Penmas and the community. The
penilik must assess learning needs, recruit facilitators and
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participants or learners for i =™er learning groups. He/sh»
supervicio r, • .n tie/s e must
trat r " ^^ ive as wellxi as programming support to lo
Poo«..p.„,
».
.Kui.
“ "•
cai Skills a peniliks needs.
Much of the peniliks' work is .^ ^ dependent on thenature of community needs i
and th receptivitye quality of community formal a
Th» informal leadershipe penilik may be asked +-o •t provide instructors, materialsand methods to support anoth»er agency's activities. Or
e penilik may he called upon to recruit and set the c^i-
facilitators of basic education courses. m other
worcs, he/she may have to respond to a variety of co •clirxery mmunitv
needs and demands. The neni i : v •p lik is essentially a middle-
evel community education organizer, manager, motivator.
in addition, the penilik must respond to the overallgoals of Penmas, most recently the learninrry i-ae ning group or Kejar
program. while there are a number of different kinds of
learning groups, for example, women's groups, marketing
groups, literacy groups, etc
-f. ., the function of the penilik
is to both encourage and sustain the development of these
learning groups. The penilik must also train and appoint
facilitators for learning groups and manage these group
activities
.
AS previously mentioned, the need for qualified
well-trained fieldworkers or peniliks has been a continuing
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problem for Penmas, When Pi^nm
^"titled the Mass Educa-tion Department, peniliks were recruited from secondary
schools. At the+- .t.me co^xttees for mass education were
eveloped at the subdistrict level to =swort the work ofHe peniliks, then entitled field supervisors. But, at that
-e, there was not only a shortage of peniliks but also
training problems that concerned the relation between theory
and practice.
Presently, the penilik is usually one of three
types: i,
, headmaster who has been
laterally transferred to the job of penilik, 2
, an individual
lasted through the political upheavals of the mid-
^ someone who has acquired the
position in the last few years. The first type illustrates
an individual who has been transferred from a formal school
position to nonformal education with little or no training.
The transfer most likely indicates that he/she is being
pushed aside. These individuals' skills are usually in-
appropriate and their motivation is low. These transfers
made in part to revitalize the primary school head-
master position by moving out some of the "old blood", and
also because Penmas had lost many of its personnel after
1966 and just needed bodies to fill empty positions.
During the political upheavals of 1965-66, Penmas
lost many of its personnel, including peniliks. Peniliks
were accused of being communists and either ran away or
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were killed Th.:^ ^he organization of Pennia=; oo 4.-^^ ^nias essentially fellapart as a result though there are a f
^
people who hung on
asted. These people are some of the older
work in Penmas today Some •
Personnel who
-
-11 have held ontotheir job though aft^-r 4-u
, ,
" '''' individuals were reluctantto do community education Th^ government officially pro-
people from organizing into groups equal to or
greater than ten people so it was difficult to conduct
learning groups under the circumstances.
third type are the new recruits. Because
there are not many new recruits, this is one of Penmas
<
mag or goals and one of the major objectives behind the
collaboration between the IKIPs and Penmas that will be
described in the next section. From the above description
tt is Clear that the organization of Penmas has a problem:
there are not enough well-trained, qualified nonformal
education fieldworkers or peniliks.
In the next section we will look at an innovative
step in the recent development of nonformal education in
Indonesia that pertains to this problem. Two institutions,
Penmas and the IKIPs, as part of the World Bank Sixth Educa-
tion Loan Agreement, are collaborating primarily in order to
tram new cadres of community education fieldworkers or
peniliks. A further outcome of this collaboration and the
g eral objective of this paper is to examine and analyze
this collaboration as an example of an integrative linkage
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between nonformal and formal education.
,
we will look specifically at how n f
section
hi,
y W on ormal education, in
case Pen.as, and ,i,.en education, in ,.i3 ,,30 i.e
t.e L"'" —
hi,
""
specifically at nonformal educa-t on program development within the IKIPs.
gte IKIP/penmas Collaboration
The IKIP component of the Penm;^^, m•t^enmas Nonformal Educa-
tion Project is significant because it is an innovative
step for these two institutions as well as for the fields
of formal and nonformal education Tn h-k i,° . I the broader context
IS collaboration represents both a complementary and a
systemic integrative linkage between formal and nonformal
for the training of nonformal education field-
workers. Two institutions, Penmas and the IKIPs, the
former representing nonformal education and the latter
higher education, are developing complementary linkages
between their resources, personnel, administrations, train-
ing programs, etc. Moreover, Penmas, rather than being a
closed institution, represents an institution whose adminis-
trative structure runs from the national to the provincial
to the district and finally to the subdistrict level. In
this case study, we will look most specifically at evidence
of complementary linkages between the IKIPs and Penmas
though the reader should keep in mind that Penmas, being an
IQQ
agency that operate=;
-Fr- a-urates from the national to th» . •
level has the potential fo •
^'^drstrict
formal ri
systemic linkages between
and nonformal education.
Historically, Penmas and the iKIPs h;:,.
,• n .
•Mir’s ave cooperat^H
n xrectly. The reader should reme,^er that while both are
-er the Hinistry of Education and Culture, the IKlPs arejectly responsible to the Directorate General of Higher
ucation and Penmas is directly responsible to the Direc-o-e General of Out-of-School Education, youth and Sports.
though there has been reciprocity between personnel.
Penmas has contracted with the Con^unity Research Department
the IKlPs to help conduct nonformal education research.
er of staff at the BPr4s are former IKIP students and
a few hold teaching positions at the XKIPs in addition totheir job at Penmas.
The direct contractual agreement between Penmas and
the IKIPs, then, is an innovative step not only for the
training of nonformal education fieldworkers or peniliks,
but also in the relationship between these two institutions.
The initial agreement supported by the World Bank sixth
Education Loan Agreement, September 14
, 1977
,
was for the
IKIPS to develop a preservice training program for peniliks
and for Penmas to support program development at the IKIPs
and to fund the education of eighteen tlA candidates from
the IKIPs. This latter agreement was part of the contract
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Academic Consulting Services, July 14 137c ,
and the Center for mt
'
Intematronal Education, University ofMassachusetts, agreed to 20 man-years of
and ] s
consultant services18 or more MA fellowships for iktp = a „KIP and Penmas staff
members to study at the Universitv o-f mxx y f Massachusetts
in th
ing the six provinces identifiede Penmas Nonformal Education Project were to be
involved. In this joint venture the IKIPs are co^nitted toprovide the following as described by Anwas IsKandar
(Director of Penmas)
:
and othIr'^age^cies"thft’^nfed'^fh employees,
formal education Ld nL?orirfd^’''’f“^"® "°"-
-Inservice training prograiS^ Lr P^^Ptitioners.
-Research in the field of nnnf employees,
and philosophy into the formareLlf^on^system!'"^'^''®®
In turn Penmas will provide;
S"lKIPs! d^'^^loP^ent Of nonformal education in
J^=^in^^oSS™areducati^^
mate^falfd^v^^^pm^nteL^’^^^^^ opportunities in
IKIPs. nonformal education in the
-Training opportunities for the staff af fhaof Massachusetts as well as fnsff„ Universityfor staff with Penmas. con ultancy opportunities
In this collaboration both institutions hoped to benefit,
though it was generally assumed by the funding agency
(World Bank) that the IKIPs in particular would gain.
What should be kept in mind in this description of
1Q2
program wont about margin, theory and
--oe
. how the program went about retraining
^J now administrative iinv =
"""" developed between thetwo institutions.
This description of the tktp/d«IKIP/Penmas program will
-tatron.
.he ma,or objective oi the iirst year oi oolla-
noration between the IKIPc; denmas was for the IKIPs todesign and to implement a one year dio,ploma course (Dl) forthe pre-service training of penilihs.
.he Ol.program was toprovide per-service training for students, who were guaran-teed employment as penilihs in Penmas after receiving theirdiplomas.
.his was also consistent with Amidjaia-s state-
ment on the growing manpower needs and educational needs for
diploma and non-degree courses in "Design for the Reform of
Training System for Educational Manpower in Indonesia".
During the first year the tt^tpcn IKIPs were involved in a
number of activitipc; • ^ivities. the design and implementation of a
education curriculum, the training of IKIP staff
in nonformal education concepts and methods, the develooment
of administrative linkages between the provincial level
Penmas department (BPM, and the I.KIPs
, and the prograa^atic
development of nonformal education within the IKIPs. In the
development of these activities there are three areas that
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demonstrate integrative linvkages between form^^i ^formal educatior.
mal and non-ation, each of which will be dealt wittChapter. this
These areas are- ^
de 1
program development, b) staffdevelopment; and ^
-velopment inci:dee 00^17""'^
--pment and evaluatTon -
^nd implementation, is also descti
---
ment. develop-
Under staff development there is a des •
worKshops, up,,,ding sessions, the Master.s candidate
program, the use of ikip staff as domestic consultants for
-as. in addition, some of the research in nonformal
ucatron as carried out by individual IKlPs is described.
And, finally, the third area considers administra-tive ties or networking between Penmas and the IKlPs
.
internal administrative development within the IKlPs them-
selves as well as links between local ccgovernment officials
and the IKlPs are also discussed.
2£22ram^-el0E^ ^3 previously mentioned the IKlPs
looked towards university education for direction. Consis-
tent with this view was the direction sought by most
graduates of the Social Education Department at the IKlPs.
They would seek employment in government agencies in urban
social work agencies or possibly, if they completed
1Q4
heir MA degree, as a lecturer in'^re m an IKIP. if = ,, 1.left the tktp k ^ ^ studentbefore conpletion of a degree course thatindividual would most likely seek trai •
school fo ,
ning in a training
elementary school teachers The
Qr. • courses in th^cial Education Department at the IKXPs were orientedtowards the theoretical and the academic.
The process of developing a nonformal education
P ogram within a for.mal institution of higher educationgan with the transformation of the ex’stino
in a .
- g curriculum
the Social Education or Out-of-qch,n i®=hool Education Depart-
-ts at sik IKlPs into a competency-hased approach curricu-u- The directive for designing competency-hased education
came from the Ministry of Higher Education <the IKlPs are
administratively under this directorate) in in *r m the form of "new"
curriculum guidelines (P3G,
. The curriculum guidelines forthe competency-hased approach enumerated the following:
listing°of^cora^tencies°SS*^^^^?a specific jobs;
objectives, toptcror contSt"°lef courLs
,
'
evaluation procedures 2 and
theori^, in-class practic^and f between
co“u^s%^^"i:r%^ed^o-piHr -
Course for the training of noAfo;m;i*'eLcators!°’”^
The general goals of the P3G guidelines from the
national-level educational planning commission were not
incompatible with the needs of Penmas and the integration
Of nonformal education within the IKIPs. The development
Of a competency-based or performance-based approach
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„ore practice ti.n
.
.
approach. =°"tent-orxented
Curriculum. The D1 prooram
dinlo 'curriculum (one-year'Jrploma course) was to train ar a:rai students for specifir- r.
as peniliks with Penmas and
P>csrtions
tion
Poasrbly other nonformal educa-r agencies. i„ February, 1979
fund in
' as the primary
agency, supported a workshop to be held in West Java
•P.U,
_
..
mg iKiPs would . i^icipat-
uat d
^ national workshop to review, eval-
approve the "new" di nonformal education
Prior to
a curriculum,
^ this workshop two IKlPs were selected by Penmas toP-Pare a design or model including syllabus for the Pi
curriculum as well as for the SI curriculum (the usual
academic tract). (See hppendi. ii. ) .he two IKlPs seiected
o the SIX were IKIP Bandung in west Java and IKIP
Ujung Pandang in South Sulawesi.
The process of developing a list of competencies
needed for the initial development of the Dl program took
a different form in IKIP Bandung and IKIP ujung Pandang.
The process of curriculum development at IKIP Bandung was
conducted at the administrative level. The IKIP Bandung
staff gathered a list of competencies from nine agencies,
including Penmas, that would or might hire graduates of the
Dl program. One hundred competencies were gathered. First,
patencies were clustered by level: a Dl diploma
ba-ic course was for students who would work at
1Q6
the subdistrict level (Kecamatan); the SOI, two ve^r, ^the district
-t- \(Kabupa en
; the SO? -(-k
^
' n b02, three years, at theprovince level and SIetna bi, four years Ri-
level. central (Pusat)
Next the IKIP Bandung staff refined theby descrihi-n
^ competenciesy a cribi g some as general
specific d
" "" applicable toP f.^ departments. General
for the
..new., curric 1
became the core
cies .
'' """"
competen-
were rntegrated into S course titles
,mata huliah) thateie to become the core curriculum for the nonformal educa-tion department. For th<=> mhe D1 program, four other course
-ties were added for the specific preservice training ofpenrlxks. These four electives could be adapted to current
and future manpower needs.
The clustering of competencies unde^r-t' uciit-j.es der course titles
followed by the writing of instructional objectives,
description of course content, desription of theory and in-
class practice, learning experiences and evaluation. This
procedure was followed for the SOI, S02 and SI ,in the future
possibly the D2, D3 curricula) curricula so that there was
some consistency between thoe diploma program and the more
academic curriculum. m this way a student from the diploma
course may at some future date continue on with his/her educa-
tion in the SOI, S02 and SI course.
Or, there was the possibility that the D1 program
would become the first year for BA and MA candidates who
1Q7
would continue on rather th^n ka become peniliks, m other
r r
^
-
^^^-3 (0nt-ot-3choob or soc.^
At IKIP Ojan, Panaang, in South Sulawesi, the lec-urers reiy more on curriculum guiaelines CP 3s) i^^ue. by theO^tectorate oi Higher s.ucation anb tooh a iieia-baseb
approach to the gathering anb collating oi competencies.
t^he lecturers at the tktp iv.“ cooperation with the provincial
el Penmas office (BPM) carri*^,^ ...J ried out a needs assessment
involving 37 peniliks. The peril I'kc
^ out all behaviorsthey felt were recruired n-F =qui of a competent penilik. From the
135 competencies named, the peniliks selected the 15 they
felt most important for the job. The IKIP lecturers, by
». U..
...
.......
...
the relative importance attributed to -iF^ t:e it came up with 51
competencies. Next, the result- c 4-v,ults of the survey were trans-
formed into a list of skills. (See Appendix iii.) The listed
Skills were broken down into more specific competency areas,
so that the curriculum model ultimately described: 1
. the
general type of skill or competence, 2. criteria in the
form of a description of what the student should be able to
arning experience or what the student will do in
order to acquire the skill, 4
. topics to be covered in that
competency area; and, 5. credits and time allotments for
theory, in-class practice and field practice.
I
1Q8
February 7
, 1979 the IKIP Bandung eurriculugroup together with representatives fro™ th
west dava Pen^as office and th
- reconfir™ that the t
April The 1
"
-
•
=ul™rnation of both IKIP Bandung's and DiPandang's worh on the "new" curriculu™ took place on
::::; IT: L .Vto review and approve the D1
"crash" n
program (the
program as it was termed)
. The final curriculum
accepted conformed more to the r
it e- e Wholesatisfied the P 3G Guidelines as well as those of Penmas.
here was some confusion as to what we=
what ,, wanted and
Z r ^—-e
th P3^
°^^®'=t°rate General of Higher Education indicated
at G curriculum Guidelines should be followed. On the
other hand, the winarno Commission that would have to
approve any "new" rn-rr-ir^ini • .curriculum indicated that the D1 program
rn nonformal education need not follow the P 3G Guidelines
nor other guidelines from the Oepartment of Educational
Research and Development (BP 3K)
. The director of Penmas
also indicated that the IKIPs could follow other models
in developing the "new" NEE curriculum. Also, the Director
Of Higher Education in a book describing new curricula in
ndonesia did not recognize out-of-school education (PLS)
as a field of study (Bidang Studi)
.
The result of this lack of administrative clarity
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and indirection led ome confusion from iKIPs Bandn
-
”•
•*-
—
IKIPs took a diff
curriculum guidelines. Both
a thor h •
"""
responsibility and didoug gob of gathering competencies and developing the
competency-based approach.
.his flexibility resulted Lsome confusion especially when it came time for the two
approaches to merge and becont. on D1 curriculum.
^1-ibility not only allowed for
I erent interpretations, but also the possibility of ''old
wine in new bottles",
.be guestion of whether the 01
program or subseguent nonformal education programs repre-
curricula or just a renaming and redistribution
of Old social Education Department courses is a pertinent
The IKIPs were in fact integrating the nonformal
education curriculum into their long established Social
Education Departments. For the most part, course titles
for the new ' curriculum were former titles from the Social
Education Department syllabus. As one IKIP staff mender
Out of-school education is formal education at night "
Clearly, the IKIP staff needed in-service training and
experience in nonformal education and this may be the
critical factor in the success of reforming the Social
Education Departments,
Another factor that became problematic was the
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absence of professional or administrative ties b tIKIPs and their resn
e ween then pective provincial level d
(BPM) The^
Penmas office
• e absence of effective links ber.
K •
-Li jcs tween the two inthe beginning of the program led to confusi
absence of ee +- ^ seemingcommitment. Questions such as to k
the "new currio i
which IKIPs
culum would be imoi„
for the 01 -=-^bedprogram and what would be criteria for selection-ese questions perplexed the IKIP staff „h 1S w o looked forguidance from the BPMs. One IKTp aIP advertised in the localpaper to recruit students to join the 01
IKTP Pi program; anotherT I Hector arbitrarily pointed to students and ordered
e™ to loin the Oi program; and, another took students who
-Id n.,
^
rcient recruitment or selection procedures, hs the programas implemented the hazy relationship between the IKIPs andbe BPM3 became even more problematic. Much of this was dueto the lack Of administrative clarity from the central
Penmas office in Jakarta (Pusat).
The field practicum in a non-
formal education fieldworker training program should be one
Of Its most important components, particularly when this
program is part of an integrative linkage between nonformal
and higher education. without immediate means to apply
learning, a program of this nature would be at cross-
rposes to the philosophy of nonformal education:
Ill
Nonformal learning anticina+-oocation of what is learned f immediate appli.knowledge or "developina t^^ contrast to "storing-practical use- thil later
to bridge the aU-too-of?ln\an attemptsaction. (Griffin, 19777 34 ® ^ between theory and
fective field practicum becomes both a means for pre-service as well
-it. •
^
*=11 as in-service
-f- r-ti t ntraining. By having the
u ents go to the field regularly throughout the academicye t, the IKIP staff are provided with a constant flow ofinformation for and evaluation of the academln ic curriculum.
The success of the eld practicum was dependent
on a number of factors:
a. The sequencing of field activities
b. The integration of the IKIP in-class theory and
practice with field activities
c. A continuous field practicum throughout the
academic year
<3. Flexibility of the IKIP administration to
support such a practicum
e. Administration cooperation between Penmas
, local
government officials and leadership and the IKlPs
f. Effective support and supervision of students
While in the field
g. Comprehensive evaluation of the practicum
h. Ongoing involvement of the peniliks in prac-
ticum planning and implementation
The field practicum for the D1 program was first
considered during the April 1979 national workshop. Though
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the field practioum was a necessarv ny part of the "new"
curriculum, it was left un u
^ °
^ot only adapt
e national D1 curriculum design to
^ needs, but alsoto independently d^velnny e op the practicum. Because the authorIS most familiar with tho
field practicums,these, in particular win ^
' referred to in this descrip-
tion. ^
Since the field practicum was not to be conducted
wrthin an institution and the usual unit lesson plans
were not applicable, the planning of the prac-
ticum required different questions than were usually ashed
wrthin a formal education curriculum design:
1. Who will supervise the students in the field?
will field activities be coordinated with
in-class practice and theory at the IKIP?
3. Since there is the assumption that IKIP staff
neither have the time nor the inclination to go to the
field, who will coordinate field and in-class learning?
4. How will the IKIP staff know if classroom
activities and assignments are appropriate for the field?
5- If the peniliks are to be field supervisors, how
should they be involved in the planning of the field prac-
ticum?
6. How do we encourage local administrative
support for the practicum?
How will the practicum be funded and who will
allocate funds?
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the weak
^ "^^sure against students picking up
..esses o. ..e p.ese.t pen.u.e a. e.e
.o .eHeld supervisors) ?
9. How can the conraunity become involved in the
. «.
the Pe
""""
relationship between
nmas penilihs and the XKIP staii. How will it bedeveloped?
At IKIP Jakarta a draft for the design.of the fieldpracticum was developed for the one year ni pno.ram. cseeAppendix iv.,
.he objective of this model was to provide
ts with continuous field experience throughout the
academic year centered around the basic themes in nonformal
For example, for the first theme (orientation^
Skills were described that fit into the then., such as needs
assessment techniques. Competencies and courses were listed
that would require a practicum activity if the theme under
consideration applied to them Tn
• addition, the curriculum
for the field practicum described general objectives,
specific tasks for students in the field, outcomes and pro-
cedures for evaluation as well as roles of participants.
In the model both the Penmas peniliks and one
coordinator from the IKIP staff were to supervise and
coordinate the practicum. They were to monitor all
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activities of the students while the
The ^ the field
-1-ne student was i-n.
regular reports to the ikip rdxnator and the penilik The
field •
<^°°rdinator would go to theperiodically to visit tty the student. The penilik wtore of a liaison between the i e
P H was
j->c(_wfc;en n student 4-u
the coordinator between the XKIP t ft
P^tfor^nce in the field V
students
.eet with th
"""
analv a
^<^-ator regularly to discuss,
yze and critique their fieM activi> •e^a. ties. This type ofseminar would be an educational and support group
for the students as well as
--tPenence
1 a monitoring device for the
coordinator. Generally speaking th
_ , , ,
the role of the coordinator
could be described:
To supervise and monitor the D1 students
h- TO coordinate and administrate praoticum
activities by meeting regularly with IKIP staff and Penmas
peniliks
c. To conduct a seminar regularly with D1 students
means of discussion, evaluation, analysis, support
and monitoring of field activities. (See Appendix v,
This model was further elaborated on and adapted to
the curriculum at IKIP MoHan i?-, u i. i-
• Each staff member wrote out
practicum activities that conformed to the academic and
in-class practice activities at the IKIP. The plan outlined
-asks of the peniliks, tasks to be accomplished by the
students, evaluation and supervision strategies for the
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Peniliks. The outline also indicated qener;:^! =. ^
behavioral objectives to h
^ specific
x be accomplished during the fieldPractxcum. The timing of these activities
by the
^ coordinatedfteld coordinator, not by thematic outline simOto the Jakarta model th»
S milar
, e practicum merged with the
A most important aspect in t-h^ a
,
.
P the design of the prac-tfcum was the involvement of the peniliks wh^ i x o were to befield supervisors and evaluators Tn. I one IKIP the design
was brought to 30 peniliksI for their approval and suggest-ions. They expressed support for the design and emphasised
- ual help, support and coordination', between the students
and the penilik. They thought that the students must be
particularly sensitive to adult learners, the community
social structure and the ten objectives of Penmas. (See
Appendix 1.) As these peniliks were working for Penmas
they Clarified that once in the field, the students weri
working for and represented Penmas, not the IKIPs.
Another IKIP held a special four hour session to
involve the peniliks in the field practicum. First, the
peniliks reviewed and critiqued the practicum design,
second, they participated in a short workshop on supervision
and evaluation. They participated in a role play that
demonstrated three different methods of evaluation as well
as studied different formats for evaluation. Discussing
the usefulness or effectiveness of each method, the -liks chose the best strategy for evaluaf
ht the end of this s
"
^'^Pervision.
ession, the students from the D1
-t the penilih that would he their field
students were assioned .
^tP-visor (or
g to one penilik)
.
Similarly, an integrated approach to academic andtield activities was develoned int^vexop a other IKIP=; t
,
One college
an a separate practicum for each course title, but itbecame too complicated. They switched to an integrated
approach based on clustering competencies and skills. m
one IKXP the students were to carry out basically eight
Steps
:
1.
Identification of learning needs and learning
resources
2. Formation of a learning program
3. Recruiting trainers and participants
4. implementation of a learning program
5. Supervision of a learning program
6. Monitoring of a learning program
7. Evaluation of a learning program
8. Reporting the progress of a learning program
Another IKIP chose the following steps:
1. Inspection of the field
2. Identification of learning needs
3. Formulation of a learning program designed to
satisfy one learning needs chosen from those identified
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as
’
p„„..developed under step 3
6. Evaluation of the learning program and regularreportrng on each of the above steps
(Moulton and Mangan ProT^^r^t- cy roject Reports, 1979 )
,,
"”P^®-"^"tation and evaluation of thefield practicum:
1- Financing the field practicum
cheduling the field practicum (gaining IKIP
support)
support
Gaining local administrative and community
4
5 ,
involving the IKIP staff in the field practicum
Supervising the students in the field
involving the students in planning practicum
activities
The most pressing problem was the financing of the
field practicum. The first problem concerned the allocation
and distribution of funds. Funds were needed for student
ansportation, and for the work of the IKIP staff, the
coordinator and the peniliks. One IKIP decided that the
penilik needed Rp. 7500 ($10. US) per month and that the
staff needed payments for visits to the field. There was
no specific budget allocated for the field practicum so it
I
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1 C0 in Jakarta agreed iTn-Fr^>-+-fortunately, one IKIP was
^P • 150 000. ($240 ^ cK/~. 4-ub; snort since -f-ho^r t-,.,.:! , .
a higher number
participants in the program. The difference was made up
r
""
^
-00. ,ao.OS) per year for praoticum activities The-L V nes. coordinator wasto receive Hp. fooo.OOO (5160. us, and each peniiih between
Rp- 7500. ($10 . US) and Rp. io,ooo ($16. us)
. Because
Penmas (daharta, could not supply the full amount of funds
needed for the practicum, the IKIPs then tried to obtain
funds from the provincial department of education and
culture (KANWIL)
.
More of a problem sometimes than the absence of
sufficient funds was the poor flow of funds form the BPMs
to the IKIPS that created problems for the D1 program,
especially for the field practicum. The practicum depart-
ment at the IKIP had its own funds for practicum activities
within the formal system and the IKIPs had made no alloca-
tion for nonformal education practicum activities. There-
fore, the IKIPs were primarily dependent on Penmas to
support nonformal education praoticum activities. But,
Penmas had not allocated sufficient funds for the practicum
having not consulted with the IKIP staff on budget needs
before allocation. Also, the BPM which was supposed to
deliver funds to the IKIP would sometimes delay payment of
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funds depending on the n;:.+-'-'11 n nature of t-hc ^ .
the two institutions. Because of th
^
some IKIPs began the
^
'5 practicum without funds
A second problem involved the scheduUng of nticum activities Th,^ ^
^ ^ Prac-
• e department at the ikip thatpracticum activitio
^ organized
• •“
department was unfamil'
^ ^^sdemic year. This
the socai saucation on Out-of-Schooi Oepantments. neea tos continuous pnacticum throughout the acahemic
.ear(three days a week) ..t.In other words the m t-.v-
wa^ -irh
^ program plan
IKIP A •
''''''
^d^^inistrative reauirements of thegarn, the practicum activities were carried out
acsoraing to the degree of aaministrative ffa.ibiiit. of aninarvrauai XKXP. Por most there was sufficient aeXa. bue
o admrnrstrative and budgetary problems so that the prac-
irst year of the program.
other major problem in implementing the field
practicum was in gaining the support and cooperation of
local level administration and con^unity. One XKXP did not
get permission from the areas needed and ended up conduct-
ing the practicum in one subdistrict. Another IKIP was
to send students to their home or neighborhood
communities. Xn the final evaluation of the practicum
reported that subdistrict government officials
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(camats) were not sufficient Ur • ^
not
^cently supportive of praoticu™ activities.
The absence of con^unity involvement in the ,Of the practicun lead t
Planning
‘ o some problems mho
not- ^ community didt understand the roi^ ^.u^ le of the studentc?
the,^ e .
aents and sometimes askedem to provide funds or asked i-v,
years and e ^heirexperience. This caused =
the 1 a
^ frustration amongst
ity I "tr'"'
*""" i-Portant feedback from the con^un-
- he IKIP staff about the signifioance of the practicum.
fourth problem concerns the IKIP staff. m the
^^*ndent svaluation n-F practicum they stated that they
not havG timo to Ho ^ 4.u1 the tasks described by the lec-turers. The students felt that the staff d-ddid not understand
community needs so that thon e field curriculum the IKIP staffhad written was unreasonable. Most of the staff would not goto the co^tunity to observe students unless they were given
sufficrent honorarium and even then these visits did not
last more than a few hours.
Fifth is the absence of penilik participation in
Planning as well as the paradox of involving them as super-
vrsors. Because they were not involved in the initial
Planning stages of the practicum, the peniliks sometimes
tended to criticize the students as being incapable or
without skills rather than encourage t.hem. Also, the
peniliks were more self-selected than chosen by their moti-
vation and ability. For this reason, they were not
1
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necessarily the best models nor the best s
the D1 students.
-npervrsors for
And, finally there was an absence of student
participation in the planning of the practi^ i-iie cum. The
^ tS W0 2T0 rr i \7c^r\ 4- u. •gxven their assignments and sent out. As aWhole, they werp in
.
-prepared, but interestingly enough
udents provided a most thorough evaluation of thePpcticum and perhaps the entire 01
r evaluation the students pinpointed specificblems with the practicum that reflected problems of the
entire curriculum. Nevertheless, they felt that the prac-ticum was the most benefim';:.! 4. irP rt of their academic year
and their evaluation became a crucial part of the program-s
uture direction. Though there were a number of problems
wrth the practicum, it became the critical link between the
IKIP and the community and provided invaluable information
for the development of nonformal education within the IKIPs.
Dsvslopment
As much as the fieldworker becomes a critical
leverage point for educational reform within the commun-
ity
, the teacher or staff merger within an institution of
higher education perhaps has the most effect on educational
change in the institution. The IKIP staff's energy and
commitment as well as their relationship and attitude to
power is reflected in their teaching style and educational
niGthodology
.
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The usual method of teaching, •
The staff 1,
^ called
"diktat".
member entitled lecturer reads n
pared notes to the e
Previously pre-
the , "°tes from
in an Indonesian classroom. This ien IS evident in the iKiPswiere one usually sees a lecturer standing in front of the
:::::
* “'*= “•
i.i. 1 7
'
“
lals in Indonesia and the fear of i •
„ ,
face in front ofone s students, it -is n(->+- urprising that teachers do not
encourage or inspire questions (questions that they po-
tially will not be able to answer). (Beeby, 1973)
the quality of teaching at the XKlPs may be neitherhigher nor lower than in most places in the world, the
methodology is inappropriate to a nonformal educa-
tion curriculum.
introducing a nonformal education curriculum into
a formal education institution requires a comprehensive
staff development program. m the area of staff development
at IKIPs for the IKIP/Penmas Project three program areas
were developed. 1. Training of the lecturers in writing
lesson Plans and teaching methodologies consistent with the
needs of the competency-based nonformal education curriculum.
2
. Training of the lecturers in nonformal education
I
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research methodologies. 3 Tr;,in-a ing of several staff
members (three from each IKIP) at a fo
^ ^
^ ^ reign institutionto become nonformal education practitioners.
The most
t=nme.tate concern tor the
..neW ox program was planning
essons. Lesson plans formerly written by the lecturersOld not conform to the nepd<5 r^-Feds of a competency-based approach
curriculum that required an in-class practicum and evalua-
Skill acquisition. Former lesson plans were
sub:ect-oriented and evaluated by written and oral examina-
tions based on one-way contnunication between the lecturer
and the respondent.
These factors plus the "diktat method of teaching
lead to the development of two workshops
: the first con-
centrated on writing unit lesson plans to conform to the
competency-based approach; the second on writing and prac-
ticing nonformal education teaching and learning methodo-
logies
.
Thus, With the financial support of Penmas, the
first workshop on the planning and writing of unit lesson
plans was developed in two stages. The first stage, July
1979 concentrated on the program planning process. The
major goals of this workshop were:
1. Clarification of all administrative details
having to do with implementation of the curriculum.
Training of workshop participants in four-steps
2 .
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entitled the Program Planning Process:
a. Needs Assessment
Objective Setting (General ay i^ and Specific)
e- Program Implementation
d* Program Evaluation
planning of a workshop of all IKI^^s in o rithat they produce a syllabus for the 01 p
^
Penilik training)
.
(preservice
SIX IKIPS and three
.rr,
page 134 for an e ,
-nsultants.
, Refer to
xplanation of the consultants' role.
)
ment was^’’^W.3 eonauotea at each of the si. fKlPa between
.ul, anaOctober, 1979 hv 4-u ^he three foreign consultants and the one
representativ<=h who h;^/^ j. •
,,
° Partrcrpated in the first stage ofthese workshoDc; •p th.
' “
- l-P..-.
.. .„K
respective IKIPsAXir's
. The maior coal ^ o-f 4-k^g s f the second stage inthe first series of workshops were:
1. TO train staff in writing lesson plans for the
competency-based curriculum, specifHcallv/ tioxri i y general and
specific objectives
2- TO train staff in writing and practicing non-
formal education teaohing/learning methods
3
- To train staff in using and writing evaluation
procedures for the D1 curriculum
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To adapt the
'•new''- curr-i i
needs and
culum to each iKIPs
resources
5- To clarify Penmas • relationc^h •i tions ip to the iKIPs
To plan the development of materials
nonfor^al education program
Of the results of this workshop was the d
a handbook. Unit I,..
Production of
wr^tin
,
^"-«ibed the process for
essons for the competency-based
curriculum.
Some of the problemc; 4-u +.
Shops Clarified the
a, ,
-e<is Of the IKIPnonformal education program:
„u.
had difficulty writing behavioralobjectives for skills th;:i^ i-h
„ ,
"°t familiar with.Most preferred the BasiV
,,
^ °““ine approach becausethey were both used -t-n, ^
and familiar with the
content.
_
«=^iting of specific objectives was unduly
e consuming so that these lessons were written for tim-
lessons
.
3. The evaluation procedures for both competency-
based and nonformal education may be inconsistent with the
standardised evaluation procedures of the IKIPs.
4. ihe teaching and learning methods were short-
changed during this first workshop for lack of time, but
were considered most crucial for the implementation of the
curriculum.
5 .
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haa , and the ikipsalready suffered from a lack of clarity Thefiscal confusion which was hi
'
h K though it mavave een Jakarta's irresponsibility Rei f
strained due to the si
^ atxons were already
- absence Of funds for thefirst workshop.
The hope was that the lecturers after returning to
the h d
was decided that the staft w
^
regularly to reviewIt lesson plans and discust^ ot^o • •specific concerns related tothe D1 program. This would help t- •u n x v^ ameliorate the first
three problems.
The fourth problem area was central to the imple-
mentation Of the "new" curriculum-the actual teaching of
the program. This Involved changing a teacher-centered to
more learner-centered approach: the passive role of the
student to a more participatory role, a theoretical subject-
t^^ttor oriented curripninm +-/-Nculu to a more practice-oriented
performance-based curriculum =ii. For all concerned, this was
s tall order.
A second series of workshops were planned which
formed the third stage in staff development. The major
emphasis of these workshops was to train the staff in non-
ormal education teaching and learning methodologies.
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The major goals of this workshop were:
1* To provide inser^,^ice traininr. •
^ .
ning m nonformal
-uoatron teaohi:,g/iearni„g
methodologies for both the IKIPand the BPM staff. ^
2. TO train the staff in writing, practicing,
crrtrquorng and selecting appropriate methods.
To develop linkages between the BPMs and the
IKIPs by having their staff .a = _4- • •participate in the planning andimplementation of this workshop.
'I- To utilize the services and expertise of staff
returned from overseas with Master's degrees in non-
formal education.
5. To clarify the development of the nonformal
education curricul;:^ (-n-r-a.icula (pre-service and in-service) and the
relationship of Penmas to the IKIPs.
These workshops began in Medan in May, 1980 and continued
at other IKIPs in the months following. The first planning
session included staff from the IKIP (Medan) and staff from
the Medan BPM, two domestic consultants (IKIP staff who had
returned from the University of Massachusetts) and one
foreign consultant. Prior to the planning session, ques-
tionnaires had been sent to each IKIP in order to identify
in which learning activities they would like to be trained.
First the IKIP pre-service and the BPM in-service
curricula were reviewed. The thirteen general competencies
and topics of these programs were listed. Topics were then
I
12 8a
activity, how and when to use it.
The content of this workshop included:
1. Explanation of the workshop-,how it fit i„rthe plan for development of the
1 .
® nonformal education curricu-um and rnto the goals of IKIP and Penmas cooperation.
•h. p.J; ““lanning was done.
3 . Explanation of the example of a learning
activity, group discussion.
4. Using the hand-outs as guides oart,' •ytixu , p rticipants areivided into groups of two to write
. .
, demonstrate and prac-^tice learning activities.
5. Writing-up of learning activities.
6. Practice and evaluation of learning activities.
7. General discussion of appropriateness of learn-ing activities, when and how to use them.
8. Evaluation of the workshop overall.
The Planners and participants did not have enough
time to rewrite their activities and collate the material
after the workshop. Nevertheless, the workshop was quite
successful and one of the major criticisms was also a
measure of success. Participants suggested that this should
have been the first workshop in the series rather than the
last and that further workshops should be held on teaching
and learning methodologies. Also, there was expressed hope
that the IKIP and BPM collaboration during this workshop had
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chosen that met the needs of h 4-k
means Of int.
An effective
t egratzng these two programs was to chproblem related to
oose ai both programs' objectives m .kthe ni^nj-iT ’ this Wavng process would be consistent with th
solvrng approach common to many nonformal teachilg/iT'^”'
methods. ®n ing/learning
The IKIP and BPM staff chose thirteen
education problems that w
communrty
ere related to both the ikip
course titles and the BPM topics p
.
. For each of these, onearning activity was chosen as an appropriate means to
ustrate a problem-solving teaching method. «ter the
activities were listed, the planners considered that the
ra e and evaluate every activity. Therefore, in an effort
o save time tne planners wrote up descriptions and guide-lines for the writing of everv -4-y activity as examples for
participants to follow.
order to assist the participants in writing and
Cing the activities, the trainers went through a
step-by-step explanation of one activitv.y: group discussion.
Following this the staff broke up into groups of two (one
IKIP and one BPM staff member) and together they wrote one
activity. This activity would then be practiced by the
rest of the participants with the two staff members serving
as facilitators. m essence this was a teacher training
workshop. Finally, all participants would evaluate the
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brought about a climate for furthe
two institutions.
-operation between the
Research. The ttctdo
to e
’ projects related
nonformal education based on their ow
ana interests. One IKIP de ,
design in d
' Participatory researcha or er to investigate the effect of participationS a motivational device for
(Moulton p
"
'^"-l°P-nt programs,
ou , Heport *11, igsO: g, Approximately is, of thisPtoiect was funded by Penmas and 3S, from the Ministry ofEducation and Culture mh : o® project was implemented in coop-eration with the Community Research De e^ Department at the IKIP.he objectives of this research were:
1. To train the IKIP staff in nonformal education
research techniques
To increase IKIP staff knowledge of participation
as a motivational device
3. To test the effectivenfh<=c •xr ti/eness of participation as a
motivational device in Indonesia
4. TO develop a model of participation to be written
up as a case study
5. To explore means of using participatory tech-
niques in the work-study program or national service
program (KKN)
According to Dan Moulton, one of the University
of Massachusetts consultants, the research could be
described as:
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Kabupaten
near^Bandung!''^ Two^ SubangP rimental sites while *the n4-h" villages are ex-
;Vonn «-:e ?o^ -s.
reSarcL"' villages, a
tionnaire data villages, ?he quel-^"'intensive discussions wiS f^ ^ ^'^^^ting poin?and with the people of the inforTaal leadersthese meetings will hf 5!? village. The -esults
project. The®refearch^°" ^ ^°r a
hypothifil if tharS P°“P^®tion''ff"fffh"p!L"""^o’'''®
meetings will have thi gfJatJ^d^’''^"^ P^ttihpftfrythe plan produced on thi basiJ
degree of success than
^
onnaire alone. (Moulton, Report #u ^^980*®
Because the local officials acted ^s intermediariesbetween the community and the IKIP staff th
nr^hi •
, ere were someproblems m carrying out th=g °^ e research tHoThe community wasinvolved in planning and decision-mahing since the
o
-cials felt that only they were capable of mahing these
--
-
-Uages wherethe research was to he carried out. These villages weretoo dissimilar and brought uncontrollable variables into
the research. Problems in doing participatory research maybe encou.ntered in any research project of this nature
particularly in Indonesia. Nevertheless, the IKIP staff
gained valuable information and experience in nonformal
education research and village-level developmental problems.
Another research project at one of the IKIPs
raged the staff to learn a method of nonformal educa-
tion materials development entitled the photonovella. The
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staff together with neonio -pP from the community identifia problem in their lives. Prom the
the photographs of peoole acti
'
"°tds and from
Problem, the staff d \
^ their
ing in^-e
project involved thirty women, us-rvrews and questionnaires, the staff tried t d
-e women, motivation to read.
.ffteen subjects ire
'
entrfied who libed to read.- and fifteen who did not-allt h srmilar socioeconomic bacbgrounds.
,,,3 was tobe developed as a case study to be used in the cthe IKTP. = ^
^ urriculum at
n or staff development purposes.
part f
' 1“"'
-s
tion • I
"
^ P^-ba-tn orth Sumatra. The IKIP staff was trained in tradi-
Thll
participatory literacy met.hods
.
Xhe staff Chose si. facilitators from the literacy project
car^y out the research. Each facilif-A+-
. .
t cilitator conducted four
««.C, „.„p. „ „
a ion, the facrlrtators filled out questionnaires and thelearners were evaluated so that the groups chosen were as
similar as possible in terms of level of lifo.teracy and exper~
tise of the facilitator. Pour of the facilitators were
trained in participatory techniques. These facilitators
techniques and the other half using the traditional
non-participatory method. The control
.
groups chosen werenot grven any of this information Half through andt the end of the three-month period the i, learning grouDswere evaluated. p
The objectives of this research were:
train the IKIP Q-f-a-p-p •
,
.
participatory
literacy methods
P ovide staff with experience in nonformal
education research
3. TO provide Penmas via the IKIP with information
about the value (strengths and weaknesses, of Paket A
biteracy Manual produced by Penmas for literacy learning
groups
4. To develop a case study for IKIP use
The staff gained invaluable research as well as
field experience. They spent up to one month in the field
during the total planning and implementation time. The IKIJ
staff was not only able to evaluate the literacy materials
and literacy methods, but also able to experience first
hand the needs and problems of adult preliterates.
There were a number of problems associated with
research. Because the research project interfered
with the staff responsibilities at the IKIP, it was not
fully supported by IKIP departments that were losing staff
time when they went out to the plantation. This could have
been resolved by involving D1 students in the project and
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the administration of the Out-of-<5oh ,O . Sc ool Education Deoar^-tent (PLS). As it was, the state k
tion t administra-of the department (plS) were parti •
T . ^
^ cipants in the
etacy project. One of the outcomes for the hi program
nethods to the D1 students at the IKIP.
^^terials. Ro/^pii.|r^p j_ioticause there was a vir-hnai ktu l absence of non-
—ion materiais at the XKiPs
, a suhstantiai
portron of the hud.et was aiiocated for materiais develop,
as papers from and summaries of workshop results
case studies from research an.d manuals, bulletins or papers'
written by ikip staff n •. During the first workshop a core
set of books was selected by the IKIP representatives.
These books were subseguently ordered, xeroxed and paid forby Penmas. Mso at these workshops, each IKIP chose one
topic for modular development. Each topic would be
developed into a chapter or module specifically related to
nonformal education; management,evaluation, training,
gram planning, materials development and research. At
date these chapters were to be edited and collated
into a definitive IKIP textbook on nonformal education.
Case studies written up from the nonformal education
research of individual IKIPs and bulletins or papers
written up from lectures, learning activities were also
means for developing materials. Workshop results were
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r“‘! .. ....
Materials development was a maior oo
IKIP
^ concern of the
aff. Since most of the iKlp staff a
tion teachers
"at heart" th
mat ,
'
"""" Oferials or their inability to read k
.
_
^ about nonformal educa-tion Was their qreate«5-f- i t k • i •ility for teaching the "new"
curriculum. The need for field «^ experience took secondplace to their "fp.i+-" j ir
education. xn evaluation sessions the staff stated that
c greatest weakness of the cum'nnirriculum was the absence of
°o s for their academic use. The collection and distribu-tion Of materials is also a problem as is the development
Of a workable library in nonformal education at each of theSix IKIPs.
A fourth area of staff development was
technical assistance in the form of 18 Master's Degree
Fellowships (three to each IKIP, in nonformal education
at the center for International Education, University of
Massachusetts. The objective of tb,' =J his program was to train
three nonformal education generalists, in one of three
areas (curriculum, training and evaluation, in a one year
master's degree program.
During their studies at the University of Massachu-
setts
, three consultants hired by the University of Massa-
chusetts and Penmas would take their places at the IKIPs and
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assist in the development of
. ,
.
P the nonfornal education curri-ulum in Indonesia The foreign consultant «as to work witha team of three IKIP st;5 ff ua members.
-p
was as,-i .
foreign consultant
s gned to work at two IKIPs u ^for workshops andconferences they traveled to the other IKIPs^ua or met with
candidates return to their respective IKIPs after theyfinished their studies at the University of Massachusetts,
ey were to work in teams with the three IKIP staff mem-bers who had worked with th^ f:K6 the foreign consultant. m this
way there was continuity in the transition of personnel andin the development of the program. Also, as part of their
contract for study abroad, these IKIP teachers made a com.it-
-nt to serve as domestic consultants to the provincial
level Penmas office (BPM) for two years.
Specific problems in the MA candidate program are
related to the selection procedure and the acceptance of
these staff members back into the IKIP after their study
abroad. Often fellowships were given on the basis of English
language. Although there were specific guidelines from
Penmas on the selection criteria, essentially the Rectors
of the IKIPs chose the candidates and they were not always
sufficiently informed or familiar with the goals of the non-
education project. While in theory Penmas was to
select the MA candidates, in practice it is administratively
inappropriate for Penmas to go past the IKIP administration
staff
knowledge of ikip
^e^bers. Often the fellowships were given on the
asrs Of
.nglish language proficiency rather than on experience or ahilify i„
were selected fro. the physical education, economics or
Polrtrcal science departments rather than the Social Hduca-tion Department.
These problems became more apparent after these
people returned to Indonesia. The Pectors at each of the
IKIPs had to officially sanction their work or transfer tothe Out-of-School Education Departments, which may have
-ant leaving their former departments. Knowing that these
individuals were more academically inclined or inexperi-
enced than other IKIP staff from the Out-of-School Education
Department, the provincial level Penmas office was sometimes
reluctant to hire them as domestic consultants. There also
lack of trust initially between the returned MA
candidates and the three IKIP staff that had worked with
the foreign consultant. The integration of the MA returnees
into the Social Education Departments depended on their
previous relationship with their peers, their reputation at
the IKIP and their personal qualities. Their role between
the provincial level Penmas office (BPM) and the IKIP was a
crucial one and will be examined further in the next section.
Certainly the MA candidates represent one potential
means for change within the IKIPs. The presence and
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r " ----- ,otransforation of nonforni education witMn the xkxPs
:;
--
-- ^ consiaerahie i„pnct
’
on the development of the IKIP program.
^g-a-tra^ive Develonmenr
Administrative development as an aspect of inte.
gratrve linkage between nonformal and formal education
cone n.
UKIP administration) matters Th»=„* riGSG rnsttGirs gitg
summarizGd
:
A. Manpower linkages such as Penmas
-
promise ofjobs for the D1 program graduates.
B. Financial support for the D1 program, for
staff development such as the MA fellowships.
C. Program linkages such as the workshop involving
Penmas and the IKIP staff and a workshop on education
mGthods
.
AS previously described the IKIP component of the Penmas
project was the result of the Sixth Education World Bank
Project. The development of nonformal education within
Out of-School Education Departments at the IKIPs v/ould
probably not have taken Place without this loan. Penmas
also contracted with the IKIPs for a number of services.
From the central Penmas office in Jakarta a budget was
written that allocated and described funds for the
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development of nonfotmal education within the IKlPs.
The fiscal relationship between the IKIPs and
Penmas was damaged because of the uneven flow of funds
between Penmas daharta and the provincial level Penmas
Office as well as from the latter to the IKIPs. Consis-
tently throughout the first year of the program there were
logjams in the flow of funds so that a number of parts of
the program were implemented without the necessary resources.
Often the BPM office did nn+-to ot receive the funds or the proper
instructions on how to distribute funds. This lack of
clarity aggravated the tensions between the IKIPs and the
BPMs. Relationships between Institutions have their own
history and the relationship between BPMs and IKIPs was no
exception. if the relationship had been a good one, the
BPM was cooperative; if the relationship had not, creating
obstacles or logjams in the flow of funds was a means of
demonstrating power. Unfortunately, where the relationship
between the BPM and the IKIP had not yet been defined, the
lack of clarity in funding arrangements from Jakarta Penmas
to the BPM served to create distrust and unnecessary
tensions between the two.
From the staff and administrative point of view at
the IKIPs, the Penmas provincial level staff are not aca-
demic equals or equivalent in status. The IKIPs are a
division of the Directorate of Higher Education and Penmas
IS a division under the Directorate of Out-of-School
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.h"."™"
°' “
-«=.«nips, and manpoweru allocations for the tt^td programs. in
r;
- t.at „.en Pen.as
a.arta sent letters explaining the allocation of funds
coptes were sent to Kanwil, the IKIP Hectors and the BPMheads
.
money. xf they are not „ilu„,
we wall carry on or go to the Directorate of Higher Educa-
tion. '• In theory, the IKIPs only had to answer to the
Directorate of Higher Education for accountability of
program development. Penmas funds were outside assistance
that could be rejected by the IKIP. thus, lack of adminis-
trative clarity in part led to lack of funding clarity and
vice versa.
Of course Penmas could not have anticipated all the
administrative problems that arose. Graduates of the D1
program were guaranteed jobs with Penmas at the provincial
level offices. On the other hand, Kanwil made decisions as
to how many students would be given aid to enter the D1
program and where students would be placed after they
graduated from the D1 Program. While Jakarta Penmas allo-
cated funds for the 18 MA fellowships and contracted with
the MA candidates to work for the BPM as domestic consultants
upon their return, it was really up to the individual BPM
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heaas in what capacity they would hire these people.
Administrative linkages were encouraged between
the IKIPs and the BPMs
, particularly when Penmas (Jakarta)
.nvrted six representatives from each IKIP (three MA
returned candidates and the three staff kuiixe meitbers who had
worked with the fnr-rm'foreign consultant) to participate in a
national level workshop in Jaker+i,P arta, mid-year 1980, with BPM
directors and staff members.
The workshop included an evaluation, review and
critique of the IKIP program and discussion of the relation-
ship between the IKIPs and the BPHs. The overall objectives
Of this workshop besides evaluation of the IKIP component
were to consolidate a list of competencies for the nonformal
education program at the IKIPs in accordance with a direc-
tive from the Ministry of Education and Culture, and to
generate more cooperation and collaboration between the
IKIPs and the BPMs.
Overall this was a productive session which had an
instructive effect on the relationship between the BPMs and
the IKIPs. The returned MA candidates had expressed some
difficulties integrating themselves into the IKIP program
and being utilized by the BPMs. They resented being
singled out as the University of Massachusetts group putting
them somewhat at odds with their fellow staff members at the
IKIPs. The workshop helped to strengthen the relationship
between the six IKIPs by having them discuss the strengths
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and weaknesses of th^-iT-
.
.
-d.v.dual programs. Together theya ize a list of ten competencies to be
M- •
^ approved by the
-.try ot an. Cnhtnre.
,,,,
the next workshop on teaching
.etho.s was
.iecusse. an.
approved by the IKIP "kar-i-nn participants and the BPMs
.
Another administrative link;:.rTo k ^nkage between BPMs and the
was the „etho.s worKshop previonsiy
.iacnsse., Thi^
-rhshop heipe. to synthesise an. integrate the preserviol(IKIP) an. inservice (BPM) training programs for penilihs
While the BPM staff
.ay have felt
.ore fa.iiiar with thesl
methods, the spirit at this workshop was a cooperative one.
And,
.os t important, the workshop stimulated further inte-
grative programs between the two In n •• the following months
students from the ikiP d1 program visited the BPM for a
materials development learning session.
Issues and Problems
The general problen^ that arose during the planning
and implementation of the nonformal education program within
the formal teacher training college (IKIP) are summarized:
1- The integration of theory and practice or the
field practicu. and the academic curriculum required experi-
ence and expertise that was sometimes outside the capabili-
ties of the IKIP staff.
2. Because nonformal education is not yet a priority
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'
opment of the curriculum and commitment from thatlevel was not forthcoming.
_
-ctainistration and sometimes the
-ctors were somewhat luhewarm about the nonformal education
:::t "
- -
--— a:: :part because it a priority at higher levels.
4. The recruitment and selection nf c^-
. ,
j-f icrion o students for
e nonformal education program was arbitrarily done with-
demonstration of qualifications or corm^itment.
The IKIP staff was unfamiliar with or inexperi-
nonformal education teaching methods in part
absence of educational materials and in oartbecause of lack of experience.
6. Because the D1 program and the Out-of-Schoo.
Educatron Department were externally funded, there was some
about the administrative procedures of the IKIP
and the departmental needs.
7. There was an overall absence of local official
community and student participation in the planning and
implementation of the program.
8- The lack of administrative clarity and the
necks in distributing and allocating funds led to
frustrated relationships between the BPMs and Jakarta and
the IKIPs and the BPMs.
9. The manpower needs of Penmas are not limitless
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-r is its funding support so that the IKIPs should heeveloping broader oapahilities amongst its students andgaining support in other agencies Cbeoides Penmas) whichmay need nonformal education .va expertise.
w-th- •
overall need for flexibility
an institution that is known historically for its
-senoe of fle.ihilit,.
.his rigidit. is part of the linh-age etween higher education and government bureaucracy.
From the level o"F -i-cici i-. •f teaching procedures to the system of
credentialism and status differentials within the
_
_
rn government
service, there is a system that maintains a high
gree of inflexibility. staff move up the hierarchical
ladder by increases of statn<? iatus and salary prescribed by
length of service in the system, number of certificates of
workshop attendance, lectures, papers or other services.
For every additional academic venture outside of their
teaching responsibilities, the staff are awarded honor-
ariums so that this incentive must be attached to any
program that wants staff involvement outside their tradi-
onal teaching load, e.g. staff involvement in the field
practicum. This is not to say that the staff was not
committed to the idea of an effective nonformal education
program, but that the institutional arrangements can some-
times mediate against staff commitment and educational
innovations.
In summary, although there were planning and
implementation problems, the lono-r,g- range strengths of thisprogram outweigh the problems enconnterea in the iirst year
b!: -- ^nain nonformal education methodologies and the writing of lesson plans for the competency.based curriculum.
Since one could argue that the
..neW curriculum was an
adaptatron of the old curriculum of t.he Social Education
Departments, these workshops were both needed and wantedby the IKIP staff.
research projects though sometimes suffering
invaluable training in nonformal education. Some
commented that these projects gave them
..new» insight into
problems of community education. Many voiced a need for a
community laboratory where staff =+- ^r u and students could have
regular access to the fieiHn ld. in some IKIPs there are prepa-
rations now for a community laboratory where both the
community Research Department and the Out-of-School Educa-
tion Department will collaborate to provide both staff and
students with learning experience in the field.
The particular institutional arrangement between
Penmas and the IKIPs may be one of the strongest strategies
for integrative linkage between formal (higher education)
and nonformal education. Because Penmas is a national,
provincial, district and subdistrict level department, it
hires, recommends and allocates staff or personnel positions
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from the national to the community level. Presently,
Penmas is building up its institutional capabilities
’and
expanaing its program geographically and in terms of
This expansion may signal further developments
rn nonformal education for the IKIPs
, such as a D2 and D3
program. These programs could train future Penmas per-
sonnel for different administrative levels. m other words,
a national level training design for Penmas personnel may
further the development of more integrated programs between
formal and nonformal education.
The IKIPs themselves may expand their program for
training graduates of other departments, such as economics,
mathematics, science, etc. for a one year diploma course in
nonformal education. The D1 program could be expanded into
a D2 and D3 program for this purpose. The program could
also be expanded for the inservice training of fieldworkers
and other Penmas personnel. Also, graduates of the D1
program after their two year service with Penmas as peniliks
could come back to the IKIP for a second year (D2) or a
hird year (D3)
. These programs could provide peniliks
with added incentives like further education, credentials
or diplomas, salary increments, status and possibly
mobility.
Moreover, the IKIPs, once having gained credi-
bility in supplying nonformal education fieldworkers to
Penmas, could supply personnel to other agencies such as
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' Planning,
expansion wouia
.e to t.e private or
.nsiness sector „nenonior^ai education gra.nates conia
.eveiop iein bookkeepina • arning programs
th.
.MU
'
“*• l™. onV „ M.
MM..-SMM,
-o™....
.MU., M M „.MM. Muu,
on, MM. „... „ .:,
P xse outsrde of those prescri ed by the D1 and the tradi-tional social education programs.
Concl us ion
The reader should keep in mind that the collabora-ive relationship between the IKlPs and Penmas is an innova-ive step for these two institutions as well as for the
fields of formal and nonformal education r-fciaucatio . Comparing this
case study to the different strategies of ,-„txdc integrative link-
ages, we find that both complementary and systemic
strategies apply, as a complementary linkage, the inte-
grative developments between Penmas and the IKIPs demonstrate
some of the personnel and administrative problems charac-
terized by the trade union-university collaboration. Link-
ing two institutions (whether higher education and trade
unions or a community education agency, for the training of
fieldworkers requires a change in both attitudes and teach-
ing methods of personnel particularly in the institution of
higher education. One can also see that in the examples of
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complementary rrao t^ J-inJcages, clear^ut fun^-in^di g arrangementsco^le an. ovenlappin, co^ittees, workshops an. ahont-
ra.nang pnogra»s help to further a.^inistrative
inkages between the two institutions,
AS a systemic linkage. Punkas an. the IKIPs nee. toexten. an. provi.e support an. encouragement at the
— ity or local level.
.he Unite. States extension
e ucatron programs
.1. „ot gain the interest of farmers
un ^ the extension services coul. provi.e viable economic
solutrons to local-level problems an. until the farmers,
themselves, ha. their own organisations that coul. support
reject the county extension agenfs i.eas.
.he ke,ar
or learnrng group approach advocate, by Penmas may help tohull, rural-level organisations. But, in turn Penmas, as
a communrty education agency, must demonstrate to the rural
community that it can provide workable programs for the
rural community. Economic programs seem the most realistic
for both building a rural infrastructure as well as in
gaining community participation in rural development
projects as a whole. Consequently, Penmas needs to consider
how learning groups can become a means of expression for
local community needs. Presently, the official network in
Indonesia does not seem to express these needs.
In a broader context the development and education
of cadres of nonformal education workers signifies an
important strategy for the development of education in
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Indonesia. The absence of tr^ino^a ed community education
workers at the district and subdistrict levels has been a
continuing problem as has higher education. s neglect of
rural community educational needs .. This integrative link-
age between Penmas and the iktp« mIKIPs may be one avenue for meet-ing and expanding the potential
, ,
for cooperative developments
etween formal and nonforraal education.
IVChapter
analysis of the case study
in the previous chapter the collaboration between
Penmas and the IKIPs was described. This collaboration
-spired and maintained the integrative linkage of formal
and nonformal education for 4-v •raining of nonformal
education fieldworkers. Also, this linkage when compared
with other strategies of integration demonstrates both a
complementary and potentially a systemic linkage between
formal and nonformal education.
When analysing the nature and the effectiveness of
the integrative linkages in this case study, it is important
to examine how the program areas apply to the conditions
for integrative linkages as described in Chapter II.
These conditions are;
a. Cooperation and reciprocity between personnel
b. Complementary use of resources
c. Joint incorporation and propagation of content
and methodologies
d. Corresponding and interrelated levels of
opportunity
e. National support and commitment to the program
f. Mutual respect, confidence and recognition
g. Administrative participation and cooperation
in planning and implementation
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in this chapter wo will analyse the Indonesian caseS U y by frrst, examining how these conditions apply to
program areas; second, comparing these conditions with bothinput and design factors; and, third, assessing factors that
aided or hrndered the development of this program from the
comparison of conditions with input and design factors, the
analytical framework.
important to remeaier is that not all of these con-
ditions are of equal value to the educational planner. Much
depends on the nature of the strategy being implemented.
For example, the first condition, cooperation and recinro,,-;!,,
^2i5^S-P£rsonn^, a more significant condition in comple-
mentary linkages similar to the labour education movement
and the Penmas/IKIP collaboration than the condition,
into linkages that are more systemic in nature, then the
support and commitment the fifth condi-
tion, becomes greater.
At this point in the program development of the
Penmas/IKIP collaboration the first three conditions are
more significant than the others:
1. Cooperation and reciprocity between personnel
2. Complementary use of resources
3. Joint incorporation and propagation of content
and methodologies
As the program progresses, the fourth condition:
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4. Corresponding and interrelated levels of
opportunity
will become more significant. in order t-o
.
o create incentives
fisldworkers anri -Fz-vv u • i.ig er education personnel, this
condition is particularly important.
The fifth condition:
5. National support and commitment to the program
- dependent on the political climate of a nation, while
especially significant to systemic linkages, t.he national
government should demonstrate political and economic
responsiveness to community needs and the encouragement of
local-level or community participation in development before
education planners seek out national support. i„ other
words, if the linkages between nonformal and formal educa-
tion become a subject of this condition and this condition,
political purposes without any substantive, authentic role
for the local-level people then national support is a sham
and a detriment to community development. Presently in
Indonesia the potential for developing systemic linkages
and/or authentic national commitment is negligible.
Both the sixth and seventh conditions
;
6. Mutual respect, confidence and recognition
7. Adininistrative participation and cooperation
in planning and implementation
are functions of the other conditions, but also deserve
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attention as special categories or conditions. One can h
-t t.e iirst condition,
Will develop into tHe si.t. condition
Nonetheless,'
e research on rntegrative linkages pinpoints the sixth
condrtron as significant enough to stand on its own.
None Of the conditions are really exclusive. Eachtn a sense is dependent on the other. But, hy setting thet,
UP as separate categories or conditions, the educational
Planner can look for, analyse and evaluate program areas
that ard or hinder integrative linkages between formal and
nonformal education.
In the next section we look +-v,at how these conditions
necessary for effective integration apply to specific program
areas from the Indonesian case study.
Conditions for Integrative Linkages and Program Areas
from the Indonesian Case .gtudv
In this section major program areas are described
as they pertain to a specific condition necessary for
integrative linkages between formal and nonformal
education. Following each explanation, a list of secondary
areas is added to give the reader a comprehensive picture of
all program areas that fall under a specific condition.
Under the first condition. Cooperation and Reci-
procity Between Personnel
,
three major program areas are
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identified
:
The IKIP and BPM cooperation as planners and
partxcipants in the teaching methods workshop
2. MA candidates from the IKIP contracted to work
as domestic consultants for Penmas
,
the BPMs
3. The use of existing peniliks as supervisors for
the field practicum and as advisors for developing the list
of competencies for the D1 program.
In regards to personnel, these three areas are
significant. The nonformal education methods workshop
brought the staff of both the IKIP and the BPM together
to plan and implement a workshop. This was a short-term
and cooperative venture.
The other two program areas, the use of peniliks
and MA candidates, are even more long-term cooperative
developments between the personnel of the collaborating
institutions. By using IKIP staff as domestic consultants,
Penmas gained the expertise of these people and a poten-
tially strong linkage was developed between personnel.
This program area has the potential for building more long-
lasting relationships between the staff of these two insti-
tutions
.
Also, the use of peniliks as field supervisors and
as advisors for the D1 program was a critical area for
cooperative personnel development. The success of the field
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involvement at the IKIPs also brought more field
realrty into the program planning process.
Srgnrfrcant, then, in the cooperation and reciprocity
personnel is both long-term and short-term personnel
commitment. bong-term con^itment involved the use of stafffrom the other collaborating institution on a continuing
to support certain aspects of program development.
The Short-term development was more obviously productive and
intnediate rn that staff from both institutions worked
together on a project with short-range goals.
Other program areas that are listed under this
condition are:
4. National-level Penmas participation at the
national workshop on curriculum development at the IKIPs
for the non formal education
5. Three foreign resource persons hired by Penmas
to work for the six IKIPs as pre-service training consultants
6.
Personnel from the BP.Ms that were graduates of
the IKIPs Social Education Departments and BPM staff mem-
bers that are staff at the IKIPs.
7. IKIP staff contracted by Penmas to evaluate
learning groups and learning fund activities
8. Students of the IKIP D1 program trained by the
BPM staff in materials development
9. IKIP staff particularly from IKIP Jakarta
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helping to Plan national level workshop involving both
IKIPs and BPMs
10. BPM staff lecturing students of D1 program and
exchanging staff as in-service and pre-service trainers
under the second condition, Complementar-. n..
Resources
, three program areas were identified:
1. Technical assistance from the World Bank sixth
Education Fund to Penmas and Penmas' subsequent contract
with the IKIPs
2. Technical assistance of three foreign consul-
tants to aid in staff development at the IKIPs and as
liaisons between the IKIPs and Penmas
3. Use of BPM and its resources for a workshop on
teaching methods and a national level workshop involving
Penmas and the IKIPs
Foremost in the development of the integrative linkage
between Penmas and the IKIPs was the contract for technical
assistance provided by the World Bank Sixth Education Fund
and the Indonesian government. The implication here is that
often the motivation for a project or an innovative program
comes from an external source, in this case external to
Penmas and the IKIPs. Included, as well, in the contract
between the University of Massachusetts and Penmas was the
use of three foreign resource persons to aid in the program
development at the six IKIPs and to serve as liaisons
between Penmas and the IKIPs. These people served as
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contact were Penmas
' faciJit-ioo ^
materials for training
workshops, conferences and research The i
.
' place where colla-boration takes place is a oi «P significant aspect of program
-velopment. Throughout the first ,ear of the program, tkippersonnel had the opportunity to utilise BPM services, e.g.buildings, equipment.
other secondary program areas are identified:
4. Allocation of funds from Penmas to the BPMs
and to the IKIPs
5- Use of Penmas materials by the IKIPs, such as
Paket A Literacy Materials for research ana^ux n d pre-service
training
6. Use of BPM's new central building for pre-
service training sessions for D1 program students
Under the condition. Joint Incorporation and
Progagation of Content an d Methodologies
. the following
major areas are identified:
1. workshops for IKIP staff and BPM staff on
nonformal education methods and writing of competency-
based unit lesson plans for the "new" curriculum
2. Nonformal education research planned and imple-
mented, e.g. participatory research, photonovella and
literacy project
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These two program areas demonstrate the ability of the
integration to encourage the development of nonformai educa-
tion teaching and research methodologies in a formal educa-
tion institution, the IKIP •;The in-^service t
r
3 -i n i m /-rrrai ng programs
were an attempt to train the staff at the IKlPs in nonformai
education methods and in one workshop, the staff at the BPM
ell. The research proposals suggested not only the
development of nonformai education research strategies, but
also the joint incorporation of research capabilities and
skills that already existed among the staff at the IKlPs.
In other words, both training and practice in nonformai
methods and the research methods combined nonformai and
foirmal education strategies.
Other program areas under this condition are;
3.
Evaluation of the field practicum written up
by students, staff and peniliks from interviewing the
community
4. The writing up of lesson plans by the IKIP
staff to include nonformai education teaching strategies
for the in-class practicum requirements
5. Incorporation of Out-of-School Education
curriculum, e.g. managerial skills course, into the "new"
D1 curriculum
Under the next condition. Corresponding and Inter-
related Level s of Opportunity
, the most important program
areas that apply are:
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Budget allocations fot pre-service and in-
service training opportunities andt possioiuties for salaryincrements and increased status as a result of participation.
Increased training opportunities for peniliks,(pre-service and in-service) and th« ^i e potential for develop-
ment of D2 and D3 programs
3. Diploma and certification given to graduates
peniliks ) Of IKIP D1 program and the opportunity for grad-
uates to work for Penmas as peniliks
Overall these areas describe the program's potential for
creating monetary and status incentives and the chance for
lob mobility and training opportunities. These personal
incentives for the nonformal education fieldworker comely
with the notion that one of the weaknesses of nonformal
education is the absence of incentives for fieldworkers.
In addition, the integrative linkage between formal and
nonformal education in this case study guarantees the D1
program graduate employment in Penmas. This is a critical
area for developing opportunities that are consistent with
and related to those in the "formal" education sector.
Other areas of opportunity are;
4. Involvement of other agencies in describing
competencies and potential for hiring graduates from the
D1 program
5. Certifications for recognition and status
differentials given to IKIP staff who participate in
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nonformal education workshops
6. The potential for IKIP staff t
and for BPM staff t n
° P®=^i=iPate in IKIP programsOffering honorariums and certificates of merit
der the next condition, Nati^al Support
the maior program areas are:
1. Manpower needs delineated at the national level
-c as the need for diploma courses for training educa-
tion personnel
2. National recognition of Penmas, e.g. distribu-
tion Of funds to Penmas from national technical assistance/
education loan
The loan advocated and described the collaboration of Penmas
and the IKIPs. The budget came from the World Bank sixth
Loan and from the national government of Indonesia
This implies some national support for the development of
integrative linkages between formal and nonformal education
Most important, financial support was given to motivate and
support program development. Educators at the national
level and recent education policies advocate more diploma
or short-courses for education personnel. This is also
consistent with integrative program goals.
Other program areas included under this condition
are
:
Pant j a Siia, the national ideology committed
to cooperation in national development and part of the
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Pre- and in-service training courses
4. invitation of Pen^as personnel to the national
education day ceremony
Under the next condition, Mutual^^ Confid^nr^.
rhe following
„aior areas are identified:
1- Willingness of the IKIP and BPM staff to
participate m the planning and implementation of workshops
outside of their regular work schedule
Although a difficult condition to assess, this condition is
critical to the overall effectiveness of an integrative
program.
Respect, confidence and recnan-i -i-
i
dxiQ cogn tion was expressed
in a number of ways. The staff of both the IKIPs and the
BPMs worked beyond their usual schedules without at times
extra pay. There was enthusiasm and interest for innovative
ideas expressed by the IKIP and BPM staff. iu,d, although
somewhat lukewarm, there was expressed confidence from the
local community that the program was wanted and needed.
Other areas in support of this condition:
3. Exchanges of personnel for training and consul-
tation between the IKIPs and the BPMs with enthusiasm
expressed from both staff
4. General enthusiasm and cooperation from the MA
candidates; willingness to work with Penmas upon their
return to Indonesia
5. Cooperative atmosphere of workshop between BPM
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and IKIP staffs
,,, ,
-t^onal Pant, a siXaIdeology utilized politically to instill cooperation betweenthe two spheres
7. Willingness of ikip = i.staff to conform to the
needs of Penmas to discncjc; +-h^scuss the allocation and distribution
of funds
under the last condition, MSlknistrative Parti al..,
and I.ple.ent..i„„ .
1. Out-of-School Education and Social Education
partments at the IKIPs cooperate with BPM administration
on program planning and implementation, e.g. field practi-
cums and workshops
2. IKIP administration cooperates in rescheduling
practicum specifically to conform to D1 program
3. IKIP Rectors cooperate in reassigning returned
MA candidates within the Social and Out-of-School Education
Departments
What IS important in these program areas is evidence of
cooperation and support from the IKIP administration and
evidence of administrative cooperation between the IKIPs
and Penmas or the BPMs. The existence of the Out-of-School
and social Education Departments supported the development
of the new nonformal education curriculum. Because IKIP
administrations cooperated in the development of the program
such as in the rescheduling of the practicum activities, and
the
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reassignment of the MA candidates, the integrative
......
facilitated.
other areas that could be added to this list are
:
4. BPMs participate in planning and providing
facilities for workshop
5. Community Research Department participates in
nonformal education research with the Social Education
Department at IKIP
6. Peniliks help coordinate practicum activities
with local community leadership
7. Central Penmas office (Jakarta) represents
national level at workshops (IKIP curriculum, BPM and
IKIP national level planning workshops)
In conclusion, from the listing of program areas
under the conditions for integrative linkages, we visualize
the extent to which integration developed in the Indonesian
case study. m the next section we look more specifically
at the relationship between program factors, both input
and design factors, and conditions for effective integration.
Condition s for Integrative Linkages
and Input and Design Factors
By comparing input and design program factors with
conditions for integrative linkages, we gain an overview of
the Indonesian case study and more clarity in delineating
I
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strengths and weaknesses of the prograra. „e also are ableto evaluate specific program areas that aided or hindered
program development,
Ptogra. ineuLJact^ as identified in Chapter
1/ page 26 are:
a. Financial support and resource potential
b. Educational inheritance and networking potential
c. National commitment
The program desi2n_^ac^ as identified in Chapter
If page 2 7 are':
Program development
(i) Planning
(ii) Curricula
(iii) Methodology
(iv) Evaluation
e. Staff Development
f. Research
Administrative development
The input factors identify areas program planners should
consider that may lend support or detract from the program's
development, while the design factors are more concrete
program strategies or plans that are implemented as the
program proceeds.
On the next page, input and design factors are
juxtaposed with conditions for integrative linkages
. This
sets up an analytical framework that demonstrates the
CONDITIONS
FOR
INTEGRATIVE
LINKAGES
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relatxonship between these two spheres influencing program
development. This analytical framework is a useful means
for the education program planner to project and later to
add or delete program areas as they apply to the specific
boxes, the meeting of the two (input and design factors and
conditions for integrative linkages).
The next step in analyzing the Indonesian case study
IS to fill in the analytical framework with the program
areas previously identified in the last section under condi-
tions for integrative linkages. Program areas are added to
the boxes, to the overlap of conditions and input and design
factors that specifically apply to these program areas. For
example, under the first condition, cooperation and
recjjjrocity between personnel
. there are ten program areas
listed from the Indonesian case study. In the first box
that compares the input factor, financial support and resonrca
potential
, with the condition, cooperation and reciprocity
between personnel, the following program area is added:
three foreign resource persons hired by Penmas to work for
the SIX IKIPs are pre-service training consultants. These
people were a part of the initial input into the program
plan and also served as personnel linkages between the two
institutions
.
In the secon(i box as one looks down this row, under
the condition for cooperative personnel development, one
sees the overlap of this condition and of the input factor,
ANALYTICAL
FRAME>fORKi
FILLED
IN
WITH

I
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In this box
we see two program areas:
,i, staff fro™ the BPHs are graa-
uates Of the IKIPs and a BPM director and staff teach at the
IKIPs and (2) IKIP staff (ikip Jakarta) help plan national
level workshop with staff fro™ central Pen™as office. This
demonstrates that the staff from the IKIPs already had a re-
lationship with Penmas, either as graduates of the IKIPs or
as teachers at the IKIPs in addition to their work with
Penmas. m other words, these program areas show that al-
though the relationship had not been a systematic one or
institutionalized, there has been a history of cooperation
between their personnel.
If we look down the same row to the design factor,
the same condition, cooperation
an d reciprocity between personnel
, the following program
area is added: IIA candidates from the IKIPs contracted to
work as domestic consultants for Penmas. This explains that
as a part of staff development of the IKIP personnel they
received training and were utilized by Penmas as domestic
consultants. We can see by adding program areas to
appropriate boxes, how or to what extent the collaboration
of Penmas and the IKIPs encouraged or supported the develop-
ment of integrative linkages between formal and nonformal
education.
Without going through the entire analytical frame-
work, we understand that the process of filling in the
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analytical framework entails matching up pnogran, areas
ixsted under conditions for integrative linkages with
input and design factors. in the ns^t tt,ex three pages, the
entire chart is filled in to the extent that program areas
in the Indonesian case study are applicable.
Therefore, the analytical framework filled in with
program areas from the Penmas/IKIP collaboration gives the
reader an overview of program development, particularly
development that led to the integration of formal and non-
formal education. This framework can serve as an analytical
tool as much as an evaluative one. The latter use leads to
the question of what improvements can be made in the program
that will promote more effective integrative linkages.
Looking carefully at the analytical framework, one
sees fairly comprehensive program development at the insti-
tutional level or within the IKIPs themselves. The major
emphasis of the program was on the internal development of
nonformal education within the IKIPs in a rush to get the
D1 diploma course underway. On the other hand, two areas
of weakness are also outstanding: first, the absence of
administrative development at the community or local level
or the overall absence of community involvement in the
program planning process, and second, the absence of or at
best lukewarm support for nonformal education from the
national level.
In the evaluation of the D1 program both the
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students and the peniliks pinpointed the absence of co^un-
tty Knowledge of and support for the program.
,see Appendi
V) The leaders of villages were often uncooperative, un-
interested or misinformed about the field practicum. The
students sometimes found it difficult to meet with community
leaders or local people because the community had not partici-
pated in the planning of the program.
'milarly, the peniliks found the community rather
ambivalent and doubtful about participating in the program.
They also found community leadership sometimes unreceptive.
Proper letters of introduction and other methods of solicit-
ing support had not been acquired from the local-level
officialdom in order to implement the field practicum. At
times an effort to try to do too much too fast did not
account for a most important aspect of community education:
community participation from the planning to the implementa-
tion stage of program development.
The Penmas/IKIP collaboration has the potential for
a systemic strategy for integrative linkages. But, this
requires that national level education policies view higher
education in partnership reaching developmental goals. Non-
formal education and the integration of formal and nonformal
education are not yet a priority of national level education
policies amongst Indonesian educational planners.
This case study demonstrates relatively lukewarm
support for nonformal education from the national level.
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the linkage between Pen^as and the IKIP was an institu-
tional integration alone similar to the labour education
movement, national support would not necessarily be a
critical factor in program development. But, the relation-
ship between Penmas and IKIPs confines Institutional or
complementary linkages with systemic integration. Perhaps
the most that can be hoped for at this point is that Penmas
and the IKIPs develop a strong institutional relationship
Without community support to really implement programs
effectively beyond their own institutional sphere.
An analysis of this case study of an integrative
linkage between a formal institution of higher education
(IKIP) and a nonformal education agency (Penmas) for the
training of community education fieldworkers should not
overlook that fact that this is a new program, that the D1
program just graduated its first year of students and
potential peniliks. This alone makes it difficult to take
a definitive view of the program's progress up to date.
t*at IS important is to keep those program areas in mind
that supported conditions for integrative linkages. An
analytical framework that describes these areas can serve
as a model and as a means of evaluating or measuring a
program's plans and outcomes.
In the next section we look specifically at factors
that aided and hindered program development in the
Indonesian case study. These factors are derived from an
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analysis of the analytical framework,
work serves as a basis for analyzing
pinpointing strengths and weaknesses.
The analytical frame-
the case study, for
for summarizing and
evaluating what happened in the Penmas/IKIP collaboration.
Factors that Aided and Hindered Program Developmenf
In order to fully understand, evaluate and improve
the plans and the implementation of the most recent outcomes
of the IKIP/Penmas collaboration, it is necessary to pin-
point factors that aided and hindered program development.
The analytical framework is a means to summarize findings
from the Indonesian case study and to describe and explain
these findings under two categories: (1) those factors that
aided program development, and (2) those factors that
hindered program development.
By examining the analytical framework, we conclude
that there are eight factors that generally aided the
program development and the integrative linkages between
formal and nonformal education in the Indonesian case:
1. The existence of Penmas as a large community
education organization that reaches out from the national
to the subdistrict level of the most populated areas of
Indonesia
2. The existence of an Out-of-School and/or Social
Education Department (s ) at the IKIPs where the nonformal
education could be developed
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3. The Sixth Education World Bank Loan that
encouraged the development of nonformal education and the
contract between Penman and the University of Massachusetts
4. The directive advocating educational innovation
and the introduction of diploma courses to fulfill manpower
needs in education personnel
5.
The location of IKIPs at provincial levels or
in regions where potential for cultural adaptability is
evident
6 . Existence of up to 1500 peniliks already in the
field and already established as
7. A national political
community education workers
ideology based on coopera-
tion and commitment to development goals
8. The individual commitment of IKIP and BPM
personnel who desired the success and worked towards a
dynamic community-based education program.
In support of the integrative linkages between
Penmas and the IKIPs is the overall direction of Indonesian
education to quantitatively increase the number of education
personnel, and to qualitatively encourage more in-class and
field practicum in the pre- and in-service training programs
for education personnel. The P3G Guidelines for curriculum
development from the Ministry of Education and Culture
advocated the development of diploma courses to train
secondary education teachers. The development of theory,
in-class practicum and field practicum were also part of the
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guidelines
. These goals are consistent with the integra-
tion Of nonformal education within a formal education
-stitution: to provide short courses for the training
^i^ldworkers with hir-rv,a high concentration on both in-class
and field practice.
Though adult education is not yet a clear priority
at the national education policy level, the need for a
wide-range of educational manpower is. what is meant by
educational manpower has not yet been delineated except for
formal education. Nevertheless, the foreign assistance and
national funds provided to Penmas to develop its institu-
tional capabilities stimulated the need for a cadre of
trained nonformal education fieldworkers
. The graduates of
the D1 and possibly subsequent programs were promised jobs
(as peniliks) with Penmas. Many students felt this was a
most important motivating factor in their decision to pursue
a diploma course in nonformal education. wlUle this may not
be the best recruitment strategy, the promise of a job and
the potential for mobility within the national opportunity
structure are important factors in career choices in a
country where unemployment is rampant.
Therefore, the development of a reward system for
nonformal education fieldworkers should not be underestimated.
There are proposals to develop D2 and D3 courses for pre-
service and inservice training of nonformal education
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personnel. One proposal was to accept graduates of other
departments for a one or two year course in nonformal educa-
txon to train them to work at the district or provincial
level Penmas office. Another was i-r.lorn to offer competent Peniliks
further education in a D2 or D3 course after they had
completed two years of service in the field. This training
would provide fieldworkers with increased knowledge,
mobility, status and pay. Given the institutional backup
of the IKIPs, it became and will become more conceivable
that nonformal education, particularly for the training of
fieldworkers, can merge with the national opportunity
Structure.
The most substantial support for the program was
the institutional existence of Penmas, the IKIPs and the
financial support from the World Bank and the Indonesian
government. The Sixth Education Loan provided Penmas with
funding support to develop its institutional capabilities.
As previously mentioned, Penmas serves most of the provinces
of Indonesia (since independence) and has approximately 15Q0
fieldworkers (peniliks). Also, the IKIPs are located within
all the major provinces and most of their staff (excluding
IKIP Jakarta) are from the province where the IKIP is
located. In other words, the distribution of both IKIPs and
BPMs suggests a model for community education that both ful-
fills national needs and is culturally and linguistically
adaptable to the ethnic differences or variables within a
particular province.
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in addition to an institutional structure that will
allow for flexibility and adaptability, the five principles
of Pantja Sila, (Nationalism, Internationalism, Democracy
welfare and Belief in God, as part of the national political
Ideology advocates a spirit of social justice and equality.
Students are required at the IKIPs to take a course in this
philosophy that advocates Indonesia’s motto of "unity in
diversity". m theory the ideal is for education to create
the pant]a sila" man, who believes in cooperation in pursuit
of national development goals. Certainly, the commitment
Of individual IKIP and BPM personnel towards these national
goals was evident in their receptivity, willingness and
efforts to plan and to implement an effective nonformal
education program within the IKIPs with the cooperation of
the BPMs.
On the other hand, there are ten factors that
tended to hinder integrative linkages between formal and
nonformal education in the collaboration between Penmas
and the IKIPs:
1.
The inflexibility of the IKIP administration
structure
2. The attitude of the IKIP staff
3. The irrelevance of the IKIP curriculum
4. The "invisible government" that rules authori-
tatively and in contradiction to the traditional community
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principles of mutual help
5
.
The absence o
decision-making
and consensus (gotong royong)
f community participation in
6. The overall elitism that looks away from produc-
tive labour and toward admittance to and preparation for
government civil service and a "desk job"
7. The government civil service system entrenched
in status differentials, pay increments that tended to pro-
mote security and at times tended to hinder incentives,
creativity, innovative work
The lack of concrete national government support
for developing integrative linkages between formal and
nonformal education
9. The absence of administrative clarity between
Penmas (Jakarta), the BPMs and the IKIPs.
10. The neglect of the private sector in the develop-
ment of nonformal education in this project
Some of these factors are related and a consequence
of the previously described relationship which higher educa-
tion has had to rural development needs. As a whole the
IKIP structure, courses and methods are directed to the
ormal system. The linkages of formal and nonformal educa-
tion for the training of community education workers assumes
involvement in the rural community. But, as a consequence
not only of the history of higher education and the IKIPs,
but also because of the top-down approach utilized by Penmas
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for the development of its institutional infrastructure,
there has SO far been little community involvement or parti,
cipation in this project.
This top-down approach was also evident in the
manner in which Penmas (Jakarta), the central office, dealt
wrth the provincial level offices (BPMs)
. m one instance,
the IKIP staff was contracted to evaluate learning fund
groups at the provincial level. The evaluation was negative
rn tone. The staff members (IKIP) sent their evaluation to
the director of Penmas (Jakarta)
. Rather than trying to
improve the situation, the director of Penmas reprimanded the
provincial level Penmas director. This poor use of the
evaluation resulted in a year of bad feelings between the
BPM and the IKIP. Thus the behavior of the central office
Penmas in Jakarta had a profound effect on the relationsips
between the BPMs and the IKIPs
. The continuing absence of
administrative clarity from the top and the poor flow of
funds only served to aggravate and hamper the development
of a smooth, cooperative relationship between the two.
The government civil service system is the largest
employer of manpower in Indonesia. Once hired a civil
servant cannot be fired, but may be moved around. Head-
masters of primary schools were laterally moved into posi-
tionas as peniliks during the last decade. The promised job
security of the civil service system makes a position in it
a major goal of most school and IKIP graduates. On the other
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hand, th.s system obviously mediates against educational
innovations. Pon example, while the BPM staff cleanly had
expertise rn nonformal education methodologies
,
they could
as trainers to the IKIP staff since they were
lower in credentials and status in the governnent civil
service system. On the other hand, the IKIP staff could
serve as trainers for the BPM staff though the former
clearly had less field experience.
In addition, as Beeby mentions, there is conflict
between external funding and the internal or domestic
budget. (Beeby, 1979) Per diem or honorariums provided
by external sources of funding are perceived as distinct
from but necessary to supplement ones- monthly basic salary.
Attitudes towards work are reflected in a reward system
that provides a meager basic salary and then makes up for
It by expecting staff to participate in projects that pro-
vide lucrative honorariums. If one can gain more money by
doing overtime or extra work and one's basic salary is guar-
anteed no matter what the quality of performance, the
message and consequently the motivation is for staff to
spend more time and energy on employment outside their
regular duties at the IKIP. The impact of this type of
reward system on the quality and motivation to work is
critical. The staff is usually more motivated, innovative,
conscientious about work that provides honorariums or per
diem. In turn, the staff tends to refuse extra work outside
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their regular duties
or per diem.
if there IS no guaranteed honorariums
While the presence of Out-of-School and the Social
Education Departments at the IKIPs helped to support the
"new curriculum, they also had an inhibiting effect.
Whrle most of the staff was wining to learn about nonformal
education in theory, most were less receptive to change
their teaching styles or change their role as a teacher in
the classroom. Participatory and problem-solving methods
may be antithetical to the present role of an IKIP teacher.
Absence of material may also contribute to an unwillingness
And, there is also the question of habit. To transform
teaching styles after years of teaching experience is
usually a very difficult task. The in-class practicum is
somewhat alien to the long history of teaching by "diktat".
In addition, the out of class preparation time needed to
prepare role plays and group discussion requires a commit-
ment to innovate in an area in which most teachers have
little confidence. Therefore, the desire on the part of
IKIP staff to learn about nonformal education did not
necessarily contribute to a change in teaching styles or
to the incorporation of nonformal or participatory methods
into the classroom activities.
Because the Penmas/IKIP component of the nonformal
education project is related to immediate manpower needs,
it also has a somewhat limited view. Also, because most of
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the IKIP graduates are recrni^o.q ^uited for government civil
service positions, the IKIP itself has not expanded into
the private sector. D1 students will ultimately have to be
prepared for employment outside of Penmas since Penmas can
only absorb so many peniliks or IKIP graduates, courses
such as bookkeeping, recordkeeping or other courses related
to developing learning programs in the private sector need
to be developed. The IKIP itself needs to look into field
practicums in the private sector to help students acquire
managerial skills. In part because the community has been
only marginally involved in the D1 program, the students
are not necessarily being taught skills that the cot^unity
needs. For example, in the evaluation of the practicum,
students commented that learning groups asked them for
literacy education. But, the students did not know how to
teach literacy or how to train a facilitator to teach
literacy. One penilik commented that the students have few
skills they can offer the community, such as homemaking or
home economic skills, agricultural skills, etc. The IKIP
program needs to create integrative linkages with other
departments and other agencies than can train the peniliks
in vocational skills at least so that they have the ability
to initiate learning programs in the community that the
community noGds and wants.
At this point although the national government has
supported non formal education's linkage with formal education
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financially, more concrete recoanitinn ag o and support has been
rather luhewar.. Priority has been given to expansion of
system and the maintenance of preparatory educa-
tion.
.dult education, including literacy education,
although a priority of Pen^as has not been given the hind of
natronal co™,it™ent and encouragement necessary to such a
massive effort. Recognition and support of Penmas
- efforts
have been somewhat piecemeal, rather than whole-heartedly
behind the view that community and adult education is in
partnership with developmental goals and the general goals
Of education in Indonesia.
In conclusion, we see that the analytical framework
can serve as a means to both analyze and evaluate an inte-
grative linkage between formal and nonformal education as
exemplrfred in the Indonesian case study. m the next chap-
ter we see how the analytical framework can be utilized
xn the process of planning an integrative program. We look
at how education planners can use the analytical framework
to assess and to evaluate the extent and the nature of
integrative linkages between formal and nonformal education.
chapter V
the analytical framework
In this chapter we will examine the analytical
framework that was utilised to describe and analyse the
Indonesian case study. This chapter will also look at how
the framework can be used by educational planners and the
significance of the analytical framework for integrative
linkages between nonformal and formal education.
How to Us e the Analytical Framework
This section describes a step by step process in
how to use the analytical framework.
The analytical framework before it is filled in on
the following page demonstrates the relationship between
conditions for integrative linkages and input and design
factors. The framework sets up a relationship between
these two categories that should aid the planner to plan
and to implement specific program areas; and, also should
encourage and help the planner to continually assess the
nature of and the extent to which integrative linkages are
occurring or are likely to occur. The reader should note
how the framework relates all possible program areas where
linkage could occur to a specific condition necessary for
effective integration.
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The next step is to fin in the analytical frame-
work with a check list that the program planner could care-
fully consider before and during the planning and
implementation of an integrative program. Look at the
filled in analytical framework on page igs as we go through
a step by step explanation of its contents.
If we go through the intersection of one condition,
jojn^ incorporation and propagation of content and methn-
^j g^ies , and the input and design factors the reader gains
clarity in how the analytical framework can be used.
In the first box where the condition, joint incor-
poration and propagati on of content and methodologies
,
intersects with the input factor, financial support and
resource potential, the following two check points occur:
Budget allocated for research and propagation
of in fo rroat i on
, knowledge from research andfieldwork
.
or.
Is there budget allocated for research,
propagation of knowledge and information from
fieldwork, research, etc.?
Budget allocated for pre-service and in-service
training of staff and fieldworkers
,
or.
Is there budget allocated for pre—service and
in-service training of staff?
In other words, the education planner can phrase each check
point into a question in order to consider the extent to
which the program adheres to this particular point. Consider-
ing the first check point, in reference to the Indonesian
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case study one see that there were funds allocated for
research
,
had to be
but there were not specifications that the research
related to the methodologies of nonformal educa-
tion. There were also funds allocated for field practicum
(though not sufficient)
,
but funds were limited to the
reproduction of knowledge without its propagation. The
budget did not clarify how information would be distributed
once collected, or what should be done with the research
once completed.
For the second check point the Indonesian program
planner might respond in the affirmative, that there were
funds allocated for pre-service and in-service training for
the staff and the students. On the other hand, while the
staff received training in content and methodologies of
nonformal education, the pre-service training of students
in nonformal education methodologies in the D1 program was
dependent on the in-service training. No specific strate-
gies were developed to insure that the students would be
trained in nonformal education content and methods.
1^^ the second box going down the column where the
condition, joint incorporation and propagation of content
and methodologies intersects with the input factor, educa-
tion inheritance and networking
,
the following two check
points occur:
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or
,What training potentials are there ie „4-i,
agencies, departments, etc.?
^
Content from other agencies, departmentsbrought into the program development
or
How can the content of subject matter from
IntotL ageLies be bro^tinto he program?
In the Indonesian case study for each of these
points the education planner might probably answer in the
negative. In the first year of the program there was very
little networking developed between other agencies or other
departments within the IKIPs or between the Social Education
Department and other departments within the IKIP.
If an education planner from the agricultural
extension movement were to assess the program's ability to
meet these two check points, the answer would be in the
affirmative. The agricultural extension movement made a
concerted effort to bring in content from other departments,
e.g. home economics, husbandry, etc. to build up the research
capabilities and the county agent's expertise in specific
content areas.
If we go down the column to the third box where the
condition, joint incorporation and propagation of content
and methodologies
, intersects with the input factor,
national commitment
,
the following check point occurs;
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Content of higher education in agreementwith and an extension of its oar?nershinwith national development goals. ^
or
,
To what extent is the subject matter ordevelopmental goals of this program inagreement with national goals?
In the Indonesian case study this point may be
debatable but most probably the analysis of the Penmas/IKIP
collaboration exemplified that national education goals
have neither been sufficiently clarified nor viewed in
partnership with the goals of higher education-enough so
that higher education could comply and respond to national
policies and development efforts with coordinated community
education programs. Neither is education, particularly
nonformal education a recognized part of a national develop-
ment or a national education strategy so that higher educa-
tion, specifically the Penmas/IKIP collaboration has
demonstrated that this input factor has not been a viable
aspect of the program's development.
In other strategies for integrative linkages, such
as the complementary linkage, e.g. the labour education
movement, national commitment was not an important input
factor. Some would say that national support would have
been a detriment to the linkage of labour education and
higher education at the time when the program was first
being developed. On the other hand, unidirectional and
systemic linkages require a clear sense of national commit-
ment and support.
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If we go down the same column and condition, joint
incorporation and propagation of content and methndoi
and see where it intersects with the design faet~or, adminTs-
trative development, the following check point occurs:
levpl'S''?^*'"‘°"
between administrativevels (governmental, higher education, andinformal or community)
.
'
or
,
tion encourage participa-
hiahPr , from government, andn gne education administrators?
If we apply this check point or question to the
Indonesian case study, a number of variables arise. For
example, participation from higher education was inspired
from an external loan and from the Indonesian government..
Within the IKIPs some administrative participation was
encouraged through honorariums and workshops. But, adminis-
trative participation from the community, particularly for
the field practicum was negligible. In other words,
except for workshops or meetings to encourage participation,
administrative participation was essentially motivated by
funds rather than by participative strategies. Community
participation via meetings, information sessions, informal
gatherings did not occur. A program planner from the
Indonesian project would probably summarize from this that
an overall weakness of the program was its inability to
effect administrative participation from the community.
All the check points from the intersection of the
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incorporation and Propagation of
5nd_methodoloai^ and the input and design factors are
listed on the next three pages. Each point has been
phrased in tert^ of a question that the education planner
could about his/her program. In Appendix vi there are lists
of all the check points from the analytical framework
phrased as questions.
3 . Joint Incorporation and Propagation
and Me thodoloqie's' ^ of Content
a. Is there budget allocated for research
propagation of knowledge and informationfrom fieldwork, research, etc.?
b. Is there budget allocated for pre-service
and in-service training of staff?
c. Wliat training potentials are there in other
agencies, departments, etc.?
d. How can the content or subject matter from
various departments or agencies be broughtinto the program?
e. To what extent is the subject matter or thedevelopmental goals of this program in
agreement with national goals?
f. Is participatory planning encouraged during
program development?
g. Is there an emphasis on integration of
theory and practice
,
a balance of both in
the curriculum design aid implementation?
h. Is there a comprehensive field practicum?
To what extent is the practicum integrated
with the academic curriculum of higher
education?
i. Does the evaluation encourage participation
and improvement? Are there both self- and
group evaluation?
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k.
1 .
m.
n
.
o.
P^=^f°™ance
, attitude.
Is there an in-service staff training
eduLtiorteach!ng/fearninrL?^^^
How is the staff encouraged to practice
solving methods?
* ^^'^^cipatory and problem-
appropriate or in
eduoatSnl "^thodologies of nonformal
Are the research capabilities of highereducation used in the research strategies?
^at methods are used to encourage partici-
community, from governmentand higher education administrators?
The reader should examine the next three pages. On
these pages the analytical framework is filled in. The
analytical framework is filled in with check lists that
describe program areas where conditions for integrative
linkages between formal and nonformal education intersect
with input and design factors. Each check point can be
phrased in terms of a question as well which may be more
helpful to the education planner. (See Appendix vi)
In summary
,
the analytical framework can be used by
the education planner in a number of ways. The planner can
use the check list to initially plan an integrated program,
or as a check list to evaluate a program plan. The planner
can use the check list to assess the strengths and weak-
nesses of an integrated program during the process of
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implementation. Thesein are not necessarily exclusive
categories in program development or in the use of the
analytical framework. Rather, the planner can use the
framework on a continuing basis or at different times dur-
ing program development because the analytical framework is
essentially a means for greater comprehensiveness in and
understanding about the integrative linkage between nonformal
and formal education.
Significance of the Analytical Framewnrk-
In the last section we examined how one can use the
analytical framework. m this section we will consider,
what IS the significance of this framework?
Generally speaking, the analytical framework is
significant because of the following points;
1. The analytical framework sets up a framework
and a general criteria for examining the intersection of
conditions for integrative linkages and input and design
program factors
2. The analytical framework can aid the planner in
understanding where intersections have occurred in his/her
program and where he/she would like them to occur
3. The analytical framework can aid the education
planner in assessing the type of strategy, the nature of the
integrative linkages and the extent to which integration
has occurred.
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4. The analytical framework can aid the education
Planner in assessing and evaluating the strengths and weak-
nesses of the program
5. The analtyical framework can aid the planner in
understanding where potentials lie for transforming and
4-sforming a program
6. The analytical framework gives the education
Planner an overview of the entire program once developed
or a framework in which to develop the program plan
7. The analytical framework can aid the education
planner in assessing how or why the program could evolve
into another strategy for integrative development
These seven points express that the analytical frame-
work can perform a useful function for the education planner
as a means towards understanding program design and program
development, particularly if the objective is to integrate
formal and nonformal education. Often though the goal of
a program is to integrate formal and nonformal education,
the education planner may not have clear insight or have
considered all the possibilities of how or where integrative
linkages could occur. The planner may need to acknowledge
that a linkage between formal and nonformal education in a
particular program area is not a necessary part of or
irrelevant to the strategy for integration chosen. Or,
simply the necessity to define what strategy is or has been
chosen leads to a better understanding of program
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development. The education planner can consider the
possibilities, the potentials and in the process of
implementation he/she can consider where the program is
going, how the program can be transformed as both the
participants' needs change or as the possibilities for
integrative linkages change. The education planner can use
the analytical framework as an overview of the program or
as a means of continually evaluating program progress.
What IS important is that integrative linkages are
not totally left up to chance. Although some linkages may
occur by chance or accident (which is a useful part of any
program's development), the goal of integrated programs is
to create and to strengthen integrative linkages. For this
reason, the analytical framework is significant because it
IS both a guide and a map that allows for interpretation and
understanding of what can be done and what is being done in
the integrative development of nonformal and formal educa-
tion.
Summary
The primary focus of this paper has been on
addressing the following question: from selected efforts
to establish integrative linkages between higher education
and nonformal education in the training of community service
workers, what program areas should be considered in planning
and what factors aid or hinder effective integration of
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these two spheres?
From the strategies for integrative linkages
participatory, complementary, unidirectional and systemic
and from the in depth analysis of the Indonesian case study,
program areas were described. The program areas identified
were the results of the intersection of seven conditions
for integrative linkages and input and design factors.
These intersections and a check list of potential program
areas are described in the analytical framework which is
both a summary and a guide for the effective integrative
development of formal education (higher education) and
nonformal education for the training of nonformal education
fieldworkers
.
When considering factors that aided or hindered
effective integration between these two spheres, one must
ask whether it is necessary or desirable that a program
seek optimum effectiveness of integrative linkages or
attempt to meet each of the conditions for integrative
linkages as described in the analytical framework.
To answer this question, first, education planners
should consider that educational programs change over time.
What is an optimum effort for effective integration at one
point in time, may not be in another. For example, the
participative strategy was particularly effective at the
community level, but was much less so in regards to develop-
ing the condition, corresponding and interrelated levels of
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opportuni^. AS a program that conforms to the patticipa-
ttve strategy develops, the need for opportunities may change.
Education Planners must weigh the effect, importance and
direction of a participative program that changes goals in
order to meet the needs of participants. This does not mean
that the strategy is being transformed into another strategy
or that the program will become less participative if it
adheres to national level opportunities, but that a program
must be flexible enough to meet the needs of participants
as well as program goals. Realistically though not necess-
arily dramatically these goals will change the internal
workings of a program over time.
Besides internal factors, a second consideration
is that external factors effect program development particu-
larly in a program that is developing integrative linkages
with formal education. A condition such as national support
^d commitment can strongly effect program development.
Integrative linkages can be strengthened if government
policies reflect authentic commitment to community partici-
pation and community development. But, if national or
governmental policies directed at the community level are
only a means of gaining political support or of neglecting
rural communities while using their labour power to develop
the modern sector or of containing rural communities with
palliative education programs, then national involvement
would be detriment to program development. Education
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Planners Should assess the authenticity of national co^nit-
ment to integrative linkages between formal and nonformal
education or at the ve-r^/ ue y least be cognizant of the potential
effect of national support on an integrative program.
Moreover, the relationship between internal program
changes and external change factors is a critical one. if
program goals are being superseded by external factors to
conform to political goals, then education planners should
critically assess the future of a program as well as more
immediate intents.
As Samuel Bowles writes, "the primary obstacle to
the bountiful and broadly shared economic rewards is the
distribution of human capital." (Simmons, 1980; 226)
Nonformal education can offer community people the oppor-
tunity for greater decision-making power in their daily
lives and in turn perhaps more participation in their eco-
nomic future primarily if nonformal education programs are
authentic attempts at community development.
As we have seen, formal education offers hope,
legitimate change and social power. ^vhy would an individ-
ual go through years of drudgery to acquire a certificate
for a hoped-for vocation or employment that he/she may never
get or never use? There is the hope of recognition, status,
security
,
mobility and wealth (at least more wealth or a
better life than one's parents). There is also the hope of
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choices so that if one prospect does not work out r»aybe
another will. students ,o through years of schooling
htgher education included, without ever being sure of what
they are preparing themselves for because there is the under-
lying feeling of limitless options. Perhaps this thinking
IS more true of students in developed countries though it
has now permeated the mentality of youth in developing
countries as well.
The state has legitimized the formal educational
system as a means to the modem". Certification from
a school certifies a modem person or the student's right
to be modern. He/she has acquired status or social power
much in the way a traditional society confers special powers
to a new initiate to adulthood. ",
. . while the institu-
tionalization of education serves to transform previously
unassimilated people into citizens it also serves to
legitimate the mobilization and authority of the state over
them." (Bock, 1976: 355) Few would doubt either educa-
tion's potent past effects or that the social demand for
education is increasing.
Few traditional societies have had the luxury of
change. Innovation or change requires an element of risk.
As Denis Goulet writes traditional societies are often too
vulnerable to take risks. An Ethiopian student I once
taught wanted to write a letter to an American student his
own age. He asked me what he should write and I suggested
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he write about that which he felt most deeply. He wrote
'We have not had famine hone for a tew years. Oo you have
famine in America?"
Traditional societies are not necessarily hostile
to change. They do not have the type of community infra-
structure or institutional development to support and sus-
tain change or to make decisions on the appropriateness of
a specific change. National government representatives
working at the village or community level are often con-
trolling agents rather than change agents. Or, they are
outsiders whose behavior and ideas are inappropriate in
the context of a traditional rural community. Extension
education in the United States did not get off the ground
until farmers had their own agencies and organizations to
support or reject the ideas of the extension agent,
Nonformal educators have consistently made the
mistake of not sufficiently evaluating infrastructure
support for an educational innovation. Certainly formal
education has the institutional base for the delivery of
an innovation; it also has the funding support and the
public recognition that formal education is "education".
But formal educators face a paradox. Is it better to gain
credibility and support from an association with power, or
better to reach a small number of people with more hopes
of authentic participation? Up to date many nonformal
education efforts have conformed to the latter and justified
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small-scale Dro'i(^n+-c up ojects as humanitarian efforts often
with people Who have indifferent or poor governments whose
meager education budgets go to satisfying the children or
the elites. Maybe, it is not an either/or question anymore
than formal and nonformal education are mutually exclusive
forms of education.
In conclusion, educational reform must be increase
ingly directed towards creating hybrids or educational
programs that capitalise on the strengths of both formal
and nonformal education; educational programs that meet
community needs without consideration of whether they meet
theoretical requirements or are truly nonformal or formal
0ducational ©ndsavors.
Effective strategies for integrative linkages
between formal and nonformal education for the training of
community education or nonformal education fieldworkers is
dependent on the type of strategy chosen, how the strategy
develops integrative linkages or integrative program areas,
how the strategy changes over time in response to both
institutions and individuals. Whether program areas or
goals will lead to specific outcomes or whether one strategy
will lead to another or to substantial educational reform
is a matter of conjecture. But, whether an educational
reform will lead people to better understand themselves and
their community, to be better able to control their lives
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- the goal of any educational reform and is perhaps the
most critical criteria of whether integrative linkages
between formal and nonformal education are truly effective.
Glossary of Terms
Bidang Studi - field of study
BP3K - Department of Educational Research and Development
BPM
- provincial level Penmas department
D1 Program - one year diploma course curriculum in nonformal
education
D2 and D3 Programs
- potential subsequent programs following
the D1 program for further study in
nonformal education
FIP - Faculty of Education
Gotong Royong - reaching consensus through discussion and
a spirit of cooperation
IKIP - Institute of Teacher Training and the Study of
Education
IPPS - Department of Social Education in the IKIPs govern-
ment District level administration and territory
Kabupaten
- government district level administration and
territory
KANWIL
- provincial level Department of Education and
Culture (P dan K)
Kecamatan
- government sub-district level administration
and territory
Kejar Program - work—study and learning group program
KKN - national service program
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mata Kuliah - courses and course titles
NFE - non formal education
Pantja Sila - five national ideological principles:
Nationalism, Internationalism, Democracy,
Welfare and Belief in God
Paket A Literacy Materials - literacy materials for the
first stages of literacy edifica-
tion being produced and dis-
tributed as part of tbe non^
formal education Penmas proyject
penilik - community education sub-district fieldworker
PENMAS - Community Education Department
Pdan K - Department of Education and Culture
ai
P3G - curriculum guidelines
PLS Out of-School Education Department at the IKIPS
pusat - meaning central, referring to the central office of
Penmas located in Jakarta
b. •
•
~ traditional elites
sarjana muda - equivalent to a B,S. or B.A. degree
^
sarjana - equivalent to an M.A. degree
satpels - unit lesson plans
SO
2
and - the traditional academic curricula, 2 year,
3 year, and 4 year courses respectively
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Appendix i.
10 P0ninas Guidelines
poorest and most disadvantagS Srtiororindon''''^''^ •
education. Out-of-LhoS primary
are Penmas- primary target populaSon?"^'"^^°^®'^'
EiiL^-LvSy"
3. Learning Facilitators: Facilitators, like learnina
providfthe^ILde^T^^^’^"- organize, m^age^andide the leadership necessary for carrying out learninrrprograms. Learning facilitators are a critiLriinrS^CLnPenmas and the community. itiical l nk between
f'
Groups: The learning group consists oflearners, learning resources, and learning facilitators.
^ regular basis to learn with andfrom each other. The learning group is Penmas' primarymechanism for carrying out nonformal education.
Materials: These are the media, instructional
materials, tools and equipment needed to help learners
acquire the skills and knowledge they want. Along withbooklets, pamphlets, posters, tapes, slides and folders
enmas also uses games, tools and teaching modules as learn-ing materials.
6. Learning Place: A learning place is wherever the learn-ing group gathers to carry out their learning activities.
Learning places can be schools, churches, mosques, village
centers, or the homes of the learners themselves. What isimportant about a learning place is not its structure orfacilities
,
but rather that learners are comfortable there
and are willing to gather in the learning place to conduct
their activities and program.
7. Learning Yeast: Learning yeast can best be explained
as a motivational force that stimulates learning, Learning
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such as awaSs for^fuag^ tangible
Sair?:"! '" ; “• - •• »
continuity of the learning proces?^consists of money, goods and sel,,’
™ learning fund
Penmas and the local ooiraiunity. Provided by both
l^arilrs^do!
"S^e^aily^'the'fr'"? - «hat the
an assessment of learnino neod program begins witli
a coherent and sysSmaSc ofaf^fd ^=?i>^^tions. After this,
vides the framework for the learninr^tiv^hes'^nd^pScesr
of study and pract^4 afweh fs the e! ?
and accomplishment learners achif-T.^ enjoyment
and impleLnting lea^^SrprograS? P-^-^P-^ing in
(Anwas Iskandar, Director of
Penmas, 1980)
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Appendix ii
National Pattern of the IKIPs
Non Teaching Program Teacher Education Program Rank of S^iry
ye« of study
—
Teaching Certificanon Program
Post
Graduate
P(^ Graduate
S.
Graduate
3
/
/
Si .2
.1
'A
A
Graduate/
SLTA Teacher
me
niB
niA
Diploma/
SLTA Junior Teacher
SO^
Certificate/
SLTP Teac^^
SO,
llA
AI
Graduate ol Senior Secondary School
Cgenerai or vocatiotial)
national pattern of IKIP
1^ ///\ " program for teacher and educational civil servant
IKIP Lecturer
:::.0
mm. 160 cr
(from Univ.)
p7^
Am
/ ^
T7
An
min. 120 cr
from Univ.
mm. 100 cr.
from Univ,
CZ] program for education professionals or sciendtt
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Appendix i i i
,
10
11 ,
12
.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
—
Skills Expected from a r
„
^SliiH_ P.enmas Basert on theSg££°ng.e of 2 3 Penmaa Peniliks Tr- Ifrom South Sii 1 a,.,o^i
The skill of getting in touch with the local
The sk'
-Loca government.
and coiranunity^me^ers!'" community leaders
The Skill Of finding out the community training
.needs,
outside of°the^locality? resources in and
The skill to mobilize resources for learning.
The skill to organize and strengthen the learning group,
other institutions?^ cooperation and coordination with
The skill to revise the working program.
in\?f evaluation of the program and
The skill of dividing up tasks.
task should bl^carried^out?^
within which a certain
w??k?ng“i:l°^^^"""“5 all the tasks based on the
done°ritt?r?^certa?n\lL"?L?t!
The skill of carrying out all the tasks.
The skill of collecting data.
The skill of teaching,
he skill of training (giving exercises).
The skill of organizing learning activities.
1 .
2
.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
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19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
coLunity.°'^
health maintenance for oneself and the
levefof^efr^^nHf^ttrparticipantl''
The skill of leading a meeting.
The skill of leading a discussion.
The skill of benefiting from the meeting and discussion.
The skill of producing instructional materials.
The skill of formulating the objectives to be achieved.
The skill of writing evaluation material suitable fornonformal education. » c oi r
ia?s^^c=L°^ instructional technological mater-l ls ( ameras, tape recorders, slides, etc.)
The skill of writing reports.
The skill of finding funds for an educational activity.
The skill of implementing innovative ideas.
The skill of accountability in using funds accordingto the activities.
33. The skill of typing and running printing materials,for example, stenciling.
34. The skill of organizing sports activities.
35. The skill of producing materials for decorations.
The skills list above are arranged based on the priority
given by the 28 Penmas peniliks. The following skills are
also mentioned by the Penmas peniliks, but they are notincluded in the above list because they cannot be easilylearned until having worked for some time and are outside
the IKIP study program.
36.
The skill of carrying out supervision, reporting,
evaluation and monitoring.
The skill of using small tools in repairing limited
dysfunctions in motorcycles.
37 .
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Appendix iv
A.
COORDINATOR :
I. To conduct a weekly seminar with students about their
field experiences and the overlap of the practicum and
their academic studies at the IKIP
Ob j ect ives ;
a. TO encourage students to discuss, to analyze and
to reflect on their field experience
b. To give the students the opportunity to share
information
c. To facilitate self-evaluation and group evaluation
d. To discuss the overlap of practice and of theory
e. To monitor all constraints and opportunities in
the field
II. To visit each student twice a semester in the field
Objectives
a. To develop communication between the coordinator
and the Peniliks for improvement of the practicum
b. To keep the coordinator informed about all student
activities in the field
c. To acquaint the coordinator with the Peniliks jobs
and in turn the student's experiences
d. To develop good relations betv/een the students
and the coordinator as well as between the Peniliks
and the coordinator
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III
IV.
To collect, discuss and evaluate evaluation forms
(monthly) from Peniliks on student's progress or
development in the field
Ob j ectives :
a. To monitor student's field activities
b. To identify strengths and weaknesses in student's
development as well as in the practicum in general
c. To insure direct communication between the super-
visor in the field and the supervisor at the IKIP
To meet with IKIP staff in community education
program once a month
Objectives
:
a. To discuss the overlap of theory and of practice
b. To examine and to develop means to merge field
experiences with classroom experiences
c. To keep the dosen involved in the practicum and
aware of the progress of their students in the
field
d. To identify means of improving the practicum and
the general D1 curriculum (as a whole)
LECTURERS OR STAFF ;
I. To meet once a month with the coordinator to discuss
the coordination of the practicum with the academic
sector of the D1 and SI curriculums.
Objectives :
a. To discuss and evaluate coordination of the
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II
.
C. To use journals for reflection and for self-
evaluation
d. To give students practice in reporting out and in
evaluation
Deliver evaluation forms (monthly! to Peniliks and to
Coordinator
Objectives :
a. To involve the student in the evaluation and the
rnanageinent of the practicuin
b. To insure coordination of the practicum and
communication between the coordinator and the
Penilik
III. To deliver monthly program and curriculum objectives
to the Penilik
Objectives
:
a. To keep the Penilik informed about the objectives
of the curriculum for that particular month and
on what the student should be concentrating on
for that particular month
b. To facilitate the Penilik 's evaluation of the
student’s development
involve the student in the coordination of
the practicum
IV. To work as a team with another student and with the
supervisor in the field (Penilik)
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Obj ectives :
a. To practice cooperation in field work amongst
peers as well as between tbe Penilik and the
students
b. To provide the means for sharing of experiences
and helping relationships between students in the
field
c. To develop supportive relationships not only in
the seminar but also in the field
V. To participate in weekly seminar
Obj ectives :
a. To discuss, analyze and reflect on the individuals
and each others field experiences
b. To share progress, problems with ones peers
c. To give support to fellow students
d. To provide a non-threatening atmosphere for group
and self-evaluation
©. To discuss strengths and weaknesses of the
practicum
PENILIKS :
!• To fill out monthly evaluation forms on student's
development, progress
Objectives :
a. To evaluate the student's development in order to
maintain consistency and coordination of the
practicum
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II
.
III.
b. To assist the student in evaluating his/her
performance in the field
C. To assist the coordinator in monitoring the prac-
ticum and the student's experiences in the field
d. To provide a mechanism for written communications
between the field and the IKIP
To meet twice a month with the Coordinator from the
IKIP
Objectives ;
a. To facilitate the student's progress in the field
b. To provide a mechanism for open communication
between the field and the IKIP
c. To give the Penilik the opportunity to directly
voice his evaluation of the practicum—its
strengths and weaknesses
To facilitate student's activities in the field—act
as field supervisor
Obj ectives :
a. To act as field supervisor for IKIP student
b. To write out monthly evaluation reports on the
student's development, progress in the field
c. To monitor the student's progress by serving as
an advisor as well as a coordinator of the
student's field activities
d. To meet with the coordinator regularly to discuss
the practicum and the student ' s performance
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e. TO act as the guide and the supervisor for the
Student's apprenticeship in the field
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Appendix iv
§n>dent Field Practic
_e Program D1 : m ..
Out-of
-School Education (PLS)
FIP-ikip MEDAN Academic Year 1979/1980
Theme (1
)
1. Orientation about PLS, PLS philosophy, orientation
toward community, description about community and
participatory skills.
Competencies (2
)
1. Mastering the educational fundamentals of PLS
1.1 Studying the concepts, theories and problems of
PLS from the point of view of philosophy, socio-
logy, culture, anthropology, history, economics,
and social psychology.
2. Mastering the materials of PLS study area
2.1 Analyzing the basic of PLSPO
2.6 Studying social, cultural and economic background
of developing countries together with the role of
their PLS.
4. Analyzing the PLS study group
4.2 Understanding the function of group
6. Analyzing teaching-learning interaction of the PLS
study group
Lectures ( 3
)
1 . PLS 101
231
2. PLS 104
2.6 PLS 107
4. PLS 113
6. PLS 120
Purpose (4
)
1. The students (should be) able to identify lo major
problems of Penmas/PLS
2. The students (should be) able to identify the primary
tasks of the Masorda,
2.6. The students (should) study the community's culture
based on the study group.
4. The student (should be) able to describe the group
conditions in the community.
6. The student (should be) able to observe and record all
^^fo^^3.tion from the community.
Task (5
)
1.
a. Students will make interview in the community to know
its learning needs.
b. Students will make observations and record all infor-
mation from the community.
c. The student must know the conditions of every strata
of the community.
2. The student will record all primary tasks of the Kasi
Masorda/Penilik Permas.
2.6. The student will observe and record socio-cultural
condition of the community based on study group.
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4.
6 .
The student „iu ™ahe observations in his evaluation
Of group conditions in the community.
The student will „ake observations and writing his
evaluations/journal about his observations.
Results (6)
1* Student will write a oaoerp p about the community learning
need (for seminar)
.
2. Student will write paper about the basic role of
the Masorda/Penilik Permas,
2.6. Report about the community socio-cultural conditions
based on (his) study group.
4. Student will write about the life of the group (anthro-
pological, leadership, etc.).
6. Student will present the results of his observations.
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Appendix v
RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION OF. the D1 CURRTrrTTJTM
NEED TO BE SOLVED IN THE
implementation of the curriculum
1 . Involvement in more than one
are often disrupted.
job so that the lacturers
2. Lack of space/rooms for lectures.
3. Lack of instructional materials such as textbooks and
reference books for lectures.
4. The PLS program is not appropriately understood or
mastered.
5. The need to create educational manpower for the more
advanced programs.
6. The strategy of lecturing is not effective and the
syllabus is not appropriately structured.
7. Lack of participation by and the difficulty of meeting
with the village head.
8. Transportation for the field practice is expensive.
9. There are difficulties in administrative and bureaucratic
procedures
.
10.
Lack of awareness from members of the community. They
consider nonformal education as unimportant and that it
is the work of the student-fieldworker not of the
community.
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11 .
12 .
13.
Lack Of supervision and shortage of materials for
research.
The cormnunity is suspicious of the student-fieldworkers.
Difficulty in finding a meeting place since no build-
ing is unoccupied or available.
14. Lack of skills in knowing how to approach the menl^ers
of the community,
15. The time for field practice is not suitable for time
needed to get in touch with community people.
Problems Mentioned by the IKIP Lecturers
1. Having more than one job at a time which tends to
disrupt lecturing activities.
2. Lack of coordination in the distribution of tasks
for the IKIP lecturers.
3. Lack of space for classes and lectures,
4. Lack of materials, books and textbooks for lecturers.
5. The subject matter of the lectures is too much.
6. Lack of knowledge about the PLS program.
Problems of building an effective executive or
administrative program for PLS
B. Student Problems
1. Lack of participation and the difficulty to meet
with the head of the village.
2. Transportation and field practice is expensive,
3. Low income of the community, preoccupation with work
and distances between places make it difficult to get
participants and bring them together.
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.
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
Bureaucratic procedures for field practice
complicated.
are
Lack of interest among young men and women who are
not aware of the meaning of education; they think
that nonformal education is unimportant and that the
work of a teacher is the only type of education.
Lack of supervision and materials for research.
Problems of health of the student-fieldworker.
Demand from the community that the workings of the
field practice are immediately realized.
There are some heads of the villages who declare
that there is no illiteracy in their villages.
The lack of community trust in some of the heads of
the villages and the lack of data or information
about their villages.
Community is suspicious about the student-fieldworker
.
Difficulty in reading the SKEW card because it is
pointed out in very small letters.
The length of time for the practice which extends
towards the evening.
The lack of understanding by the head of the village,
and the community leaders about the student field
practice and the difficulty in meeting them.
The difficulty gathering trainees to distribute
information and to talk to them about nonformal
education
.
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16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .
The difficulty in getting in touch with the
authorities and getting their suggestions and
advice
.
The people are still reluctant to be interviewed.
The difficulty of getting a meeting place because
no unoccupied building is available.
The lack of interest of young men and women in
programs for skill development.
The lack of resources for field or on the job
training.
The difficulty in carrying out a program in some
cultural areas.
The distances between places limit what can be
done in a given time period.
The lack of skills to approach the members of
the community.
Natural problems, such as weather.
There are lecturers who are often absent.
Lack of understanding of the contents of the
lecture
.
The strategy of teaching by lecturing is not
effective
.
Lack of preparation on the part of the lecturers.
Lack of interest and commitment on the part of
the lecturers.
Inability of the lecturers to teach systematically.30 .
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C.
31. Inability of the lecturers to raise the student's
interests
.
32. There are lecturers who just lecture continuously.
33. The inability of the lecturers to motivate student
participation.
Problems Mentioned by the Penmas Peniliks
1.
The difficulty of distributing information cards to
trainees because it is difficult to bring them
together.
2. The difficulty of bringing the authorities together
and a lack of participation of the village head,
3. The available expense for field practice and trans-'
portation is too little compared to the areas to
be covered.
4. Limited time for the field practice,
5. Time for field practice is not suitable to get in
touch with the community people,
6. Because there are no special transportation facili-
ties, the places to be visited are limited,
7. No introductory letters/references indicating the
IKIP-Penmas cooperation are issued which can be
shown to the authorities in field practices when
needed.
8. No funds are available to transport the student-
fieldworkers and necessary instructional materials.
9. No facilities and funds are available from Penmas
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10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
There are people who are not aware of the need for
education in the conununity and do not see education
as a collective responsibility.
The community is still doubtful and most rests on
our initiatives.
The community wants to get quick proof of whatever
we are telling them.
Field practice needs to be done continually to
collect the right data and do the field practice
effectively
.
Many people are in the coromunity and are reluctant
to be interviewed.
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Checj^jJ^st of Questi ons for Framework
1 . Cooperation and Reciprocity Between Personnel
a. Is budget allocated for exchange of personnel
joint working sessions?
and
b. Is the budget being planned cooperatively with input
from the community, etc.?
c. Was this program attempted before? what was its
reputation? what was the nature of the relationship
between personnel?
d. What evidence is there for national support?
(committees, workshops, etc.)
e. Are national level personnel represented at
important meetings, conferences, etc.
f. Who participates at planning sessions? (community,
student, staff representatives)
g. How have these participants been selected? Are
they "true" representatives?
h. How were the curriculum objectives agreed upon? Is
there opportunity for discussion, feedback, evalua-
tion of curriculum goals from all participants?
i. Are there in-service workshops for higher education
staff to train them in the curriculum and in teaching
methods ?
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2 .
j . How are materials being developed?
in their development?
Who participates
k. Is priority given to the field practicum? who
evaluates students in the field?
l. How is the field practicum evaluated?
m. WIio are the trainers in staff development program?
n. How IS research utilized to train staff? what ways
are staff encouraged to participate in research?
o. Who IS involved in the research design—planning and
implementation?
p. Is the research action-oriented, participatory?
q. What means are there for administrative development
with personnel from higher education and the
community official network?
r. Does the community have access to program plans?
(the community officials and unofficial leadership)
Complementary Use of Resources
a. Are resources shared between the community and
higher education?
b. How are resources allocated? Wliat determines
community needs, higher education needs?
c. What other resources are available in higher educa-
tion in the community? What support in terms of
resources is available?
d. What precedents are there for community support?
resource
Does national support encourage equitable
distribution in program plan? Does resource distri
bution from national level encourage harmony in
administrative relationships and encourage integrat
linkages?
Are resources jointly utilized in planning sessions
Does the field practicum make use of community
resources and higher education resources?
Are facilities available for program and are they
utilized by participants from community and from
higher education?
What cross-overs are there in terms of materials,
knowledge, etc. from the community to higher educa-
tion (vice versa)
?
Does the evaluation give access to all information
from the community, from fieldworkers
,
from higher
education?
For staff development workshops, are materials,
facilities, knowledge, research jointly utilized
by both the community and the staff?
Where is research conducted? Are there shared
resources in the development of research?
How are resources used to develop administrative
linkages? To develop official and unofficial lead-
ership from the community?
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3 . Incorporation
_«^op3g^tion of Con....
Methodologies
a.
b.
c.
d.
e
.
Is there budget allocated for research, propagation
Of knowledge and information from fieldwork,
research, etc.?
Is there budget allocated for pre^service and in-
service training of staff?
What training potentials are there in other agencies,
departments, etc.?
How can the content or subject-matter from various
departments or agencies be brought into the program?
To what extent is the subject-matter or the develop-
mental goals of this program in agreement with
national goals?
f. Is participatory planning encouraged during program
development?
g. Is there an emphasis on integration of theory and
practice, a balance of both in the curriculum design
and implementation?
h. Is there a comprehensive field practicum? To what
extent is the practicum integrated with the academic
curriculum of higher education?
i. Does the evaluation encourage participation and
improvement? Are there both self- and group
evaluation?
j. Is evaluation based on performance, attitude, learn-
ing?
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k.
1 .
m.
n
.
Is there an in-service staff training program or
series of programs on nonformal education teaching/
learning methods?
How IS the staff encouraged to practice, write,
teach, using participatory and problem-solving
methods?
Are research methods appropriate or in accordance
to methodology of nonformal education?
Are the research capabilities of higher education
used in research plan?
o. What methods are used to encourage participation
from the community, from government and higher
education administrators?
* Corresponding and Interrelated Levels of Opportunity
a. Is budget allocated to insure economic and educa*^
tional incentives to fieldworkers?
b. How does the budget encourage staff development
(salary increments, certificates, etc.)
c. What potential is there for fieldworkers employment
in other community—based agencies or programs?
d. Do national-level education policy makers or the
policies recognize merger or linkages of formal and
nonformal education? Wliat relationships do these
agencies or departments have on the national level?
e. Are fieldworkers integrated into the national oppor^
tunity structure? Is there the possibility for
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recognition, mobility?
f. Are there curriculum plans for continuing education
of fieldworkers
?
g. Are there a variety of pre-service and in-service
training opportunities, both short and long-term,
both community-based and at the institution of higher
education?
h. How are potential fieldworkers recruited and
selected for the program? What criteria is used
for selection?
Is there a strategy for encouraging community lead-
ership to participate as fieldworkers or in the
education program?
j . What encouragement is given for participation in
the staff in-service training program?
k. What encouragement to staff is given for partici-
pation in research?
l. Is encouragement given in the form of recognition,
f^^fher education opportunities or is there too
much emphasis on monetary gain?
m. Does research or research results offer the
community some level of participation in the
national opportunity structure? Does research per-
tain to community needs?
n. Does the administrative development of formal and
informal leadership encourage parallel or related
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opportunities and recognition for participation.
National Support and Commitment
a. Does the national educational budget support
integrative linkages between formal and nonformal
education at the level of higher education and other
levels as well?
b. Is there national level support in both philosophy,
ideology and in educational policies?
o. Are resources provided on an ongoing basis from the
national level for program integration?
d. What have been the trends or strategies, policies
of the national education planning board?
e. What has been the past commitment from the national
level for nonformal education?
f. Does the national ideological or philosophical
support for community education extent to the
community? Or, does it contradict program develop-
ment at the community level?
g.
Is there national recognition of or participation in
the integrative linkage between formal and nonformal
education?
h. Are national-level representatives present at
important administrative and planning meetings?
i. Is there a national-level clearinghouse for materials,
papers, case studies, etc. that result from this
integration? Is there a national distribution center
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for materials and information?
3 . Is there national recognition such as fellowship
rewards, awards for staff effectiveness?
k. How does the national level respond to research
results? Do they utilize research for construe-
tive developmental efforts?
l. Is there national support for developing adminis-
trative links with local communities, higher educa-
tion and national-level policy makers?
m. Is there national support for community participa-
tion, assessing community needs—participatory
program planning?
^
* Mutual Respect, Confidence and Recognition
a. Are the planners representative of the participat-
ing groups?
b. Do the students recruited to be fieldworkers demon-
strate commitment?
c. Is there evidence of national level recognition of
community needs and the importance of nonformal
education?
d. What are the precedents for community or nonformal
education? What has been the national-level
response? And, the popular response?
e. Is there evidence of commitment to clarity and
equity in the distribution of funds?
f. Is there commitment to improving relationships?
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g. IS there an atmosphere of trust or of cynicism
amongst the planners? Or, what is the spirit
behind the program, the spirit of planners and
participants?
h. was there a comprehensive needs assessment prior
to writing program objectives?
i. Are the materials being cooperatively developed?
How relevant are the materials to community needs?
j- Do participants have the opportunity for self
and group evaluation? Does the evaluation pro-
cedure reflect a participatory leaming/teaching
Style?
k. Do the fieldworkers receive support from their
supervisors or higher-level personnel?
l. Does the staff from higher education participate
directly in the field practicum?
m. Is the community intimately involved in planning
and implementation?
n. Will or does the community evaluate research
results?
o. Does the administrative development reflect good
relationships and good communication, e.g. the
smooth flow of funds, effective planning?
p. Does the administrative development reflect
accountability and flexibility?
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Mainistrative Part icipation and
a. IS higher education in partnership with national
developmental goals?
b. Is there evidence of linkages at the national
level between formal and nonformal education
administrations?
o. What has been the history of cooperation between
different administrations?
d. What potential is there for administrative links
with other institutions of higher education and
Other agencies?
e. How accessible to each other are formal and nonformal
education at the national policy level? Is there
evidence of collaboration?
f. Are various administrative levels from the community
to the national level encouraged or represented in
the program planning process?
g. Does the practicum develop or invite local-level
participation from community leaders (formal and
informal )
?
h. Wliat administrative levels are included in the
evaluation of the program? Does it represent a
good cross-section of the program?
i. Does the program encourage administrative account-
ability?
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k.
1 .
Is the staff of higher education involved in
generating local^level administrative support?
What evidence is there for collaboration of
higher education and the community?
Who participates in the research design? is
there a clear flow of information and knowledge
between the community and the staff of higher
education about research?
m. Is there evidence of building departmental and
admxnistrative support for the progra within
the institution of higher education?
n. What administrative development will occur
between institutions of higher education or
between higher education and other public or
private agencies that may lend support to the
program?

